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ABSTRACT 

Identifying and locating permeable zones in geothermal fields is a critical step in 

determining reservoir potential and realizing energy production. Despite a general 

association with active faults, geothermal systems typically display heterogeneously 

distributed permeability that makes locating successful wells difficult. Faults are 

associated with complex distributions of secondary fractures, with variable attitude, 

fracture density, and connectivity – all of which can influence permeability. Simulations 

of the local stress state due to slip on a detailed model of the fault system at Brady 

Geothermal Field, NV, supported by models of key idealized fault geometries, are used to 

test the relationship between both productive wells or hydrothermal features and failed 

wells with stress states that promote or suppress fracture. These simulations show that 

hydrothermal features are generally associated with portions of faults best oriented to slip 

in the stress state measured at Brady. Critically, regions of enhanced coulomb stress 

(!"
($%&)) and reduced least compressive principal stress (σ3) that promote fractures occur 

at narrow, extensional relays and at intersections between faults; at Brady such locations 

correlate with the locations of production wells and hydrothermal surface manifestations. 

Despite this positive correlation, several of these structures do not host evidence of 

hydrothermal flow due to a lack of persistence along the dip of the fault necessary to 

connect to the heat source at depth. In contrast, regions of reduced !"
($%&) and enhanced 

σ3 correspond to volumes that lie near the interior of faults, including at bends and at 

contractional relays.  These locations are generally associated with failed wells; however, 
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major production wells occur at a clear bend in a large fault at Brady. This may reflect 

the origin of the bend as breached relay and warrants further investigation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Geothermal energy is a clean, sustainable source of energy that can provide on 

demand baseload power. During production of the reservoir, both heat and fluid are 

removed at rates higher than the natural recharge of one or both, thus the sustainability of 

the resourve depends on the characteristics and management of the reservoir. For large 

plutonic and volcanic reservoirs such as Larderello in Italy, the Geysers in California, or 

Karaha in Indonesia, extraction of stored heat can be sustained for many decades to more 

than a century. However, for individual wells and for more abundantsmall and low 

temperature geothermal resources, commercial production typically lasts approximately 

30 years with proper management of the reservoir (Rybach, 2003), after which reservoir 

can be temporarily shut down to allow regeneration of the resource (Rybach, 2007). 

Currently, the global geothermal installed operating capacity is about 12.8 GW (~0.4 

EJ/year) distributed among 24 countries (Matek, 2015). However, global potential for 

geothermal energy is estimated to be between 118 EJ/year for resources at depths less 

than 3 km and 1,109 EJ/year including resources as deep as 10 km for electricity 

production from natural hydrothermal systems; thus about one-third of the potential 

resource is currently employed in energy production (Goldstein et al., 2011). This 

discrepancy between the realized and potential resource partly reflects the poor 

understanding of the controls on the location of sufficiently high permeable hot volumes 

that define geothermal reservoirs suitable for commercial energy extraction and 

production of electricity. As a result, the majority of wells drilled for production, or 
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injection, encounter inadequate reservoir temperature or achieve inadequate flow rates 

and thus are left idle (International Finance Corporation, 2013; Matek, 2014). Success 

rates are usually low in the exploration stages and gradually increase during development 

and operation phases (International Finance Corporation, 2013; Matek, 2014) as the 

resource is better defined by direct observations from wells, but failed wells continue to 

be problematic even in developed fields. Therefore, precise targeting of well-defined 

prospect wells, especially in the exploration and early development phases are needed to 

characterize resource potential and ultimately lower the cost of resource development 

(Forson et al., 2015; Swyer et al., 2016). As an established, but underdeveloped 

technology, increased geothermal energy production can be a key contribution to 

decreased dependence on fossil fuel energy use in the near future. 

 

1.1 Research Goals 

The Brady geothermal system provides an excellent example of a fault system 

associated with localized hydrothermal features and large arrays of successful and 

unsuccessful production wells typical of the Basin and Range (Figure 1.1). The 

relationship between the detailed geometry and hydrothermal flow of the Brady fault 

system is compared to the modeled local stress state to understand the role of large 

mapped faults in focusing fluid flow. In addition, key idealized fault geometries exhibited 

at this site, as well as in other parts of the Basin and Range, are explored to determine 

their relative impact on the stress state that promote fractures, and thus their specific roles 

in supporting geothermal systems. Understanding the connection between faults and 
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hydrothermal systems is critical to expanding and managing the geothermal energy 

resource base. 

 

	

Figure 1.1: Map of Brady geothermal field showing fault traces (red lines), geothermal 
wells (triangles), surface deformation (blue-white-red color map), and earthquake 
location and size (empty circles). The stress model at well 15-12ST1 is summarized as a 
3D stress tensor where Sv is the maximum principal stress acting vertically due to the 
weight of overlying rocks (outer circle centered on the well); SHmax is the maximum 
horizontal principal stress acting parallel to strike of faults (corresponds to longer black 
line and yellow wedges), Shmin is the mimimum horizontal principal stress acting orthogal 
to strike of faults and SHmax (corresponds to shorter black line and yellow wedges), and 
Pp is the static fluid pressure (inner dashed blue circle) scaled to Sv. The yellow wedges 
associated with SHmax and Shmin represent ±1 standard deviation to the horizontal principal 
stresses. For reference, (A) open relays between similarly or oppositely dipping 
segments, (B) bends representing breached relays, and (C) intersections between non-
parallel segments. 
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A mechanical model is used to simulate the slip on faults in an elastic half-space 

driven by a remote stress tensor. The potential for a hydrothermal conduit or reservoir 

can then be assessed in two ways: (1) dilation accompanying slip on the faults in the 

model; and (2) stress in the adjacent volume that exceeds the material strength. Vertically 

extensive slip and dilation on the model faults or highly stressed elastic volumes adjacent 

to the faults implies high fracture density correspond to hydrothermal conduits. Similarly, 

the potential position and size of a highly fractured volume corresponding to a reservoir 

is assessed from the distribution of stress in the model.  

If permeability in a geothermal system is controlled by faults and their fractures, 

then volumes of enhanced coulomb stress and reduced compression that promote high 

fracture density should correspond with the distribution of hydrothermal features that 

make use of this permeability. Conversely, permeability can be inhibited in locations 

where coulomb stress is reduced, or where faults are poorly-oriented in the stress field 

and consequently do not slip or slip infrequently. This study explores the relationship 

between fault geometry and associated stress perturbations that result from fault slip-

driven by a remote stress. The approach to predicting permeability from these local 

variations in stress is applied to the Brady normal fault system of Nevada, where the 

permeable volume is well-documented by the distribution of successful and marginal 

geothermal production wells, surface hydrothermal features, micro-seismicity, and 

surface deformations associated with the reservoir. Simulations of local stress state are 

conducted in a homogeneous linear elastic, half-space using a boundary elements method 

implemented in Poly3D and using the detailed three-dimensional fault geometries 
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constructed by Jolie (2014). The faults are loaded with remote stresses measured as part 

of the Brady EGS experiment and are also generally consistent with the tectonic setting 

and the geologic stress tensor inverted from the fault geometry and slip indicators by 

Jolie (2014).  

	

1.2 Fault Systems and Fluid Flow 

Geothermal systems require a heat source, saturated pore volume, and permeable 

zones in the form of connected pores, often via fractures, for both transport and extraction 

of hot fluids from depth (Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Hanano, 2004). Typical heat 

sources include young volcanic bodies or metamorphic rock whereby faults and 

associated fractures provide the connected porosity that supports movement of fluids at 

depth to more accessible shallow reservoirs. These reservoirs require extensive connected 

pore volume, and accessible stored fluid to support the flow rates necessary for energy 

production. For sustained energy extraction, production waters are re-injected to sustain 

reservoir pressure. In addition to high permeability, the flow pathways connecting the 

injection and production wells must also have high surface area to allow sufficient heat 

exchange between the host rock and the circulating fluids for production flow rates. 

Overall, flow rates in successful geothermal field are characterized by systems with a 

minimum installed capacity of ~3 to 5 MW and modal capacity of ~7 MW from 

commercial wells. For this installed capacity, the moderate production temperatures 

range from ~150 – 190⁰C with liquid water as the mobile fluid phase, and a typical 

energy conversion efficiency for a flash steam turbine of ~12% on average (Sanyal, 2005; 
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Sanyal and Morrow, 2012; International Finance Corporation, 2013; Matek, 2014; 

Zarrouk and Moon, 2014). 

The Basin and Range Province of western U.S.A., consists of systems of faults 

that dissect the shallow crust and extend to hot rocks at depth. Fracture networks in and 

around faults are essential sources of permeability and porosity defining vertically 

extensive structures connecting hot rock to the shallow pore volume needed to host a 

commercially viable geothermal reservoir. These faults also accommodate regional 

extension associated with crustal thinning that brings hot rock to relatively shallow depth 

(e.g., Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Caskey and Wesnousky, 2000). In combination, flow 

circulating within these fault zones gains heat and forms the basis for long-lived 

hydrothermal systems throughout the region, but especially in the seismically active and 

rapidly extending portions of the basin (Coolbaugh et al., 2004). 

However, only small portions of these fault systems are typically associated with 

active hydrothermal systems (Coolbaugh et al., 2004; Faulds et al., 2010a; Hinz et al., 

2014), so the position and volume of resources is difficult to discern. Slip on the rough 

faults comprising these systems can be accompanied by dilation and production of a 

network of connected pores that can enhance permeability (Caine et al., 1996), as well as 

brecciation. Moreover, slip on these structures elastically distorts the volume of rock 

adjacent to the fault, providing extensive zones of damage, especially near fault tips, 

intersections between segments, and to a lesser extent bends in faults. Thus slip on faults 

and the associated distortion can provide localized damage that increases and maintains 

porosity despite hydrothermal alteration (Davatzes and Hickman, 2010; Micklethwaite et 
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al., 2010), supporting connectivity to a heat source and reservoir volume. Similarly, 

closely-spaced faults can act in concert to increase the distortion that promotes fractures. 

Such localized, but still extensive volumes may provide a mechanical basis for flow and 

storage of geothermal fluids sufficient to support a reservoir. 

The slip on large faults that drives this process requires a high ratio of shear to 

normal traction to overcome frictional resistance. For smaller faults and fractures I nthe 

surrounding volume, the resolved tractions will reflect the resulting elastic concentration 

of stress around these faults. Where slip on established fractures and failure of the rock 

mass are promoted, dilation should increase and maintain permeability; conversely, such 

permeability will be absent where the perturbed stress field promotes stability. Thus, 

regions promoting fracture should correlate with successful wells and other indicators of 

active hydrothermal flow such as hot ground and hot springs. Conversely, areas outside 

these regions should have relatively little fracture development and rejuvenation, thus 

correlating with unproductive wells and a lack of hydrothermal features. To test this 

relationship, a boundary element method implemented in Poly3D, is used to model the 

local stress state resulting from a remote stress driving slip on large well-defined faults, 

for comparison to field relationships between successful and failed wells and natural 

hydrothermal flow in a natural faulted geothermal reservoir.  
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1.3 Research Approach 

In the Basin and Range Province, as elsewhere, faults strongly correlate with hot 

springs and commercially viable hydrothermal systems. However, development of these 

systems is impeded by highly heterogeneous permeability and variable temperature along 

faults. The role of large faults in supporting and focusing the circulation of geothermal 

fluids can be assessed to first order by examining the spatial association of faults and 

hydrothermal features (e.g., Curewitz and Karson, 1997; Siler and Faulds, 2013; Faulds 

and Hinz, 2015; Siler et al., 2015). Such features include: (1) distribution of active 

surface hydrothermal features including hot grounds, fumaroles, hot springs, 

mineralization such as sulfur, quartz, chert, and calcite, soil gas fluxes including carbon 

dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, radon gases, whereas ancient features include sinter or tufa 

deposits (Coolbaugh et al., 2004), (2) successful geothermal production wells that 

encounter high temperatures and permeable volume (P. Spielman pers. comm., 2011), (3) 

land surface experiencing subsidence resulting from drawdown of the water table and 

corresponding reduction in fluid pressure and compaction of fault rock (Ali et al., 2014, 

2015), and (4) distribution of micro earthquakes following injection events caused by slip 

of fractures and faults presumably due to the newly introduced fluids (e.g. Nathwani et 

al., 2011; Davatzes et al., 2013; Figure 1.1). Conversely, volumes of low permeability or 

volumes which lack effective connection to a heat source can be inferred from absence of 

hydrothermal features, and most importantly from cold or unproductive geothermal wells. 

In some cases, volumes may have formerly participated in hydrothermal flow as 
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indicated by the presence of ancient sinter deposits implying past but now inactive 

hydrothermal channels. 

Slip on faults at depth promotes grinding and crushing of asperities within the 

fault zone (Lockner and Beeler, 2002). Fault zone structures represent the cumulative 

history of distortion and deformation in the volume around the fault after multiple slip 

events (Peacock, 2002). Two distinct areas are identified within the fault zone; (1) a 

damage zone on the periphery is mechanically related to fault zone growth and contains 

small faults, fractures, veins and folds, and (2) the fault core in the interior accommodates 

the most displacement and is characterized by gouge, cataclasite, and mylonite (Caine et 

al., 1996; Figure 1.2). The relative development fault core to damage zone controls the 

likelihood of a fault zone to be a barrier or conduit for fluid flow. Specifically, the core 

can be a conduit during slip or a barrier when open pore and fracture spaces are filled 

with mineral precipitates or fine grained gouge (Caine et al., 1996). However, periodic 

slip events break hydrothermal minerals in the fault core and adjacent damage zone, 

introduce asperities of varying grain sizes, and promote dilation of fault surfaces when 

asperities slip over each other creating connected pore volume for fluid movement. In 
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most cases, the result is impeded flow across the fault core, but the potential to enhance 

flow along the core through the damage zone (Figure 1.2). 

	
Figure 1.2: Conceptual model of a fault zone showing fault core, damage zone, and 
protolith. The ellipse represents relative magnitude and orientation of the bulk 
permeability tensor that might be associated with distinct components of the fault zone 
(modified from Caine et al., 1996 after Chester and Logan, 1987 and Smith et al., 1990). 
	

The correlation between geometric complexity in fault systems and geothermal 

systems is well established (e.g., Curewitz and Karson, 1997). Faulds et al. (2010a) 

investigated the structural controls on fluid flow in Brady, Desert Peak, and Desert Queen 

geothermal fields within the northern Hot Springs Mountains. They found that most 

productive wells were located in relays between fault segments and areas with multiple 

splays and terminations. They postulate that these volumes are characterized by high 

fracture density that extends vertically along these structures providing a critical high 

permeability that facilitates the rise of hot geothermal fluids (e.g. Figure 1.3). Jolie 

extended this analysis in collaboration with Faulds and Moeck (Jolie et al., 2012; Jolie 
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2014) to develop a 3D geologic model of Brady. The analysis tests the association of the 

propensity for slip and dilation inferred from the fault geometry and the stress state with 

diffuse degassing processes and natural gamma radiation as an indication of local 

permeability. The comparison identified increased degassing rates within a left step-over 

(Figure 1.1), which extends to the base of the model volume below the hydrothermal 

reservoir. 

	
Figure 1.3: Simplified examples of crustal fault geometries in map view, where black 
solid lines represent fault traces and red circles represents areas of likely enhanced 
fracture density, enhanced permeability, and high stress concentration (Modified from 
Curewitz and Karson, 1997). 

	

Similarly, Micklethwaite et al. (2010) argue that the accumulation of ores requires 

that the flow of hot fluid is supported for significant geologic time despite mineral 

precipitation through the rejuvenation of fracture porosity driven by stress localized 

between mechanically interacting fault segments. The geometry of the fault provides a 
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stable position of intense fracturing. Their work builds on prior work by King et al., 

(1994), which suggests that these complex volumes of enhanced stress correlate with 

extensive regions of small magnitude aftershocks following the main shock on a larger 

fault – a clear manifestation of localized damage. 

Crider and Pollard (1998) explored the mechanical behavior and interaction of 

two overlapping, left-stepping elliptical fault segments at a relay zone under extension 

orthogonal to the fault. They modeled a range of overlap and separation between the 

segments to evaluate the impact of these geometric parameters on the local stress field, 

then compared their results to the damage, and ultimately the breaching of the intervening 

intact rock to form a single linked fault evident in mapped fault relays. Their findings 

reveal that interaction of faults increases as distance between the tips of the fault 

segments decreases and the elastic distortions from slip on each fault overlap. Thus, in 

the relay, stress concentrations increase and can promote rock failure evident in the field 

as high fracture density and rupture of the intervening rock linking the two fault 

segments. In detail, the local stress tensor, and thus the potential for failure, depends on 

the separation and overlap of the faults relative to their strike and dip parallel lengths. 

Tamagawa and Pollard (2008) tested the correlation between fault slip and local 

stress state around active faults in a hydrocarbon reservoir where wells provided direct 

measurements of the principal stress directions. They found that highly stressed faults in 

the reservoir are associated with significant stress rotations predicted by models and 

observed in wells near the tips of active faults and where several active faults are closely 

spaced compared to their dimensions. Critically, the most productive wells were located 
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near tips of active faults where stress concentrations were predicted to promote opening 

and shearing. In contrast, unproductive wells were located in areas where the remote 

stress state was dominant. 

Fluid conduits may manifest as surface hydrothermal features. Their occurrence 

in relays (Coolbaugh et al., 2004) implies areas of extensive damage that dilate during 

slip of faults and maintain open pathways for fluids to move and circulate at depth, before 

migrating to the surface (Davatzes and Hickman, 2010). Faults that extend vertically to 

greater depths can connect a deeper heat source to a shallower reservoir. These faults that 

represent major horst and graben geometries by size, provide densely fractured volumes 

that extend to depth, allowing for the deep circulation of fluids and the surface area to 

heat recharge fluids necessary for production. Therefore, upward flow of fluids in the 

associated damage zones can be found where fault traces interact closely, and the 

presence of active production wells and surface hydrothermal features provide solid 

evidence (Figure 1.4a and 1.4c). Similarly, localized flow and circulation paths in the 

subsurface may occur laterally and along the strike of faults. These horizontally-extensive 

features allow for lateral movement of cool fluid from the injection well and arrive as 

heated fluids at the production well through connected pore spaces within the damage 

zone, and as conduits suitable for increasing reservoir volume (e.g. Figure 1.4b and 1.4d). 

Thus, the combination of both type of conduits and complex dense network of fractures 

as a result, contributes to the overall geothermal reservoir in the subsurface. 
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Figure 1.4: (a) Map view of overlapping parallel normal faults with a predicted fractured 
volume hosting geothermal reservoir; (b) 3D view of faults intersection along fault plane 
contributing towards lateral fluid movement; (c) cross section view of (a) showing 
connection of heat source at depth (exaggerated depth) and shallower geothermal 
reservoir; and (d) cross section view of (b). For reference, red blobs represent interpreted 
geothermal reservoirs, black dots of fault trace represent down-thrown side of fault, 
polygon with hashes in cross section view represents well rig and the black square within 
red blob represents base of geothermal well from with geothermal fluids are extracted.
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Fault Mechanics 

In the subsurface, faults and fractures represent crustal weaknesses that repeatedly 

localize deformation. Stress acting on fracture planes is resolved into normal tractions 

and shear tractions aligned perpendicular and parallel to the surfaces respectively. Most 

faults and fractures within the Earth’s crust are stable due to compressive normal stresses 

that clamp the surfaces providing the frictional resistance to shear tractions that would 

otherwise cause slip. This compression can be partially counteracted by fluid pressure 

which tends to force fracture walls apart. Resistance to fracture formation or slip is 

further enhanced by the inherent cohesion of intact rock or “healing” of fractures by 

mineral precipitation (Lockner and Beeler, 2002).   

Slip on a rough fault surface is initiated by increasing shear tractions or reducing 

normal traction where the ratio of shear to normal traction exceeds the frictional 

resistance. Friction is primarily controlled by its roughness and the mineralogy of the 

fracture surface (Lockner and Beeler, 2002). Natural fault surfaces are largely planar, 

with small-scale roughness (Power et al., 1987) derived from heterogeneity in the 

mechanical properties of the rock mass and the tendency for faults to grow by 

coalescence of formerly isolated fractures. The roughness corresponds to small changes 

in fracture attitude that alter the relative magnitudes of the resolved normal and shear 

tractions. Sliding is in the direction of the resolved shear traction. In addition, positive 

relief structures, called asperities, can impede slip, requiring the asperity to either break, 
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forming fault rock, or for the opposing fault surfaces to separate and thus produce 

additional fracture aperture. This dilation results in connected porosity facilitating 

movement of geothermal fluids. In general, since asperities correspond to strong points 

on the fault surface, once they are overcome there is excess shear traction to continue 

slip; essentially the remaining surfaces of the fault are much weaker and thus will allow a 

large reduction in the driving shear traction corresponding to a very low dynamic friction 

(Lockner and Beeler, 2002). Smoothing, such as might result from breaking asperities 

will generally reduce frictional resistance to slip, the potential for dilation, and 

differences between static and dynamic friction. 

Mineralogy also exerts a profound influence on friction (Lockner and Beeler, 

2002). Most major rock forming minerals have coefficient of friction in the range of 0.6 

to 1.0. Reduction in friction generally results either from introduction of new, weaker 

minerals through precipitation or through mineral transformation. Both processes are 

aided by the formation of fault rock as asperities are broken during slip. Formation of 

clays can reduce coefficient of friction to between 0.35 and 0.1, and talc to much less. In 

general, both frictionally weak minerals such as clays and smooth surfaces minimize 

dilation during slip and so contribute less to the porosity and permeability associated with 

a fracture. 

Aside from dilation along a single fault surface, dilation can be locally enhanced 

by modification of the local stress states, which are most intense near the tips of faults. 

Variation of slip from a maximum in the center of a fault to zero at its tip requires 

distortion of the surrounding rock. The pattern of distortion may be complicated where 
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roughness alters the amount of shear traction driving slip or where multiple faults act 

together to distort a volume (Figure 2.1a-c). These gradients in slip cause distortion of 

extensive rock volume that may be accommodated through formation of new fractures or 

slip on established faults and fractures (Figure 2.1). In other words, the slip of such 

complex fault geometries in response to the regional stress determines the local stress 

state. Fields of distortion around closely spaced fault overlap, lead to complex local 

patterns of stress that allow the faults to interact and “share” slip (Figure 2.1c). Where the 

tips of two fault segments are closely spaced, this interaction is strongest. 

As a result, the pattern of slip also varies due to local changes in the magnitude 

and directions of shear and normal tractions resolved on interacting faults. During slip, 

these tractions evolve and may either enhance or reduce these tractions and thus leading 

to either the continuation or cessation of slip. Reductions in normal compressive stress 

promote slip and enable fracture walls to move apart. Increased normal tractions 

strengthen the fault, inhibiting continued slip and acting in opposition to any dilation. 

Similarly, enhanced shear tractions promote slip, while reductions in shear tractions 

promote stability.	
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Figure 2.1: Slip distribution along normal faults for (a) isolated, (b) underlapping, and (c) 
overlapping en echelon fault segments with the x-axis representing distance along strike 
length of faults and y-axis represents slip distribution (adapted from Willemse et al., 
1996). The offset fault center is the location of maximum slip. 
	

Slip represents a discontinuity in displacement across the fault, where 

displacements are oppositely directed on opposite sides of the fault and thus define the 

relative movement of the fault surfaces. Where large gradients in slip occur, large strains 

are induced in the surrounding rock volume that in elastic materials correspond to a 

source of stress (Figure 2.2). Slip at the center of a fault varies only slightly and acts to 

relieve the stress much like relaxing a spring, but transfers the corresponding force to the 

tips where the “rock” is intact and thus changing the local stress state proportional to the 

slip gradient (Figure 2.2). This pattern extends all around the fault tip, although the 
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detailed impact on the components of the stress tensor vary by position reflecting the 

direction of the slip relative to the direction of the fault tip line. For instance, slip is 

parallel to the tip along the sides of a normal fault (Figure 2.2 plan-view contours) and 

perpendicular to the tip along the bottom (Figure 2.2 cross-section views). This causes 

changes in both magnitude and orientation of the principal stresses. In some locations, 

this enables nearby established fractures to be reactivated or new fractures to form, while 

in other locations fracture is suppressed (Figure 2.2). Thus, the mode of displacement 

discontinuity that accommodated deformation along the tip line defines three relative 

motions: (1) Mode I, where effective tensile stress acting normal to the plane fractures 

dominates and causes opening, (2) Mode II, where shear stress acting parallel in the plane 

of fracture causes in-plane sliding perpendicular to the tipline, and (3) Mode III, where 

shear stress acts parallel to the plane and tipline of the fracture causing tearing (Figure 

2.3). 

Critically, the extent of the volume distorted around a slipping fault depends 

directly on the size of the surface that slipped. In general, strong elastic distortions extend 

approximately one half the fault length into the surrounding volume, with smaller but still 

significant distortions extending up to 1.5 times the fault length or more (Figure 2.2 plan-

view contours). Interaction of the distorted volume of closely-spaced faults can lead to 

especially altered local stress states that promotes or suppresses fracturing (Figure 2.2). 

Thus, the regions where stress promotes fracture formation, slip, and dilation 

correspond to locations where permeable zones are likely. The distribution of such 

regions depends on the interaction of the remote stress state driving slip and the fault 
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geometry, implying a complex distribution of such regions. This approach should be able 

to explain zones of geothermal upwelling at geometric complexities along faults, which 

will require both the presence of permeability and its continuous extension to a potential 

heat source. The analysis can provide a means of assessing the volumetric extent and 

intensity of the stresses supporting fracture and thus defining key metrics of a potential 

reservoir. In addition, this approach provides a basis to distinguish geometric 

complexities that suppress fracturing and thus lacks a key element necessary to support 

geothermal activity (Figure 1.3). 
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Figure 2.2: Stress distribution plots for a single normal fault with a static coefficient of 
friction of 0.90 and complete drop of the resolved shear traction (units of Pascals) in 
plan-view at stress observation depth of 1250 m (left column) and cross section view 
perpendicular to fault (right column): (a) most compressive principal stress, S1; (b) least 
compressive principal stress, S3; and (c) differential stress. Red block arrows in (a) 
represents the direction of SHmax and in addition to the dominant normal slip on the faults, 
there is a small component of strike slip. Black arrows in cross section view represent the 
normal slip of rock relative to the fault (black solid line) in the modern stress state. Blue 
areas represent stress “shadow” where fracturing is suppressed, and red areas represents 
where fracturing is promoted. Orange dot represents dowthrown side of fault. 
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Figure 2.3: Modes of deformation that allows fractures to propagate at the tips. Mode I is 
opening mode, Mode II is sliding mode, and Mode III is tearing mode (adapted from 
Adams, 2016). 

	

2.2 Geologic Setting 

This study is conducted at the Brady Geothermal field, NV, which is 

representative of Basin and Range geothermal systems and has abundant constraints 

available to guide modeling. The model is informed by: (1) rock mechanical properties 

obtained from representative rock cores (Lutz et al., 2010; TerraTek, 2011a,b); (2) 

measurements of the stress state from well 15-12 and 15-12ST1 during an EGS 

experiment; (3) a model of fault geometry based on detailed field mapping, well data, and 

a reflection seismic survey developed by Egbert Jolie, Inga Moeck, and Jim Faulds. In 

addition, multiple indicators of the relative spatial distribution of permeability have been 

mapped by previous workers. Enhanced permeability is evidenced by productive wells 

(Shevenell et al. 2012; Davatzes et al., 2013), water table draw-down, subsidence in 

InSAR (Ali et al., 2014, 2016), active or relic hydrothermal features (Coolbaugh et al., 

2004; Kratt et al., 2006), diffusive outgassing of species reasonably associated with 

geothermal fluids (Jolie, 2014). The distribution of earthquakes can also be used as a 
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proxy for fractured, permeable volumes (e.g., Davatzes et al., 2013). Reduced 

permeability or the lack of connection to the hydrothermal system is evidenced by 

unproductive or cold wells, undisturbed water table and lack of subsidence, the lack of 

hydrothermal features and reduced gas emissions. Measurements of gases, such as CO2, 

H2S, and 222Rn within fault zones, provide information about pathways for gases to 

migrate to the surface. In particular, fault zones with large displacement and fault damage 

zones allow gases to migrate to the surface due to increase in permeability at increased 

flux rates (Jolie, 2014; Figure 2.4). 

	

	

Figure 2.4: Hydrothermal surface manifestations at Brady Geothermal Field (adapted 
from Jolie, 2014). (A & B) Fumaroles along the Brady fault zone as observed at the 
surface (photograph by M.D. Pope and M. Klinkmueller); (C) Conceptual model of 
potential migration paths for gases in the subsurface as prepared by Jolie (2014). 
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Brady Geothermal field is located in the Basin and Range Province of western 

Nevada, primarily in the northern Hot Springs Mountains (Figure 2.5; Faulds et al., 

2010a). Other major geothermal systems nearby include the Desert Peak and Desert 

Queen geothermal fields that are spaced about 5-7 km apart (Figure 2.5). Coolbaugh et al. 

(2004) and Faulds et al., (2010a and 2013) have identified a large number of similar 

geothermal systems across the northeast Basin and Range, with fault systems that offset 

thick packages of late Oligocene to late Miocene meta-volcanic and sedimentary which 

overlie Oligocene ash-flow tuffs and Jurassic plutonic-metamorphic basement (Lutz et 

al., 2011). The basement rocks are only exposed in the Desert Queen area where they 

intruded into a sequence of Triassic metamorphic rock. The hydrothermal reservoir is 

located in a prominent fault bend, where most production wells are clustered (Figure 2.6). 

Production wells range in depth from ~600 to 1500 m open to Oligocene volcanics of the 

Chloropagus Formation and sometimes deeper rhyolite units, while injection wells are 

~300 m deep open to andesitic rocks that overlie the Desert Peak Formation (Lutz et al., 

2011). Recent Holocene fault ruptures on some fault segments offset Late Pleistocene 

Lake Lahontan sediments (Bell, 1984; Faulds and Garside, 2003) as well as associated 

subaqueous hydrothermal deposits (Coolbaugh et al., 2004). 

Brady has surface manifestations of hydrothermal activity (Faulds and Garside, 

2003; Coolbaugh et al., 2004; Faulds et al., 2010a; Figure 2.6). These features include 

fumaroles, mud pots, warm grounds, and hot springs, as well as fossil features include 

sinter deposits, silicified roots and algal matter, silicified bedrock, and silcrete. Active 

surface hydrothermal features are distributed along a complex system NE-SW to N-S 
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trending ~4 km long fault traces. A prominent left step between these fault segments, 

several intersections of fault segments are associated with more aerially extensive and 

intense hydrothermal activity. Shevenell et al. (2012), consistent with results from 

Coolbaugh et al. (2004) and later Jolie (2014), distinguishes two regions of hydrothermal 

flow: (1) deep upwelling, coinciding with production wells in the left-stepping bend of 

the young Holocene fault scarp and a region of subsidence revealed by InSAR (Davatzes 

et al., 2013; Ali et al., 2016); (2) shallow outflow associated with distributed hot ground 

and active fumaroles along this fault trace and was enhanced by drilling activities in the 

1970’s. However, only a small number of the numerous faults breaking the surface, and 

their intersections and bends, are associated with these features. 

Brady Geothermal Field has been in continuous operation since 1992 and 

supports a combined dual flash and binary geothermal power plant with a total installed 

capacity of 26 MWe (Faulds et al., 2010a). Presently, there are six operational production 

and two injection wells tapping water ranging from depths of ~0.5-1.2 km depth over a 

horizontal distance of approximately 0.5 km. An EGS well 15-12ST-1, located SW of the 

production wells was stimulated in an attempt to increase power generation at Brady. 

Downhole temperature is measured 204⁰C (400⁰F) at ~1.3 km depth in 15-12ST1 and 

177⁰C (350⁰F) at 0.15 to 1.2 km in the production volume. Well 15-12ST1 was drilled in 

2007. From that time until stimulation in 2013-2014, the relative water table, temperature 

and tracer testing indicate that 15-12ST-1 is isolated from the production volume 

(Geothermex, 1992; N. Davatzes pers. comm., 2015). 
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Seismicity is monitored by seismometer arrays managed by Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory in Berkeley, CA (Nathwani et al., 2011; Davatzes et al., 2013; 

http://esd1.lbl.gov/research/projects/induced_seismicity/egs/bradys_hot_springs.html). 

Micro-earthquakes (MEQ) in the geothermal field tend to occur episodically, distributed 

along the trend of the fault associated with surface hydrothermal features and Holocene 

fault scarps, roughly from the injection wells in the NNE to the production wells in the 

SSW (Davatzes et al., 2013, 2015; Ali et al., 2015; Figure 2.7a). Tracer analysis suggests 

that this is the path of fluid transport between injection and production wells 

(GeothermEx 1992; Davatzes et al., 2013). The largest MEQs occur deep below the 

production area, whereas the majority of events occur in the production area along a 

vertically extensive volume more than 2 km tall (Figure 2.7). The events in the 

production area occur between the dominant fault segment and an abutting fault segment 

which both dip to the west. 
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Figure 2.5: Digital elevation map of the northern Hot Springs Mountains with 
represented active geothermal systems in the area, and major fault traces. Black circles 
represent the downthrown fault block and red circles represent high producing 
geothermal fields. The major geothermal systems are BR, Brady geothermal field; DP, 
Desert Peak geothermal field, DQ, Desert Queen geothermal field (Faulds et al., 2010a).  
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Figure 2.6: Brady Geothermal Field map with faults from Faulds et al. (2010), selected 
3D fault geometries from Jolie (2014), surface hydrothermal activity from Coolbaugh et 
al. (2004), subsidence imaged by InSAR modified from Ali et al. (2015, 2016), wells 
from ORMAT (E. Zemach pers. comm., 2011), and summary of the stress state 
normalized to the lithostatic load from Moos (2011, unpublished report) stress model for 
the Brady EGS project. Purple, blue, and green faults dip west, whereas yellow fault dips 
to the east. Red triangles are active production wells, blue triangles are active injection 
wells, grey triangles are idle wells, pink and yellow squares are surface hydrothermal 
features, and gray squares are seismometers. The inset interferogram in red-white-blue 
represents surface deformation in the line of site of the satellite resulting from geothermal 
production between 1997 and 2002, where one color fringe corresponds to one TerraSAR 
x-band cycle of phase change corresponds to 16 mm of range change (Ali et al., 2014). 
Dashed black lines represent cross section views along and across strike for Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: Cross-section views of selected faults from the 3D geologic model of Jolie 
(2014), oriented (a) normal and (b) parallel to the predominant fault strike (Figure 2.6). 
From the 61 faults in the model, 4 planes have been selected for their strong association 
with seismicity, recent fault slip, earthquakes, subsidence, and hydrothermal surface 
features. Model is constructed in NAD83 and UTM Zone 11N. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL METHODS 

3.1 Boundary Element Method: Modeling of Fault Slip and Stress 

The displacement discontinuity boundary element method (BEM) as described by 

Crouch and Starfield (1983), and implemented in Poly3D (Thomas, 1993) is used to 

model fault slip and related elastic deformations. Poly3D is a C language program that 

solves the numerical boundary value problem relating quasi-static far field stress and 

strain with the displacement discontinuities or tractions on planar, polygonal boundary 

elements. The resulting deformation and stress field are calculated in a continuous, semi-

infinite linear elastic, isotropic and homogeneous whole or half-space. Since only the 

discontinuities in the volume need to be discretized, this approach is far more 

computationally efficient than finite element or finite difference approaches that require 

discretization of the entire model volume. In Poly3D, triangular elements are used to 

define discrete fault surfaces allowing the complexity of curved geometries and 

intersections to be captured (Thomas, 1993; Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1:  Poly3D model configuration (Courtesy of Laurent Maerten) for a curved 
fault plane with irregular edges in 3D space, and discretized with triangular elements. 
Boundary conditions at the elements can be specified as displacement discontinuity or 
tractions or a combination of both. Complimentary values of displacement discontinuity 
and tractions are calculated at element centers. Resulting displacements, strain, and stress 
in the surrounding continuum are calculated at observation points (red dots). 
 

In Poly3D, displacement discontinuity and/or traction boundary conditions are 

defined relative to triangular elements in a local dip, strike, normal reference frame. Each 

element behaves as an elastic dislocation with a crack-like distribution of displacement 

discontinuity and associated stress singularity at the element edges. Large complex 

geometries are generated by assembling dislocations in an edge-to-edge geometry. 

Evaluation of the displacement discontinuity or traction at the element centers removes 

the non-physical singularities at their edges so long as the element center creates an 

approximately smooth distribution. This procedure fails if triangles are “flat” (i.e., where 
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one leg of the triangle is very large compared to another) or if triangles were to overlap 

such that an element edge is too close to an adjacent element center. 

Combined with tractions derived from a homogeneous remote stress field, the 

complimentary, unspecified tractions and displacement discontinuities required to 

enforce equilibrium are calculated at the element centers. Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s Ratio define the response of the elastic continuum. Thus, tractions on a 

boundary element are determined by resolving the superposition of the remote stress state 

and stresses induced by all elements onto the element plane. The result is the 

approximated boundary condition across the model surface (Thomas, 1993). In the 

surrounding continuum, stress, strain, and displacement components are calculated at 

discrete observation points. 

For modeling purposes, zero shear traction and zero normal displacement are 

prescribed on each triangular element to allow in-plane slip and to prevent opening or 

interpenetration of elements. The model then solves for the slip and normal traction 

induced by a far field remote stress. A default global, right-handed coordinate system 

where x1 points East, x2 points North, and x3 points up is utilized, with the origin located 

at the Earth’s surface (i.e. x3 = 0). 

 

3.2 Three-Dimensional Fault Model Set Up 

Geologic faults and fractures have complicated geometry, varied size, and 

complex interaction depending on age relationships, relative position, attitude and size, 

and their mechanism of growth. In this analysis, the goal is to identify key geometric 
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characteristics of the Brady Fault system to evaluate their respective roles in promoting 

or inhibiting fracture for comparison to the pattern of hydrothermal activity. The resulting 

analysis both forms a basis for evaluating correlations of stress concentration and 

evidence of permeability at Brady as well as more widely understanding the best case 

scenarios for enhanced fracture density and fractured volumes necessary to support long-

term geothermal production. 

In the approach adopted here, it is implicitly assumed that all model segments are 

active at the same time resulting in mutual influence. The alternative case is that 

segments slip in a discrete time series, which implies a cumulative effect. In this alternate 

scenario, the first fault slips in response to a homogeneous remote stress, whereas slip on 

the second fault would reflect the superposition of the remote stress and the perturbation 

from slip on the first fault. However, over multiple slip cycles required to establish large 

faults, this convolution should become indistinguishable from coeval slip. 

First, I establish the necessary mesh resolution to conduct the investigation. 

Second, I establish the key geometric attributes to investigate using fault models. Third, I 

use the detailed geometries established by Jolie (2014) to test the likelihood of slip and 

dilation on these faults, as well as their impact on the local stress field in order to test the 

field relationships. 

 

3.2.1 Defining the Fault Mesh 

To isolate and evaluate the role of single geometric parameters, a simple 

rectangular tip-line geometry is adopted as well as set fault segment dimensions of 
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approximately 7 km length along strike and 5 km down dip, with a dip of 60⁰ and dip 

direction to the northwest in all models (Figure 3.2). Each rectangular geometry is 

meshed with triangular elements to allow calculation of tractions and displacement on the 

fault. Meshes were similarly developed for the detailed fault models built by Jolie (2014), 

to optimize the shape and minimize the number of triangular elements, since the initial 

meshes were unsuitable for BEM analysis. 

Different mesh schemes were considered for the analysis that offers a trade-off 

between simplicity, computation efficiency (i.e., reduced number of elements), and 

increased spatial resolution (i.e., smaller element size) including: (1) structured, (2) 

unstructured, and (3) graduated unstructured meshes. These meshes were each generated 

and the resulting sensitivity of stress and slip calculations results on the mesh type tested 

to ensure the validity of the results. The structured mesh enforces that all elements are 

exactly the same size with a fixed distribution, which is simple to understand but requires 

small element sizes for adequate representation of surfaces with topography and thus a 

large number of elements (Figure 3.2a). An unstructured mesh ensures that element edge 

lengths can vary as best suited for a fault geometry, and allows variation in element size 

to allow refinement where detail is needed. A simple unstructured mesh has 

approximately constant element size and the elements are rearrangement within the 

rectangle allowing for smoother meshing of curved surfaces (Figure 3.2b). Alternately, 

unstructured meshes can have elements that are allowed to vary in edge length or area 

between a specified minimum and maximum element size. The change in size with 

position allow increased resolution in critical locations and larger elements and increased 
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computational efficiency where possible. This scheme enforces a maximum gradient in 

element size in order to prevent numerical artifacts due to an overlap between the 

singularity in stress at the element edge with an adjacent element center. For instance, a 

graduated mesh allows element sizes to vary from a specified edge, such as the tip closest 

to a neighboring fault where mechanical interaction is critical (Figure 3.2c). For some 

geometries, such as a pair of segments offset along strike to form a relay (a derivative of 

Figure 3.2c), this corresponds to a minimum element size for each fault near the relay 

that increases to a maximum in the strike direction away from the relay and remains 

approximately constant along dip. All models produce compatible results, but the trade-

off of resolution and minimization of numerical approximations, versus model run time 

makes graduated mesh type used in this study. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Wireframe mesh examples of rectangular fault surface discretized with 
triangular elements, used to model idealized fault geometries: (a) structured mesh, (b) 
unstructured mesh, and (c) graduated unstructured mesh. 
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The spatial resolution necessary to model the local stress state for comparison to 

the field relationships at Brady was determined by two factors: (1) the distance between 

the mapped fault trace and the proxy for permeability and (2) the closest approach of an 

interacting fault. Thus, the minimum edge length is chosen to be the smallest distance 

from mapped fault trace to closest proxy for permeability (Figure 3.3). Similarly, the 

closest approach of two non-intersecting fault segments is considered. The measured 

critical minimum distance at Brady is 250 m on average, the distance from a main 

hydrothermal fault to the closest producing well (Figure 2.6).  

The sensitivity of the local stress state to element size, and related spatial 

resolution, can be assessed by calculating the stress state across a profile normal to a fault 

meshed at different uniform element size. Figure 3.4 shows a profile of most compressive 

principal stress, least compressive principal stress, and differential stress along a 

horizontal observation line perpendicular to strike and piercing the approximate fault 

center. The local stress state is perturbed by slip on the fault, but recovers the remote 

stress tensor at large distances. However, close to the fault the models predict somewhat 

different stress states, and variation in stress state may become irregular rather than 

smooth. The discrepancy occurs at distances of 1-2 times the element length of the 

divergent models. For example, at 500 m, elements of edge length 500 m or greater 

become unreliable and diverge from models comprised with elements of shorter edge 

length. Within 250 m of the fault, at the approximate minimum element edge length, 

stress magnitudes diverge from the remote state drastically, reflecting the distortion 

resulting from fault slip in proportion to the resolved shear traction. Increasing the 
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element edge length in the models slightly broadens the effect of the stress perturbation in 

the profile (Figure 3.4 b and c). 

In addition to the spatial resolution of the models, the time required to run a 

model is essential to determine an optimum element edge length to apply to models to 

maintain the desired resolution as well as save time to enable running hundreds to 

thousands of models. Thus while the preferred critical minimum distance is 250 m, 

models with this element edge length take a long time to run (Figure 3.5) compared to 

models with larger element sizes. Therefore, a minimum element edge length of 600 m is 

chosen for all fault models because run time is fairly stable at this size.  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of a simple geothermal system features. The smallest 
element edge length is determined as a critical minimum distance from fault trace to the 
closest proxy for permeability (e.g. a productive well), required for mesh resolution. For 
reference, blue dots along blue line of fault trace represent downthrown side of fault. 
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity analysis of stress profiles perpendicular to fault center. Stress 
magnitudes are obtained from model observation depth of 1250 m for: (A) maximum 
horizontal principal stress, S1, (B) minimum horizontal principal stress, S3, and (C) 
differential stress in the geologic convention. Red dashed line represents approximate 
position of fault along analysis profile and black dashed lines represents critical minimum 
distance or minimum element edge length of ~250 m used in all models. 
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Figure 3.5: Summary plot of Poly3D model run time vs. median element edge length for 
graduated unstructured graduated mesh in a single flat planar surface. Horizontal error 
bars represent range in size of element edge length. 

 

3.2.2 Detailed Fault Geometry 

Jolie (2014) presents a detailed geometric model that integrates surface mapping, 

analysis of well cuttings, and insights from a seismic survey. The close spacing of the 

faults implies the potential for strong mechanical interaction. In detail the fault segments 

curve and abut indicative of breaching of relays and coalescence of fault segments (e.g. 

Crider, 2001). The curving geometries will also influence slip, providing additional 

sources of local variation in stress state. 

Similarly, hydrothermal features can also be spatially correlated to these model 

faults and their geometric characteristics. The surface manifestations are largely 
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distributed across a few fault traces and are extensive at some bends, relays, and 

intersections, especially to the east of all currently producing geothermal wells (Figure 

1.1). Additionally, production wells are located near relays with bends and intersections 

where surface deformation is dominant as a result of extensive production (Figure 1.1). 

Finally, dense MEQ activity occurs within four main faults thought to encompass the 

tapped geothermal reservoir. These geometric parameters are then used to identify 

geometries defined by systems of fault segments representing relays, bends, and 

intersections (Figure 2.6). 

Jolie et al. (2012) and Jolie (2014) built 3D structural fault models of Brady 

normal faults by combining geological maps and associated cross sections, 2D seismic 

reflection profiles, and analysis of drill cuttings and core (Faulds and Garside, 2003; N. 

Hinz and J. Faulds pers. comm., 2011; S.D. Muir and J. Queen pers. comm., 2011; J. 

Queen pers. comm., 2011; Faulds et al., 2012; Jolie et al., 2012; Queen et al., 2016). 

Figure 3.6a shows the resulting 3D fault network of Brady faults. The fault planes already 

discretized with triangular elements are re-meshed to an unstructured mesh in order to 

decrease total number of elements to optimize parameter resolution, and to remove flat 

triangles that would introduce numerical artifacts in the solutions (Figure 3.6b). The 

resulting detailed fault geometry is then modeled in Poly3D using the modern stress state 

(see Table 1 and Chapter 5). Finally, detailed fault segments are extended beyond 3D 

model bounds from the Jolie models to the north, south, and down dip for further stress 

perturbation investigation.	
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Figure 3.6: (A) Oblique view of 3D fault planes of Brady faults (Jolie et al., 2012; Jolie, 
2014). The definite edges of the fault block represents a cut-off of dimensions 7.2 by 8.3 
by 3.0 km and does not necessarily imply the ends of the fault planes. Colored circles 
represents located earthquake events over time. (B) Map view of selected Jolie faults that 
have been re-meshed into an unstructured mesh. The following names are assigned to 
each of the faults by association of their geometry:  main hydrothermal fault (purple), 
splay fault (blue), abutting fault (green), and east-dipping fault (yellow). 

 

3.3 Boundary Conditions and Model Input Parameters 

Slip on planar discontinuities is simulated in an elastic half-space. The fault 

surfaces discretized with triangular elements are modeled using well-constrained 

boundary conditions from prior work done at Brady (e.g. Coolbaugh et al., 2004; Faulds 
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et al., 2010b; Moos et al., 2011, unpublished report; Jolie et al., 2012; Jolie, 2014) and 

model input parameters established from ideal fault models and geometry of faults 

observed at Brady (Figure 2.6). 

Boundary conditions used to simulate fault slip including mechanical properties, 

analysis of well logs, and triaxial testing were conducted as part of the Brady and Desert 

Peak EGS projects. The strength of rock and elastic properties are characterized from 

core analysis on well BCH-3 because EGS well 15-12 did not have any available core 

(Lutz et al., 2011; ORMAT, 2011). The core samples generally indicated high porosity of 

~8 – 10% but low permeability of <0.01 millidarcy in rhyolite rocks, while the 

metamorphic basement has <2% porosity and negligible permeability. The mechanical 

tests also showed moderately high rock rigidity with Young’s modulus ranging from 60 – 

76 GPa in metamorphic rocks and a range in Poisson’s ratio from 0.10 to 0.29. Thus, at 

the model observation depth of 1250 m, which is dominated by rhyolite rock, Young’s 

modulus of 80 GPA and Poisson’s ratio of 0.23 are selected and used in the detailed fault 

modeling.  

The boundary conditions used to simulate remote stress field is derived from the 

analysis of Moos et al. (2011, unpublished report) as part of the Brady EGS project at 

well 15-12ST1 (Table 1; Figure 3.7). The ratio of principal stresses given by Sv and Shmin 

in the well 15-12ST1 stress model indicates a critical coefficient of friction given by (e.g. 

Zoback, 2007): 
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(Eqn. 1) 

where Pf is the measured fluid pressure from equilibrated pressure logs and µ is the static 

coefficient of friction. The stress model implies that fractures with µ ≤ 0.83 will slip if the 

water table is at the surface (Figure 3.7), which is reasonable for the recent past 

considering hot springs flowed to the surface at Brady until the 1970s (Benoit et al., 

1982). Prior to that, Lake Lahontan of the upper Pleistocene inundated this region, as 

evidenced by diatom deposits above the elevation of the production wells in the 

surrounding hills. This scenario is best suited for modeling the development and 

maintenance of fractures over geologic time. More recently, water levels 100 m below 

the surface represent drawdown due to geothermal production; thus in the modern 

situation the threshold drops to 0.74 (Figure 3.8). This range significantly overlaps that of 

friction measured by Lutz et al (2011) in core from Brady field from 0.55 to 0.93, 

suggesting established well-oriented fractures lacking cohesion should be critically 

stressed for shear failure.   
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Figure 3.7: Critical frictional strength function (red line) based on the stress model from 
well 15-12ST1 (See Table 1). Values exceeding the ratio of principal stresses (blue line) 
implies optimally-oriented fractures are stable and those below the blue line are 
cohesionless fractures and are most likely to slip for water table at the Earth’s surface. 
For water table at 100 m below Earth’s surface, critical coefficient of friction drops to 
0.74 (black dashed line). 

 
 

Assuming zero shear traction on the Earth’s surface, consistent with Anderson’s 

(1951) theory of faulting, the principal stresses correspond to the vertical stress (Sv), 

minimum horizontal stress (Shmin), and maximum horizontal stress (SHmax), where SHmax > 

Shmin by convention. For a normal faulting regime and the geologic sign convention for 

stress, the stress due to overlying rock, Sv is the greatest principal stress, SHmax is the 

intermediate stress acting generally parallel to strike of major fault, and Shmin is the least 

principal stress acting perpendicular to strike and SHmax (Figure 3.8). Brady fault zones 

consist of a series of faults accommodating primarily normal offsets. The model focuses 

on the local stress state at reservoir depth of 1250 m, corresponding to the reservoir and 
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suitable for comparison to well performance as well as the distribution of surface 

hydrothermal features. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Anderson’s Theory of stress distributions on the Earth’s surface illustrating 
direction and relative magnitudes of principal stresses in a normal faulting environment 
(Anderson, 1951). Sv is the greatest principal stress acting vertically downwards, SHmax is 
the maximum horizontal principal stress, and Shmin is the least horizontal principal stress 
(adapted from Garza-Cruz, 2010). 

 

The resulting stress field is observed at discrete points in the model volume. A 

grid of observation points is created around a fault to cover an area up to 3 times the fault 

length to capture perturbations in the stress field around the faults and the distribution of 

wells and hydrothermal features at Brady (Figure 3.9). At this scale, the remote stress 

state outside the influence of slipped faults is recovered at the edge of the observation 

array. The grid extends in map view to mimic the pattern of stress most suitable to 

correlate hydrothermal features with the local stress states promoting (or suppressing) 

fracture. 
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Figure 3.9: Model set up (zoom-in) of ideal fault, observation grid (blue dots), and 
orientation of horizontal principal stresses (red block arrows) where largest arrows 
represent orientation of most compressive principal stress and smaller arrows represent 
least compressive principal stress. Model is prepared using procedure in Appenix A and 
example Matlab scripts in Appendix B. Subsequently, Appendices C to F outline 
procedures, scripts and functions used to run Poly3D and calculate resulting stress at 
observation points, and plot results. 

 

Boundary conditions on fault elements are defined to allow zero displacement 

normal to the discontinuity and zero resultant shear tractions. This simulates a fault 

whose opposed surfaces cannot open or interpenetrate and which is free to slip without 

resistance from dynamic frictional strength. The resulting slip is maximized, as is the 

resulting stress perturbation. However, this removes sensitivity to locally modified 

normal tractions, sometimes referred to as “clamping”, resulting from slip on nearby 

faults or local changes in fault attitude that could impede slip (Parsons., 2002). 

Overall, boundary conditions and model parameters of the detailed faults are well-

constrained from previous work done in the area such that data concerning remote stress 

state, elastic properties, fault length dimensions, and fault and stress orientation are 

available and well defined, except fault height. Thus, fault dip length of 5,000 m is 
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chosen as a starting depth that exceeds the interpreted reservoir depth of ~1250 m to 

accommodate geothermal reservoir and vertical conduits for fluid movement.  

 

Table 1: Boundary conditions and model input parameters used for the analysis of both 
ideal and detailed fault models. 

Parameter Magnitude  Source 
Geometry of Detailed Fault Model Jolie et al (2012); Jolie (2014) 
Minimum element edge 
length 

250 m  

Geometry of Idealized Faults  

Minimum element edge 
length 

250 m  

Fault dip 60⁰  
Fault strike 025⁰ or 205⁰ 

(RHR) 
 

Fault height 5000 m  
Fault strike length ~7000 or 14000 m  
Remote Stress Field Components (at 1250 m 
depth)* 

Moos et al. (2011, unpublished 
report) 

Sv 29.4 MPa  
SHmax 22.1 MPa  
Shmin 15.3 MPa  
Pf 11.3 MPa  
SHmax azimuth 007 ± 13⁰  
Stress model depth 1250 m  

Elastic Properties 
Lutz et al. (2010, 2011), TerraTek 
(2011) 

Young’s Modulus 80 GPa  
Poisson’s Ratio 0.23  

Rock Strength 
Lockner and Beeler (2002), Lutz et 
al. (2010,2011), TerraTek (2011) 

Friction 0.55 Over all depths: 0.55 to 0.93 
Cohesion 0 to ~7.4 MPa Over all depths: ~7.4 to 34 MPa 

*Stress tensor and pore pressure values are reported in geologic compression positive 
convention 
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3.4 Approach to Predicting Fractures from Simulated Local Stress 

Two criteria are used to assess mechanical conditions that promote fracture 

formation and slip, and thus the potential for fracture-hosted porosity and permeability. 

First, conditions necessary to induce slip on large faults, and the relative amount of 

compression that might inhibit dilation during slip is assessed. This provides an 

assessment of the likelihood of flow focused along fault structures. Second, the local 

stress state resulting from slip is evaluated against rock failure criteria. This provides an 

assessment of the permeable volume that could either correspond to a reservoir as well as 

a conduit for focused flow. 

Complex fault geometry, manifesting as overlap and intersections between 

segments, or as bends in segments are clear influences on the mechanical interactions that 

promote damaged volumes of rock. However, while some regions of fault complexity 

host hydrothermal systems, the majority do not (Figures 1.1 and 2.6). To better 

understand this variability, idealized models are used systematically to vary the geometry 

of segmentation in faults and their relationship to the remote stress tensor. The idealized 

models provide a means to assess the relative importance of different geometric 

characteristics evident in the fault system at Brady. From these models, sensitivity of key 

predictors of fractures to geometric parameters is determined.  

Secondly, slip on a select subset of faults from the detailed geometric model of 

Brady developed by Jolie et al. (2012) and Jolie (2014) are modeled. For this 

investigation, focus is put on a subset of faults directly associated with evidence of 
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permeability as summarized in Chapter 2. Below are the criteria to assess fracture slip or 

opening. 

 

3.4.1 Slip on Optimally-Oriented Fractures: Maximum Coulomb Stress 

Characterization and evaluation of brittle deformation in a rock volume adjacent 

to faults involves the assessment of the potential for frictional failure through coulomb 

stress and coulomb stress change calculated from the local principal stress components 

(King et al., 1994; Crider and Pollard, 1998; Jaeger et al., 2007; Zoback, 2007). Thus, Sc 

is a measure of the relative production of fractures and fracture slip. This is a threshold 

criterion such that Sc above a critical limit exceeds either the frictional strength of 

established fractures or the strength of the intact rock mass if cohesion is included. In this 

analysis, focus is on the potential for recurring slip on established fractures consistent 

with abundant mapped faults and fractures visible in image logs of 15-12 and 15-12ST1 

and core; thus only friction is considered. Friction is provided directly to the equation and 

also determines the optimal attitude of failure planes with respect to the stress tensor. The 

magnitude of Sc is determined as: 
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./ − .3
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(Eqn. 2) 

where σ1 is the greatest principal stress, σ3 the least principal stress, and µ is the 

coefficient of static friction (Byerlee, 1978). Here, positive !"
($%&)indicates shear traction 

exceeds resistance to slip, whereas negative !"
($%&)indicates stability and suppression of 

slip on optimally-oriented fractures. The assumption is that high magnitudes of 
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!"
($%&)indicate regions likely to have high fracture density (Maerten et al., 2002). 

Therefore, a !"
($%&) magnitude of zero is the critical limit to test for the potential for 

fracturing, whereas a remote value of !"
($%&) is calculated as -0.41 MPa implying stable 

fractures (Table 2). 

 

3.4.2 Tension and Opening-Mode Fractures 

The least compressive principal stress, σ3, is used to identify tension that 

promotes opening-mode fracture and/or reduced compression that facilitates dilation. 

Generally, rock is weak under tension, thus the presence of flaws in naturally 

heterogeneous rock, i.e. pores and established fractures, concentrate tension so that even 

a relatively modest tension can lead to localized failure of rock mass. This is consistent 

with the general lack of tension measured in the earth from well data (Moos et al., 2011, 

unpublished report). For relatively large volumes compared to the flaw dimensions, the 

presence of flaws is highly likely, and thus it is reasonable to assume that even modest 

magnitudes of tension would lead to tensile failure. Thus, the critical limit of σ3 is 

specified as 3.5 MPa (Table 2). 

 

Table 2: List of remote stress magnitudes and critical limits used as constraints and 
comparison to modeled stress perturbation magnitudes. 

Metrics Magnitudes 
Maximum coulomb stress, !"

($%&) 0 MPa 

Remote maximum coulomb stress, !"
(@A$) -0.41 MPa 

Least compressive principal stress, .3 3.96 MPa 
Critical least compressive principal stress, .3

(B@CD) 3.5	MPa	
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3.4.3 Slip Potential on Mapped Faults with Complex Geometry 

Active-slip provides the potential for dilation and damage within the fault zone 

and surrounding rock. However, complex structures of well-developed faults including 

development of a core characterized by a distinct fault rock as well as a surrounding zone 

of damaged host rock complicates the hydrology (Caine et al., 1996). The relative 

stability of fault surfaces can be assessed for a given stress state by calculating the ratio 

of shear traction to effective normal traction. If this ratio exceeds the frictional strength of 

the rock, the fault is unstable and described as critically stressed (Morris et al., 1996). 

Slip tendency is expressed as a ratio of shear traction to effective normal traction resolved 

on a plane of weakness derived from its attitude relative to the stress tensor as: 

!EF9GF9"H =
IJ

I9 − 12
≥ ;	 	

(Eqn. 3)	
where I9 − 12  is the effective normal stress terms, and IJ is shear stress adopting a 

standard geologic sign convention. Slip tendency is determined for the prescribed attitude 

of the faults in the detailed model on each element defining the fault. 

 

3.4.4 Dilation Potential on Mapped Faults with Complex Geometry 

Dilation can accompany slip on rough fractured surfaces if the asperities of the 

fracture are sufficiently strong compared to the load they must support. Thus, dilation 

tendency is suppressed by increasing normal tractions (Jaeger et al., 2007): 

LEF9GF9"H =
./ − I9

./ − .3
 

 
(Eqn. 4) 
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Therefore, the dilation tendency indicates the conditions least likely to break 

asperities during frictional slip, which allows dilation to accompany slip on rough 

surfaces. As I9approaches .3this ratio approaches 1. Note that the ratio I9/.3 does not 

explicitly express a sensitivity to the magnitude of .3 or to a measure of asperity strength, 

and so it is primarily a qualitative indicator that emphasizes the fault fracture attitudes 

most prone to dilate (or least likely to collapse) in a given stress state. Additionally, 

dilation tendency analysis is restricted to the portions of faults where slip tendency 

exceeds the frictional resistance to sliding, considering dilation is assumed to accompany 

slip. Dilation tendency is determined for the prescribed attitude of the faults in the 

detailed model on each element defining the fault. 

 

3.5 Presentation of Analyses 

Contour plots provide the basic tool to evaluate the local variation in the stress 

field and corresponding criteria for fracture due to key geometric characteristics. Ideal 

fault geometries are defined in terms of essential parameters such as the angle of 

intersection between two fault segments. Systematically, running multiple models at 

different intersection angles but with otherwise identical boundary conditions provides a 

test of the sensitivity of the local stress state to the angle of intersection.  

To summarize the impact of such geometric parameters, the contour plots are 

interrogated to find the extreme magnitudes of the criteria, or the position and area where 

the criteria are exceeded. This suite of results defines the sensitivity of the criteria to fault 
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geometry as a function of the parameters that define a fault geometry. This sensitivity is 

visualized as a cross plot of the parameter and the criteria; for instance, as intersection 

angle versus the criteria. In some cases, two parameters may be necessary to define a 

fault geometry. For example, the spacing and relative position of en echlon faults can be 

defined in terms of a separation distance normal to their strike and an overlap distance 

parallel to strike (as per Crider and Pollard, 1998). In this case, the sensitivity is 

visualized as a contour plot of the criteria on the parameter space with axes of overlap 

and separation. Geometric parameters explored in this model, and discussed in detail in 

the next section include: fault overlap, separation, relative strike, stress azimuth relative 

to fault strike, and intersection angles among closely spaced or intersecting fault 

segments. 

 

3.6 Numerical Errors 

Numerical artifacts in the model simulations result from several sources. First, 

dislocations involve an infinite slip gradient at their margin leading to an infinite stress 

concentration which is physically unreasonable. This singularity is practically confined to 

the distance within approximately one hundredth of the element length from the element 

termination. Thus calculations within this proximity to element edges are ignored. In the 

interior of the discretized surfaces, the numerical approximation produces unreliable 

estimates of stress within one element length normal to the discretized surface. The 

magnitude of the resulting error is spatially heterogeneous and dependent on element 

size, and this region is ignored (see detailed discussion above).  
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Triangular elements produce screw-dislocation at the corners and a related stress 

singularity that extends from the corner normal to the element plane for an infinite 

distance. This singularity can manifest as local numerical inconsistences in the 

observation grid which must be individually removed. In practice, several measures are 

implemented to mitigate these and related errors during the assessment of the 

simulations. First, observation points and their corresponding magnitudes are manually 

removed if they are within ~100 m of the fault surface. This leaves an area where reliable 

data is absent around the modeled surface that usually resolves the matter. Second, a limit 

to the stress magnitudes is specified to truncate any data magnitudes that exceed the 

reasonable range of stress magnitudes. Usually, this is set to encompass remote stress 

magnitudes from the stress model (Moos et al., 2011 unpublished report). Third, to 

ensure that no single observation point or model result skews the analysis, a percentile 

criterion is enforced. Thus, for	!"
($%&), the 99th percentile is taken as representative, 

whereas for σ3 where negative values indicate tension, the 1st percentile is adopted as 

representative. These methods remove the numerical artifacts while preserving the results 

defining the impact of individual parameters. 

On the other hand, data errors may result from improperly defining a valid fault 

geometry where element edges may reside too close to an element center. This scenario 

can result from “flat” triangular elements where one edge length is extremely small 

compared to another. This is addressed by the simple analysis of element edge lengths 

constituting each triangular element. Alternatively, this might occur in models consisting 

of two intersection fault segments. In particular, surfaces that cross brings discretized 
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element centers very close to element edges, and causes a singularity to occur at the 

element centers. Therefore, models with abutting surfaces are re-meshed to ensure all 

elements meat along edges, and that models that could result in interpenetrating geometry 

are excluded. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF IDEAL FAULT GEOMETRIES 

4.1 Identification of Key Geometries in the Brady Geothermal Field 

At the Brady Geothermal Field, the patterns of flow in the fault zone has been 

investigated using tracer tests (Geothermex, 1992). Fluorescein tracer was injected into 

the subsurface and revealed distinct flow paths along strike of fault to production wells 

that are located south-southwest of the injection wells within 4.5 to 12 days (Geothermex, 

1992). This indicates a focused, highly localized conduit aligned with the mapped traces 

of faults in the field (Figure 1.4b and 1.4d) (Davatzes et al., 2013). It is postulated that the 

high density of small fractures within a fault damage zone produces connectivity and heat 

exchange area for fluid and heat transport in narrow conduits that allows the relatively 

cool injected fluids to heat up sufficiently across the ½ to 1 km to the production wells. 

However, the short period of tracer arrival at the production wells implies a relatively 

small pore volume.  

The most successful production wells in the field correspond with a left-step 

between SSW striking, west dipping fault segments. These faults form scarps in Lake 

Lahontan sediments indicating slip within the last 10 – 20 thousand years. The hanging 

wall side of this step also coincides with an extensive region of subsidence (Figure 2.6) 

and vertically extensive micro-seismicity associated with extraction of fluid, thus 

illuminating the extent of the permeable hydrothermal system (Figure 2.7). Left-steps 

between segments at Brady actually occur in three distinct configurations: (A) open 

relays between similarly or oppositely dipping segments; (B) bends interpreted to 
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represent breached relays; and (C) intersections between non-parallel segments (Figure 

1.1). 

These geometries are defined in terms of simple geometric parameters (Figure 

4.1).  

Relay: Two fault traces are arranged sub-parallel but offset from each other (Figure 4.1a). 

The separation between the most closely spaced tips of each is defined in terms of the 

overlap parallel, O, to the fault strike and the separation, S, normal to the fault strike. 

Together O and S define relay geometry and the geometry of the intervening intact rock 

separating the fault segments.  

Bend: A large continuous fault with uniform orientation and dip direction, has a curve at 

the approximate center of the fault (Figure 4.1b). The amount of curvature is defined by 

the ratio of O to S between the flat, planar segments on either side of the bend, thus 

parameterizing the bend geometry.  

Intersection: A large through-going fault of known orientation and dip is abutted by a 

smaller splay fault at an angle (Figure 4.1c). This introduces intersecting fault geometry 

where the difference in the relative strike defines the resulting geometry. An angel of 

zero represents subparallel faults that coincide in space whereas an angle of 180 

represents faults that form either side of a horst that meet at a point along their top. An 

offset can be specified to set where along the larger, through-going fault the intersection 

occurs. 
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At Brady (Figure 1.1 and 2.6), relay and bend geometries are nested, where relays 

have been breached and are now encompassed by two curving faults. These regions 

support geothermal production as evidenced by production wells in the vicinity. 

Therefore, relay zones are modeled as two isolated fault segments with a range of O and 

S for sub-parallel and non-parallel faults that define horst and grabens, whereas bend 

geometries are modeled as single isolated bends with a range of O and S.  

Similarly, intersections are widespread and to some degree host surface 

hydrothermal features and a few production and injection wells (Figure 1.1 and 2.6). The 

majority of Brady faults intersect at small acute angles between ~20⁰ and 30⁰ (Figure 

4.2). Thus the relationship between intersection of faults, from both hanging wall and 

footwall sides are modeled to investigate their significance towards promoting fracture 

potential.  

Idealized faults consisting of simple planar rectangular geometry (Figure 4.1) are 

subjected to remote stress and geomechanical conditions from Brady EGS experiment. 

The investigated ideal geometries include: (1) pairs of parallel (en echelon) and non-

parallel (defining horsts and grabens) faults with a range of along strike overlap (O) and 

separation (S) (Figure 4.1a); (2) faults with varying (O,S) connected by a bend (Figure 

4.1b); (3) range of SHmax azimuth for fixed fault geometry (Figure 4.1c); (4) relative fault 

strike of one segment with respect to another of fixed orientation and position (Figure 

4.1d); and (5) intersection where a major fault is abutted by a smaller splay fault at 

relative orientations (Figure 4.1e).  
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The model results are represented as contour maps of local stress state, which 

allow comparison to mapped geological evidence of fracture permeability. Table 3 

provides a list of input parameters used to model the different ideal geometries in 

addition to the boundary conditions listed in Table 1. Several hundreds of models are 

generated to explore the parameter space defining each geometry, summarize the 

sensitivity of fracture criteria, and provide context for interpreting the results of 

simulations of the detailed faults in the next chapter.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Characteristic map view fault geometries associated with Brady geothermal 
system and used for geomechanical modeling. (a) sub-parallel and/or horst and graben 
defining faults; (b) curved/bent fault; (c) range of SHmax azimuth for fixed attitude of sub-
parallel and/or horst faults; (d) relative strike attitude of one fault segment; and (e) fault 
intersection from hanging wall and footwall of a major fault. For reference, filled circles 
with a stick indicates the hanging wall side of the normal faults (red solid lines), ghosted 
circles on alternate side of faults represents alternative fault orientation and geometry, 
yellow circle represents a summary of the remote stress state with horizontal principal 
stresses (green and blue solid lines) normalized to vertical stress (grey outline), and blue 
polygons represents the rotational extent of fault and/or stress orientation in model 
analysis. 
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of observed fault intersections for Brady mapped faults. Total 
number of observations is 65, number of bins is 15, bin width is 5.7, and mean of 
intersection angles, 35.8⁰ ± 22⁰. 
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Table 3: List of input parameters used in modeling the different ideal fault geometries in 
addition to boundary conditions and parameters in Table 1. 
Parameter Magnitude and/or description 
Observed geometry ranges from Brady’s mapped faults (Figure 1.1) 
Overlap ~300 – 3000 m 
Separation  ~250 – 2000 m 
SHmax azimuth 007⁰ ± 13⁰ 
Relative fault strike ~180⁰ – 235⁰  
Intersection angles ~5⁰ –  90⁰  
Fault Overlap: en echelon and non-parallel  faults 
Overlap and separation -14,000 to 14,000 m 
Sense of step Left- and right step over 
Fault Bend 
Overlap  -500 to -14000 m 
Separation 0 to 7000 m 
Sense of step Left- and right steps; negative overlap only 
SHmax Azimuth relative to Fault Strike 
SHmax azimuth 340⁰ < SHmax azimuth < 070⁰ 
Fault strike 025⁰ or 205⁰ (RHR) 
Overlap  600 m 
Separation  1400 m 
Parallel fault sense of step Left-stepping 
Horst fault sense of step Right- and left-step 
Relative Strike of Fault Segments 
Strike range: north and south faults 030⁰ to 220⁰ 
Overlap  400 m 
Separation   400 m (south fault); 700 m (north fault) 
Fixed fault segment strike 205⁰ (RHR) 
Sense of step Left-step 
Fault Intersections 
Intersection angle 10⁰ to 150⁰ (clockwise from north) 
Intersection site Hanging wall and footwall 
Overlap and separation 2500 m; 0 m (must be specified to provide 

intersection of fault segments) 
Sense of step Not important in this case 
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4.2 Relays: En Echelon and Non-Parallel Faults 

The impact of mechanical interaction on the local stress state is explored for both 

en echelon geometries where fault strike is parallel and dip direction may be the same or 

opposite (i.e., dip in opposite directions as for a horst) common in the Brady fault system. 

Exploring a wide range of O and S, not only provides context but also represents the 

evolution of a fault geometry where initially independent faults grow towards each other, 

thus experiencing a variety of O and S. Based on maps of hydrothermal systems in the 

Brady Basin, Siler et al. (2015) have proposed that 20% overlap is the critical spacing, 

although the separation factor is not clearly considered, nor is the vertical extent of these 

features. Thus, a suite of more than 300 models spanning ranges in O and S from -14 km 

to 14 km characterize the impact of these parameters. A subset of these results is 

presented as contour maps in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 to illustrate the impact of local state of 

stress and analysis criteria. Fixed parameters include fault strike length, dip length, dip 

angle, dip direction, model depth, remote stress magnitudes, and SHmax azimuth (Table 1). 

Contour maps of !"
($%&) and σ3 of a subset of results illustrate the impact of 

overlap and separation on stress around systems of slipping faults. Figure 4.3 shows that 

for parallel faults, !"
($%&)is locally enhanced relative to the remote magnitude up to 20 

MPa at all fault tips (red), whereas !"
($%&)is locally diminished to ~-20 MPa along the 

length of the fault (blue). On the other hand, σ3 is reduced to -10 MPa (blue) at all fault 

tips, while σ3 is enhanced to ~15 MPa adjacent to the interior of the fault (red). In both 

cases, the magnitude of the perturbation and the pattern of spatial variation in the metrics 
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depends on: (1) distance from the fault and its tips, and (2) the separation of fault tips 

defined by the parameters of O and S, ultimately reverting to the fault field magnitudes 

(white). Similarly, Figure 4.4 shows patterns of local stress around en echelon faults 

defining horsts. In this case, !"
($%&)is locally enhanced up to 15 MPa at the fault tips and 

locally decreased to -15 MPa along fault segment, while σ3 decreased to -10 MPa at the 

fault tips and subsequently increased to -10 MPa along fault segment. Mechanical 

interaction is maximized at the inner fault tips as both O and S decrease, bringing the tips 

closer together. As these parameter decrease, the stress field allows faults to mimic a 

single, large fault. Consequently, the outer tips perturb stress over a greater distance than 

either the single segment would alone reflecting the effectively larger dimensions of the 

fault.  

Note that O and S are normalized to the strike length of the fault segments, 

reflecting the intrinsic dependence of the extent of stress perturbation to the fault 

dimensions. Following the same logic, the area is which the fracture criteria exceeds the 

critical value, is normalized to the area of a single fault segment. Additionally, all parallel 

and non-parallel fault models exclude combinations of O and S that create faults that 

cross, which would cause non-physical numerical solutions (these are correspond to 

white space in all sensitivity plots. 

A summary of the dependence of the fracture criteria on O and S is compiled in 

Figures 5.5 – 5.7. For subparallel fault segments, Figure 5.5 shows that !"
($%&)is largest 

between O from -14 to -7 km and S from -4 to 14 km, reaching magnitudes of 0.25 – 0.35 
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MPa at the 99th percentile. !"
($%&)exceeds the critical criteria over areas of up to 3.2 to 3.6 

times the area of a fault segment (left column of figure). Conversely, !"
($%&)is smallest 

where O is near 0 and S is negative, reaching magnitudes of about 0 MPa at the 99th 

percentile. In these cases, !"
($%&) never exceeds the critical value at the 99th percentile. 

On the other hand, σ3 is smallest over the same ranges of O and S as 	!"
($%&) is 

maximized, where it reaches magnitudes of 3.35 – 3.3 MPa at the 1st percentile, whereas 

σ3 is largest around zero O and negative S, reaching magnitudes of 3.6 MPa at the 1st 

percentile. 

The summary results for non-parallel faults are split for left-step and right-step 

geometries, corresponding to horsts and grabens respectively. These geometries would 

induce numerical irregularities leading to non-physical stress calculations. For left-

stepping, non-parallel faults, Figure 4.6 shows that !"
($%&)is largest for O from 

approximately -3.5 to -10.5 km and S from approximately -7 to 10.5 km, reaching 

magnitudes of 0.25 – 0.35 MPa at the 99th percentile. Conversely, !"
($%&)is smallest 

between O and S range of 1 – 2 km, reaching magnitudes of about -0.05 MPa at the 99th 

percentile. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest between O range of ~-3.5 to -10.5 km and S 

range of ~-7 to 10.5 km, reaching magnitudes of 3.3 MPa at the 1st percentile, whereas σ3 

is largest between O and S range of 1 – 2 km, reaching magnitudes of 3.65 MPa at the 1st 

percentile.  

For right-stepping non-parallel faults, Figure 4.7 reveals that !"
($%&)is largest 

between O range of -1 to -13 km and S range of -3.5 – 13 km, reaching magnitudes of 
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~0.2 – 0.35 MPa at the 99th percentile. Conversely, !"
($%&)is smallest between O range of 

0 – 3.5 km and S range of -3.5 to -7 km, reaching magnitudes of about -0.05 MPa at the 

99th percentile. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest between O range of -1 to -13 km and S 

range of -3.5 – 13 km, reaching magnitudes of 3.35 – 3.3 MPa at the 1st percentile, 

whereasσ3 is largest between O range of 0 – 3.5 km and S range of -3.5 to -7 km, reaching 

magnitudes of 3.65 MPa at the 1st percentile.  

In general, the patterns and magnitudes of !"
($%&)and σ3 indicate geometries that 

strongly promote fracture, as well as a large set of geometries that either suppress fracture 

or have an insignificant impact. The summary of both parallel and non-parallel faults 

reveals that faults with negative overlap (underlap) and left-sense of step maximizes the 

potential for fracturing for fault with these configurations. A critical aspect of the results 

appears to be that imposed azimuth of SHmax induces a small component of left-lateral 

slip, causing localized extension within the left-stepping geometry corresponding to 

positive S. This reduction in compression, and thus weakening of frictional resistance to 

slip explains why the left-stepping geometry is more favorable for fracture. 
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Figure 4.3:  Contour plots of !"
($%&)and σ3 for fault overlap and separation analysis in en 

echelon faults. Northing, easting, overlap, and separation are normalized to fault strike 
length. 
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Figure 4.4: Contour plots for fault overlap analysis in non-parallel faults representing 
horsts and grabens, showing spatial patterns of !"

($%&)and σ3.
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity of parallel fault segments to ranges of O and S. Parameter range 
exceeding critical magnitude (left column) and magnitude of perturbation (right column) 
are presented for !"

($%&)at the 99th percentile and σ3 at the 1st percentile respectively. 
White space represents omitted data points with very high stress perturbations 
magnitudes for geometries not observed at Brady geothermal field. Bottom-most right 
image illustrates the fault geometries configurations corresponding to the assigned 
quadrants. 
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Figure 4.6: Sensitivity of left-stepping non-parallel faults representing horsts and grabens 
to O and S. Map area exceeding critical magnitude (left column) and magnitude of 
perturbation (right column) are presented for !"

($%&)at the 99th percentile and σ3 at the 1st 
percentile respectively. White areas indicate excluded geometries associated with 
geometric incompatibilities or numerical limitations Bottom-most right image illustrates 
the fault geometries configurations corresponding to the assigned quadrants. 
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Figure 4.7: Sensitivity of right-stepping non-parallel faults defining horsts and grabens to 
O and S. Map area exceeding critical magnitude (left column) and magnitude of 
perturbation (right column) are presented for !"

($%&)at the 99th percentile and σ3 at the 1st 
percentile respectively. White space represents omitted data points with very high stress 
perturbations magnitudes for geometries not observed at Brady geothermal field. Bottom-
most right image illustrates the fault geometries configurations corresponding to the 
assigned quadrants. 
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4.3 Bends 

Bends along strike in normal faults are associated with ~2% of all productive 

geothermal systems in the Great Basin (Faulds and Hinz, 2015). These bends manifest as 

kinks in otherwise continuous fault trace and are interpreted to develop due to variation in 

rock strength or as breached relays between formerly isolated, en echelon fault segments 

which allow growth by coalescence. Their role is clearest where a strike-parallel 

component of slip causes them to function as releasing bends that reduce compression, 

which occurs where the sense of step and of strike slip component match. For example, at 

Brady, the stress tensor is slightly misaligned with the strike of the overall fault system, 

inducing a small component of left-lateral slip (Figure 2.6). Thus at Brady, a left-stepping 

bend is releasing and enhances tension and dilation. Faults contributing to production lie 

within a larger left-stepping bend in the system characterized by a ~2000 m separation 

(Siler et al., 2015). Conversely, at Brady a right-stepping bend is restraining and 

enhances compression.  For modeling purposes, the geometry of this bend is limited to S 

from 0 to 7000 m and spans left- and right-step geometry. Overlap in this case is used to 

describe where the curvature begins, essentially controlling the severity of curvature; thus 

overlap is negative.  

A suite of models representing a range of combinations in O and S along a 

continuous fault are modeled (Figure 4.1b; Table 3) to define the potential role of bend 

shape on the criteria for fracture. The total fault strike length varies in proportion to O 

and S which determine the length of the kinked segment. Fixed parameters include fault 

height, dip angle, model depth, remote stress magnitude, and orientation of maximum 
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compressive principal stress (Table 1). Note that data points located within 400 m of the 

fault trace were eliminated in order to minimize the effects of the fault elements on the 

stress magnitudes computed here. Observation points within 400 m of the fault were 

eliminated because of significant errors from numerical approximation, which is larger 

than the prescribed 100 m range for planar, en echelon faults (Section 3.5).  

The bend models reveal that stress perturbation remains strongest at the tips of the 

fault. However, near the bend that best represents the geometry associated with 

hydrothermal activity at Brady, the stress state is also perturbed. Figure 4.8 shows that 

!"
($%&)is enhanced at the fault tips, up to magnitudes of 9 MPa, whereas !"

($%&)is reduced 

to magnitudes of -7 MPa along the flat planar portions of the faults. On the other hand, σ3 

is reduced at the fault tips down to magnitudes of -10 MPa, while σ3 is enhanced along 

the flat planar portions up to magnitudes of 10 MPa. Overall, mechanical interaction is 

maximized at the fault tips, with only a smaller impact in the vicinity of the bend. 

However, the stress state near the bends reveals that increasing the ratio of O and S 

creates a broad region over which stress is perturbed. Decreasing the ratio of O and S 

creates a tight kink that concentrates stress intensely. The stress state in the vicinity of the 

bend is captured by excluding the tips in the summary plot of Figure 4.9 from the area 

defined in the black box of Figure 4.8. 

The analysis in Figure 4.9 shows that !"
($%&)is largest at small O and S ratios in a 

right-step, reaching magnitudes of 2.2 MPa at the 99th percentile, whereas !"
($%&)is 

smallest at large O and S ratios, reaching magnitudes of -1.0 MPa at the 99th percentile. 
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On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at small O and S ratios in a right-step, reaching 

magnitudes of ~2.0 MPa at the 1st percentile, whereas σ3 is largest at large O and S ratios, 

reaching magnitudes of ~4.4 MPa at the 1st percentile.  

Overall, the patterns and magnitudes of !"
($%&)and σ3 are consistent with the 

criteria for fracturing.  The potential for fracturing is highest at the fault tips, and at bend 

interiors with very small O and S ratios in right-sense of step: in other words, stress is 

most perturbed at sharply defined kinks rather than broad, smooth bends. It was expected 

that bends with very small O and S ratios and in a left-step or releasing bend in the 

present orientation of SHmax, would optimally promote fracture potential in the vicinity of 

the bends. Thus, results of the bend model is unexpected and further analysis would be 

ideal to verify these results. 
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Figure 4.8: Contour plots of !"
($%&)and σ3 for left- and right-stepping bends with 

negative overlap. Positive (red) !"
($%&) implies unstable region likely to slip, negative 

(blue) !"
($%&)implies stable region not likely to slip, positive σ3 (red) implies stable region 

under compression, and negative σ3 (blue) implies unstable area that is less compressed. 
Northing, easting, overlap, and separation are normalized to fault strike length. Dashed 
black rectangle represents subset region sampled for the sensitivity analysis for all bend 
models in Figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.9: Sensitivity of bend interior analysis to ranges of negative O and positive and 
negative S for !"

($%&)at the 99th percentile and σ3 at the 1st percentile.  
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4.4 SHmax Azimuth Relative to Fault Strike 

The pattern and magnitude of the stress perturbation in the map view is strongly 

influenced by the strike slip component. To assess this impact within a dominantly 

normal faulting regime, SHmax azimuth is varied on a model of en echelon fault segments 

representative of O and S of the fault segments spatially associated with productive wells 

at Brady. This is accomplished by rotating the stress tensor measured at Brady relative to 

the primary strike of the faults. Thus, the resulting suite of models produces variable 

amounts and sense of strike-slip in addition to the predominant normal slip on the Brady 

faults.  

This approach is practical, but it should be noted that misfit between the stress 

tensor and resulting faults should be moderated by the processes governing fault 

development. Fault growth is promoted if the faults are optimally-oriented and critically-

stressed to slip. As the stress state becomes misaligned with the fault attitude, the slip 

tendency is diminished and frictional resistance can prevent slip, and thus further 

development of the fault. This suggests that geologically realistic faults should maintain a 

narrow range of attitudes relative to the stress tensor. The range of potentially active fault 

attitudes depends on the frictional strength of the fault with respect to the stress state 

driving slip. As frictional strength is diminished, as might development of a distinct fault 

core, a wider range of fault attitudes are critically-stressed. Similarly, as the difference 

between the magnitudes of SHmax and Shmin are diminished the range of active attitudes 

will increase; however, in this case the strike slip component will similarly decrease. 

Thus, since faults represent weaknesses, even somewhat misaligned faults established in 
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earlier tectonic episodes can be, and often are reactivated. Similarly, large faults may 

develop bends as they grow into regions subject to somewhat differently oriented stress 

tensors. As a result, portions of the fault may appear misaligned with a simple, uniform 

remote stress tensor.  

Two fault segments, forming a relay defined by O of 600 m and S of 1400 m, are 

thus modeled for both parallel and non-parallel geometries, with the range of SHmax 

azimuth between 340⁰ to 070⁰ (Figure 4.1c; Table 3). For these simulations, the range of 

modeled SHmax azimuth results in a change in the sense of strike slip motion from left- to 

right-lateral when SHmax azimuth increases beyond the trend of the model fault traces of 

025⁰. Fixed parameters include fault length and height, fault strike and dip angle, and 

principal stress magnitudes (Table 1). The reported range of SHmax azimuth obtained from 

image log analysis in 15-12ST1 for the Brady’s EGS experiment is 007⁰ ± 13⁰. 

The results of this analysis demonstrate the impact of SHmax azimuth on stresses 

around the fault systems that are slipping. Figure 4.10 shows that the rotation of the stress 

tensor significantly affects the concentration of stress at the tips and relays of the fault 

geometries. !"
($%&)is largest at the inner tips of faults, decreases with distance from the 

faults into the far field, and intensifies along the length of the fault segments. Conversely, 

σ3 is smallest at the inner fault tips, increased slightly on the outer tips into the far field, 

and intensifies along the length of the fault segments. 

A summary defining the relative impact of SHmax azimuth on the magnitude of the 

fracture criteria for both parallel and non-parallel geometries are compiled in Figures 
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4.11 and 4.12. For sub-parallel fault segments, Figure 4.11 shows that 	!"
($%&) is largest at 

SHmax azimuth of 356⁰ and 060⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~0.02 MPa at the 99th percentile, 

whereas, 	!"
($%&) is smallest at SHmax azimuth of ~025⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~-0.05 

MPa at the 99th percentile. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at SHmax azimuth of 356⁰ and 

060⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.58 MPa at the 1st percentile, whereas σ3 is largest at 

SHmax azimuth of ~025⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.6 MPa at the 1st percentile.  

For left-stepping non-parallel fault segments (which define a horst), Figure 5.12a 

shows that 	!"
($%&) is largest at SHmax azimuth of 070⁰, reaching magnitudes of 0.08 MPa. 

Conversely, 	!"
($%&) is smallest at SHmax azimuth of 030⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~-0.01 

MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at SHmax azimuth of 070⁰, reaching magnitudes of 

3.53 MPa, whereas σ3 is largest at SHmax azimuth of 030⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.6 

MPa. For right-stepping non-parallel fault segments (that define a horst), Figure 4.12b 

shows that 	!"
($%&) is largest at SHmax azimuth of 340⁰, reaching magnitudes of 0.08 MPa, 

whereas 	!"
($%&) is smallest at SHmax azimuth of 068⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~-0.01 

MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at SHmax azimuth of 070⁰, reaching magnitudes of 

3.52 MPa, while σ3 is largest at SHmax azimuth of 068⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.6 MPa.  

Overall, parallel en echelon fault segments with small rotations of the stress 

tensor of ~11⁰, produce large changes in stress and promote fractures. Faults defining 

horsts and grabens require slightly more rotations to generate similar changes in stress. 
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Figure 4.10: Map view contour plots of SHmax azimuth analysis for left-stepping parallel 
faults where !"

($%&)and σ3 are evaluated at µ = 0.90.  
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Figure 4.11: SHmax azimuth analysis summary of en echelon fault interaction. The 
modeled range in SHmax azimuth is -20⁰ < observed SHmax < 70⁰ (i.e. up to two standard 
deviations of observed range). Vertical black dashed lines represent observed SHmax 
attitude of 007⁰, orange polygons is extent to one standard deviation to SHmax azimuth 
(i.e. 007 ± 13⁰), and red and blue solid lines mark boundary between left- and right- 
lateral fault slip respectively at the dominant fault strike of 025⁰. 
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Figure 4.12: SHmax azimuth analysis of non-parallel faults defining horsts in: (a) left-step faults, and (b) right-step faults. The modeled 
range in SHmax azimuth is -20⁰ < observed SHmax < 70⁰. Vertical black dashed lines represent observed SHmax attitude of 007⁰, orange 
polygons is extent to one standard deviation to SHmax azimuth (i.e. 007±13⁰), and red and blue solid lines mark boundary between left- 
and right- lateral fault slip respectively at the dominant fault strike of 025⁰.   
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4.5 Relative Strike of Fault Segments 

Many of the overlapping fault segments at Brady have slightly divergent strike, 

leading to abutting and cross cutting geometries (Faulds and Garside, 2003). In the next 

two sections, two scenarios for faults of distinct strike are explored: (1) overlapping faults 

separated by a relay of intact material, and (2) overlapping faults where one segment 

abuts a longer through-going fault. Both analyses address the local state of stress 

representing isolated faults that grow towards each other in the modern stress state until 

they intersect. These two scenarios follow the same procedure used for the analysis of en 

echelon geometries and bends. 

To set up this model, one fault segment is fixed with known strike of 205⁰, 

northwest dip direction, 60⁰ dip angle, and a left sense of step. A second fault segment is 

then set at a distinct O and S, and its strike is varied to investigate the role of the relative 

strike. These models are representative of fault segments that host surface hydrothermal 

activity at Brady (Figure 2.6). The range of strike considered, ~030⁰ to 220⁰ in relative 

strike, spans the full range that does not lead to intersection of the two fault segments. 

Thus, if a northern fault has a fixed position and orientation, the southern fault begins in 

an opposite dip direction and is rotated systematically for the given range of strike, 

whereas if a southern fault has a fixed position and orientation, the northern fault begins 

with the same dip direction, and ends in an opposite dip direction. Both the case of a 

fixed northern fault segment and an alternate case of a fixed southern fault segment are 

considered. Fixed parameters in these analyses include O and S, the remote stress tensor, 

SHmax azimuth, model depth, dip angle, and orientation of one fault segment (Table 1). 
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Representative contour plots of the local stress in Figure 4.13 reveals that $%('())is 

large at the inner and outer fault tips and decreases towards the center of the fault 

segment along strike and into the far field, away from the faults. The inner tips 

concentrate larger stress more than the outer tips due to elastic distortions at the closely-

spaced tips that lead to outsized perturbations of the failure criteria. However, σ3 shows 

an opposite correlation and is smallest at the inner and outer fault tips and increases 

towards the center of the fault. This stress “shadow” is especially strong for the horst 

configuration and suggests strongly suppressed fracture potential towards the center of 

fault segments. 

The impact of the strike of the secondary fault on the strength of the perturbation 

in the fracture criteria is revealed in Figure 4.14. For a north rotating fault relative to a 

fixed southern fault segment, Figure 5.14a shows that $%('())is largest at fault strike of 

045⁰ and 145⁰, reaching magnitudes of 0.07 MPa, while $%('()) is smallest at fault strike 

of 095⁰, reaching magnitudes of -0.1 MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at fault strike 

of 045⁰ and 145⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.53 MPa, while σ3 is largest at fault strike of 

095⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.68 MPa. For a south rotating fault relative to a fixed 

northern fault segment, Figure 4.14b shows that $%('())is largest at fault strike of 035⁰ 

and 220⁰, reaching magnitudes of 0.06 MPa whereas $%('()) is smallest at fault strike of 

105⁰, reaching magnitudes of -0.15 MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at fault strike 

of 035⁰ and 220⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.53 MPa, while σ3 is largest at fault strike of 

105⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.73 MPa.  
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Overall, fault rotations that bring fault segments nearly perpendicular to each 

other and with positive O, decrease the stress concentration at near inner tips (e.g. fault 

strike of 105⁰), while negative O increases mechanical interactions at inner tips and 

associated concentrations in stress (e.g. fault strike of 125⁰). On the other hand, fault 

rotations that bring fault segments nearly parallel with large O (e.g. fault strike of 065⁰) 

and/or nearly parallel with very small O (e.g. fault strike of 220⁰) create the largest stress 

perturbation, as a result of interaction of inner tips. 
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Figure 4.13: Contour plots of fault attitude analysis for $%('())and σ3 for both north- and 
south-rotating fault at µ of 0.90. 
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Figure 4.14: Relative fault strike analyses of northern- (left) and southern-rotating (right) fault segments for !"($%&)and σ3 at the 99th 
and 1st percentile. Black dashed lines represents observed SHmax azimuth (007⁰) while red dashed line represents fault strike of 205⁰ 
following right-hand rule.
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4.6 Intersections 

Intersections among fault segments are a common feature of the Brady fault 

system. The northern injection wells (Figure 1.1) are located close to an intersection 

along strike between fault segments and are associated with subsidence. An along-strike 

intersection is also located near the production wells, helping to define the bend geometry 

and also coincide with prominent hydrothermal features (Figure 2.6). In both of these 

cases, the resulting is a vertically extensive line of intersection (Figure 2.7a) At depth 

there is a near horizontal intersection along the up-dip portion of a smaller fault with the 

fault running from the injection wells to the production area (Figure 2.7a). Thus, 

intersections appear to be a critical element of the hydrothermal system at Brady. 

However, only a few of the intersections mapped coincide with hydrothermal features. 

Such intersections occur on both the hanging wall and footwall side. 

The intersection of one fault against another causes slip to be partitioned between 

the two segments, resulting in a locally high slip gradient. This perturbs the stress in the 

interior of the fault, which has been absent in the models presented previously.  Where 

such intersection extends along dip to depth, as in this model, they could provide a key 

connection to a deep heat source. Additionally, the sense of slip on the intersecting fault 

changes with its strike relative to SHmax. 

Intersections where one fault abuts against a larger through-going fault are 

commonly recognized to result from: (1) coalescence of formerly independent fault 

segments growing toward each other in response to regional stress that results in 
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mechanical interaction that ultimately breaches the relay (Micklethwaite et al., 2010; 

Faulds et al., 2013; Faulds and Hinz, 2015); and (2)	a splay emanating from an older fault 

due to the stress concentration near a fault tip (Faulds et al., 2013; Faulds and Hinz, 

2015). For modeling purposes, a large and through-going fault is intersected by a smaller 

fault segment from the hanging wall and the footwall. In this scenario, O is set to 2500 m 

and S to 0 m. The large fault has a fixed position, dip direction to the northwest, dip angle 

of 60⁰, and fault strike of 205⁰, while the smaller fault is systematically rotated in a 

clockwise fashion with respect to the larger fault, for a range of intersection angle from 

10⁰ to 150⁰ (Table 3). This range is fixed to ensure that the both faults are always 

intersecting for the given fault length. Other fixed parameters include stress magnitude 

and SHmax azimuth. 

The introduction of an intersection between two fault segments results in two key 

features. The stress shadow along the larger through-going structure is split to define two 

distinct shadows on either side of the abutting fault. Also, a steep gradient in the fracture 

criteria occurs in the interior of the through-going fault that in some cases lead to 

promotion of fractures. Representative contour plots of changes in local stress in Figure 

4.15 reveals that the large stress concentrations are mostly at the outer tips. The 

intersection point of faults also presents perturbations of stress, more when the smaller 

fault intersects the larger from the hanging wall than from footwall, indicating that these 

are areas for fracture potential. On the other hand, the “undisturbed” fault centers where 

faults do not intersect have a lower fracture potential, as these are more stable parts of the 

fault with decreased ratios of shear to normal tractions.  
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Figure 4.16 shows that the intersection angle between two faults strongly 

influences the local fracture potential. For a smaller fault intersecting from the footwall, 

Figure 4.16 (left) shows that "#(%&')is largest at 100⁰ intersection angle and strike of 

intersecting fault of 305⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~0.11 MPa, while "#(%&')is smallest at 

70⁰ intersection angle and strike of intersecting fault of 275⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~0 

MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at 100⁰ intersection angles and strike of 

intersecting fault of 305⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.50 MPa, while σ3 is largest at 70⁰ 

intersection angles and strike of intersecting fault of 275⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.60 

MPa. For a smaller fault intersecting a larger fault from the hanging wall, Figure 4.16 

(right) shows that "#(%&')is largest at 150⁰ intersection angles and strike of intersecting 

fault of 355⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~0.54 MPa, while "#(%&')is smallest at 60⁰ and 70⁰ 

intersection angle and strike of intersecting fault of 265⁰	and	275⁰	respectively, reaching 

magnitudes of -0.05 MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at 150⁰ intersection angles 

and strike of intersecting fault of 355⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.15 MPa, while σ3 is 

largest at 60⁰ and 70⁰ intersection angles and strike of intersecting fault of 265⁰	and	275⁰	

respectively, reaching magnitudes of ~3.65 MPa.  

Figure 4.17 shows that the area in the vicinity of the intersection of two faults is 

also influenced by the local magnitude of the fracture potential. For a smaller fault 

intersecting from the footwall, Figure 4.17 (left) shows that "#(%&')is largest at 30⁰ 

intersection angles and strike of intersecting fault of 235⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~3.0 

MPa, while "#(%&')is smallest at 150⁰ intersection angle and strike of intersecting fault of 
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355⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~0.5 MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at 30⁰ 

intersection angles, and strike of intersecting fault of 235⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~2.5 

MPa, while σ3 is largest at 150⁰ intersection angles and at strike of intersecting fault of 

355⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~4.0 MPa respectively. For a smaller fault intersecting a 

larger fault from the hanging wall, Figure 4.17 (right) shows that "#(%&')is largest at 150⁰ 

intersection angles and strike of intersecting fault of 355⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~8.0 

MPa, while "#(%&')is smallest at 30⁰ intersection angle and strike of intersecting fault of 

235⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~-1.5 MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is smallest at 150⁰ 

intersection angles and strike of intersecting fault of 355⁰, reaching magnitudes of ~0.5 

MPa, while σ3 is largest at 30⁰ intersection angles and strike of intersecting fault of 235⁰, 

reaching magnitudes of ~4.75 MPa.  

Overall, the patterns and magnitudes of "#(%&')and σ3 are consistent with the 

criteria for fracturing.  The intersection of faults from the hanging wall produces the 

largest stress concentrations, especially where the zone of interaction becomes shallower 

on the downthrown fault block (e.g. hanging wall fault intersection angle > 140⁰), 

compared to intersection from the footwall. This shallower region results in intense rock 

fracturing during fault slip, leading to reactivation of fractures. The potential for 

fracturing is high at the tips of faults and is highest in the areas nearest to the site of 

intersection (Figure 4.16 and 4.17). It was expected that extreme magnitudes of stress 

would be nearest the outer tips, however, the area around the site of intersection presents 

very large magnitudes. This may be possible because of the rotation of intersecting fault 
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versus the larger fault may bring the effects from the outer tips to the analysis of the 

interior of the intersection. Thus, the results in Figure 4.17 may need to be constrained 

further with additional preparation of fault segments. 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Map view contour plots of fault intersection analysis for "#(%&')and σ3 and µ 
= 0.90. Smaller faults intersect larger faults from footwall (left pairs of plots) and hanging 
wall (right pairs of plots) sides. Plot axes are normalized to fault strike length.
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Figure 4.16:	Sensitivity of a smaller intersecting fault from footwall (left) and hanging wall (right). A range of intersection angles from 
10⁰ to 150⁰ is evaluated for "#(%&')and σ3 at the 99th and 1st percentile respectively. For reference, the lower limit of SHmax azimuth 
including +-/ 1 standard deviation is represented by a vertical black dashed line.	
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Figure 4.17: Sensitivity of the interior of an intersecting fault from footwall (left) and hanging wall (right). A range of intersection 
angles from 10⁰ to 150⁰ is evaluated for "#(%&')and σ3 at the 99th and 1st percentile respectively. For reference, the lower limit of SHmax 
azimuth including +-/ 1 standard deviation is represented by a vertical black dashed line.
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The local stress state are uniquely related to the fault geometry. It is well 

established that fault tips strongly concentrate stresses. Modeling idealized faults 

representative of the Brady geothermal field has isolated and defined the relative impact 

of key geometries associated with hydrothermal flow on the pattern of stress 

concentration under fixed boundary conditions. However, natural geothermal systems are 

highly complex hybrids of these geometries. In addition, individual fault segments 

generally possess roughness neglected in the idealized models. The next chapter presents 

models of the detailed fault system at Brady. This more complex model will then be 

assessed in the context of the idealized model results.
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF DETAILED FAULT GEOMETRIES 

Whereas the idealized faults revealed the role of specific geometric characteristics 

on criteria that predict fractures, the detailed analysis focuses on testing the relationships 

between the fault geometry and hydrothermal flow evident at Brady. The fault system at 

Brady is comprised of numerous interacting segments exhibiting bends on continuous 

faults, and the closely-spaced tips of multiple segments form relays and intersections. As 

illustrated above, all of these geometries influence the local stress state. Another aspect of 

the model is that these structures are contained within a larger left-stepping bend of about 

2000 m separation (Siler et al., 2015). Combined with the measured azimuth of SHmax, 

this geometry should act as a complex releasing bend (Figure 1.1).  

Although a large number of faults are mapped, not all are active or associated 

with hydrothermal activity. The following criteria are used to select the faults that should 

be tested for their potential influence on hydrothermal flow at Brady: (1) the faults should 

have indicators of recent slip, e.g. fault scarps in young sediments or offset hydrothermal 

deposits; (2) fault hierarchy, which ranks faults by the relative size so that large, 

horizontally and vertically extensive faults receive higher rank and relative age based on 

abutting and cross-cutting relationships; (3) orientation of modern stress field that 

appears to promote or inhibit slip and dilation; and (4) spatial association to proxies for 

permeability (e.g. surface hydrothermal features and successful/failed wells) and active 

deformation including subsidence and MEQ activity (Figures 2.6 and 2.7).  
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Four faults that meet these criteria (Figure 2.6) and their key geometric features 

were explored in Chapter 3, including relays, intersections, bends, and the relative strike 

of fault segments to each other and the orientation of SHmax. For ease of reference, these 

four key faults have been named (Figure 3.6b). The main hydrothermal fault (purple) has 

a prominent bend at its approximate center, which approximately coincides with active 

production wells. This fault displays the most prominent scarp in the area and has a 

strong association with surface hydrothermal alteration, fumaroles, and hot ground. The 

abutting fault (green) intersects the main hydrothermal fault nearest to the production 

wells. The splay fault (blue) intersects the main hydrothermal fault along its upper tip. 

The intersection extends at depth from the northern injection wells south to the bend 

associated with the production wells. Its southern tip is located close to the northern tip of 

the abutting fault. The east-dipping fault (yellow) extends through the entire model 

domain and defines a horst in conjunction with the main hydrothermal fault. It includes a 

large bend that is also in the vicinity of the production wells, and alters the relative strike 

of the fault on its northern segment.  

Unlike the idealized faults, the surfaces of these natural faults display large-scale 

roughness in the form of small bends. These geometric complications produce complex 

patterns of slip and thus patterns of stress at corresponding length-scales that are not 

evident in the idealized models. Note that despite their complexity, these models have 

limited resolution and neglect roughness at length-scales smaller than approximately 300 

to 500 m due to limitations in the available field data. The models are used to determine: 

(1) if regions of favorable fracture criteria coincide with field indicators of permeability; 
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(2) if regions predicted to suppress fractures coincide with unsuccessful wells and a lack 

of hydrothermal features. In addition, (3) to take part in hydrothermal flow, such regions 

must be connected to a heat source either through a continuous region of enhanced 

fracture or possibly along the fault where slip and dilation potential are favorable. 

Slip tendency, calculated from tractions resolved on each detailed fault and the 

associated dilation potential resulting from slip (described in Section 3.4), provides a 

criteria to infer whether a fault zone is likely to act as a conduit for fluid circulation. The 

criteria helps to interpret sections of fault likely to slip and to evaluate the impact of local 

failure criteria. Thus, in addition to slip and dilation tendency, the damage criteria is 

implemented to further interpret patterns of slip on faults. As before, slip on optimally-

oriented surfaces and tension in fractures as defined by !"($%&)and σ3 criteria respectively, 

help identify the extent of fracture potential in the surrounding rock volume after a slip 

event. The distribution of slip along the fault provides information about distortion within 

the fault zone that could support permeability. As the slip gradient intensifies along the 

fault, fracture potential in the fault zone is expected to increase significantly. Therefore, 

investigating slip along fault edges and interior, provides a means to predict how much 

fracturing is likely to occur.  

The model boundary conditions and remote stress tensor used to analyze the 

detailed fault geometry are the same as those used in Chapter 4. This allows a direct 

comparison of the two sets of results. What differs in the detailed fault geometries are 

parameters such as dip angle, dip direction, and fault dimensions derived from the model 

by Jolie et al. (2012) and Jolie (2014). 
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5.1 Tractions Resolved on Mapped Faults 

Tractions resolved on fault surfaces define the potential for slip and dilation that 

can be compared with the distribution of hydrothermal activity. Faults at Brady display 

complex 3D geometry characterized by large local variations in strike and dip (Figure 

2.6). The attitude of the detailed faults relative to the orientation of SHmax, and dip angle 

produces a variation in the distribution of slip and dilation potential along the fault 

surface. Adopting the premise that faults prone to dilation during slip allows the tendency 

for slip and dilation to inform where a fault could locally generate flow conduits that 

allow circulation and movement of fluids along a fault after a slip event. For these rough 

surfaces, some portions are likely to promote slip and dilation potential more than others.  

Slip and dilation potential are calculated using Equations 3 and 4 respectively, for 

each triangular element that is discretized on the fault surfaces based on their attitude 

relative to the homogeneous remore stress tensor. The results of slip and dilation 

tendency are explored over a range of coefficients of frictions (µ = 0.60, 0.74, 0.83, and 

0.90) that are geologically meaningful for faults at Brady geothermal field (Table 4). 
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Table 4: List of coefficients of frictions as observed at Brady geothermal field and used 
to model the detailed fault geometries. 

Coefficient of 
Friction (µ) 

Description 

0.60 (-0.85) Lowest limit of Byerlee friction law for most competent rocks 
(Byerlee, 1978) 

0.74 Coefficient of friction obtained on optimally-oriented surfaces 
from remote stress ratio when the water table is ~100 m below 
the Earth’s surface 

0.83 Critical coefficient of friction for modern stress state where 
optimally-oriented fractures are stable and with water table at 
the Earth’s surface.  

0.90 Coefficient of friction for stable rocks with optimally-oriented 
faults, but not critically-stressed to fail in the modern stress 
state. This value is also used to model all ideal fault 
geometries 

0.93 Upper limit of friction observed from Brady cores by Lutz et 
al. (2010,2011) 

 
 

The solutions for slip tendency are summarized in the 3D Mohr circle in Figure 

5.1. The plot reveals a large range of potential combinations of shear and normal tractions 

resolved on fault elements that exceed the frictional strength of rocks measured at Brady 

and relevant to stress at the model depth of 1250 m, but are insufficient to cause frictional 

failure on strong rocks. This analysis demonstrates that only portions of the fault are 

optimally-oriented and critically stressed to slip at higher coefficients of friction. At µ = 

0.60, fault elements that lie above or on the failure envelop have the necessary 

combination of tractions, and thus orientation, to slip (red dots), whereas those below the 

failure envelop are stable and not likely to slip. As µ increases above 0.74, the failure 

envelope shifts and even optimally-oriented faults are stable and insufficiently stressed to 

achieve slip (blue dots).  
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Results from the Mohr circle diagram complements Figure 5.2 by plotting the 

normal and shear tractions resolved on each element that together define the slip 

tendency, but lack the information of their spatial distribution along the fault surface. At 

µ = 0.60, most of the abutting fault has positive slip potential, with the exception of a 

small bend at the base of the fault. The lower half of the main hydrothermal and east-

dipping faults are also well-oriented to maximize slip potential. As the strike of the faults 

increases on the upper edges, the potential to slip decreases. The splay fault is poorly 

oriented with most of the fault sustaining high normal tractions that inhibit slip despite 

relatively maximized shear tractions, except at the southern tip where the fault has a fault 

attitude that promotes slip. As µ is increased, the potential for slip drops below zero 

indicating stability. However, since the faults are rough on a small length scale and in the 

case of the east-dipping fault characterized by a broad curve, the slip potential varies.  

Dilation potential reflects the likelihood of dilation accompanying slip, except in 

cases where effective tension is applied. Thus, it applies where slip potential exceeds zero 

(Figure 5.3). Slip potential was enhanced at µ = 0.60 only (Figure 5.2). For µ > 0.60 and 

where slip potential was ≤ 0, the dilation potential is zero on all modeled faults. Thus, the 

variation in slip potential is sensitive to roughness of the fault surface especially on the 

east-dipping and main hydrothermal faults. The relative attitude of the faults with respect 

to the orientation of the remote stress state introduces roughness on faults that alters the 

stress state around them and the overall potential for slip and dilation. 
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Figure 5.1: Mohr circle diagrams of stress model from 15-12ST1 (Table 1) for key faults 
within the geothermal system. Data points within the Mohr circles represents discretized 
elements on each fault surface where slip potential is calculated. The diagrams show 
frictional failure envelopes spanning the measured ranges at Brady of µ = 0.60, 0.74, 
0.83, and 0.90 (Table 4), and mirror each other down the column. For reference, the 
failure envelope of µ = 0.93 is shown as the upper limit of rocks at Brady (Lutz et al., 
2010, 2011). 
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Figure 5.2: Slip tendency on key faults in Brady geothermal system (Figure 2.6). Slip 
tendency is assessed with respect to µ = 0.60, 0.74, 0.83, and 0.90. Black solid lines on 
fault represents upper edge of the surfaces with black solid circles representing the 
downthrown fault block, while blue dashed lines represent intersection of faults as 
mapped in the field. 
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Figure 5.3: Dilation potential on key faults in Brady geothermal system for µ = 0.60, 
0.74, 0.83, and 0.90 (Figure 2.6). Dilation tendency is assessed in areas subjected to a 
positive slip tendency. Black solid lines on fault represents upper edge of the surfaces 
with black solid circles representing the downthrown fault block, while blue dashed lines 
represent intersection of faults as mapped in the field. 
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5.2 Patterns of Slip on Non-Planar Faults 

5.2.1  Slip on Non-Planar Faults 

A model of fault slip is generated using the remote stress state and the same 

modeling parameters employed for the idealized faults. Slip in this case also reflects the 

mechanical interaction of closely spaced fault segments (in contrast to the prior analysis 

of slip tendency) corresponding to coeval slip on all segments. The resulting patterns of 

slip on detailed faults is greatest at the approximate center and decreases to zero at the 

tips where the rock is continuous again (Figure 5.4). The variation in fault attitude due to 

the roughness of the fault surfaces, alters the magnitude of the shear traction available to 

cause slip on the surfaces. Thus, the results of slip components and magnitude of slip in 

Figure 5.4, determines the amount of accumulated deformation on the fault edges and 

along its interior that can promote fracture potential and associated fluid circulation, 

especially in the vicinity of the production wells and prominent bends at Brady. For each 

isolated fault segment, the computed components of slip i.e. dip slip is in the direction of 

dip vector, and strike slip is in the direction of the strike vector of the fault, for isolated 

faults in a local reference frame.  

The simulated slip on the detailed fault surfaces are presented in Figure 5.4. The 

contours of slip on the fault surfaces in Figure 5.4a reveals that dip slip is largest at the 

fault center and decreased towards the edges. The main hydrothermal fault has the largest 

slip of up to 0.6 m at the fault center, followed by the abutting and east-dipping fault that 

have displacements of 0.4 m each at the fault center, and lastly the splay fault with 

displacement of 0.2 m at its center. Dip slip magnitudes decreases to zero at the edges for 
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these faults. Positive magnitudes of dip slip indicate normal slip, while negative 

magnitudes indicate reverse slip.  

Figure 5.4b presents the strike-slip component on the faults. Positive magnitudes 

of strike slip indicate left-lateral motion, while negative magnitudes indicate right-lateral 

motion. Strike slip motion varies on the fault surface for three critical reasons: (1) 

distance from the tips of the fault, (2) distance from the neighboring faults, and (3) 

surface roughness, thus variations in surface attitude alters the angle between local strike 

of elements and SHmax, and thus altering the magnitude of the shear traction contributed 

by SHmax that is the primary cause of strike slip. The largest slip in strike-slip components 

is observed on the main hydrothermal fault, reaching magnitudes of 0.3 m, followed by 

the east-dipping fault up to 0.2 m, the abutting fault up to 0.12 m, and finally splay fault 

up to 0.08 m in slip. 

Figure 5.4c presents magnitude of slip on individual faults. The quiver plots on 

the surfaces reveal the slip vector defining the movement of the hanging wall relative to 

the footwall on these faults (Figure 5.4c). Thus, slip is largest at the approximate fault 

centers and decreases significantly towards the fault edges, and this is true for all subsets 

of faults. Overall, the faults primarily accommodate normal slip. The large gradient in 

slip on the main hydrothermal fault, corresponds to increased distortions, especially 

along the fault edges, and near surface roughness that present bends. Additionally, the 

impact of distortion caused by a nearby fault is evident as a localized change in the 

gradient of slip.
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Figure 5.4: Contour patterns for slip on individual fault surfaces: (a) dip slip where positive values represents normal slip, (b) strike 
slip where positive magnitudes represents left-lateral slip motion, and (c) slip magnitude.  The faults are represented in a local 
reference frame where the faults are projected onto a horizontal best fit plane with the normal vectors point in z+ (up direction) in the 
direction of dip. Thus, the x-axis represents distance along the fault with the reference (0,0) at SW (Figure 4.7b), and y-axis represents 
elevation of the fault with the Earth’s surfaces at the top edge of all faults and sea level at 0 m. 
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5.2.2 Effects of Slip on Volume Adjacent to Non-Planar Faults 

Three approaches are implemented in modeling the detailed fault geometry, to 

investigate the impact of the complex geometry on the local stress. First, each fault is 

modeled separately, to evaluate its impact on the local fracture criteria. Second, all faults 

are modeled to slip at the same time, allowing mechanical interaction to influence their 

patterns of slip and the local stress state. Third, although the detailed fault model 

developed by Jolie (2014) was limited to the vicinity of the geothermal reservoir where 

abundant constraints on individual faults are abundant, this volume does not necessarily 

correlate to the actual extent of the faults. In many cases the largest faults have 

significantly measured slip at the edge of this volume demonstrating that they must 

extend further. Thus, although poorly constrained, these faults are systematically 

extended northwards and southwards along strike and down dip to avoid model edge 

effects in the vicinity of the geothermal reservoir. The faults extended along a strike of 

205⁰ and a dip angle based on the fault dip at the edge of the model.  

Three faults (i.e. main hydrothermal, abutting, and east-dipping faults) are the 

main focus to investigate their impact on the local magnitude of the failure criteria at 

model depth of 1250 m. These three faults extend vertically to depths up to 3000 m (Jolie 

et al., 2012; Jolie, 2014), and promote circulation of fluids from hotter rocks at depth. 

The splay fault, ~1000 m tall from the Earth’s surface, would also impact the change in 

fracture criteria at 1250 m depth. However, this fault would have negligible impact on 

defining a vertically-extensive volume where fractures and deeper circulation of fluids 

are promoted, mostly because of the horizontal line of intersection it forms to the main 
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hydrothermal fault. Thus, the splay fault impacts slip on the faults it intersects and 

modifies the local stress state in the rock volume, especially if modeled at shallower 

depth. In order to include this fault in the analysis at the model observation depth would 

require additional refinement of the fault mesh and extending the fault down dip, which 

would introduce a cross-cutting relationship. This would cause ad hoc assumptions about 

the fault geometry to avoid problems in the numerical model due to fault intersections. 

For these practical reasons, the splay fault is neglected from this analysis.  

The perturbations of stress due to independent slip on each fault are presented in 

Figure 5.5. For the main hydrothermal fault in Figure 5.5a, "#(%&')is largest at the fault 

tips, reaching magnitudes of 7 MPa at the 99th percentile, strongly promoting fracture. 

However, "#(%&')is reduced along the center of the fault and in the vicinity of the 

production wells to a magnitude of approximately -7 MPa, suppressing fracture. 

Similarly, σ3 is decreased at the fault tips, to -10 MPa at the 1st percentile, strongly 

promoting dilation and tensile failure. Along the fault interior, σ3 is increased to 10 MPa; 

this suppresses dilation and clamps fractures consistent with the increased resistance to 

slip represented by "#(%&') in this area. For the abutting fault in Figure 5.5b, "#(%&')is 

largest at the fault tips with magnitudes of ~7 MPa at the 99th percentile. However, 

"#(%&')is smallest along the interior of the fault, reaching magnitudes of -7 MPa. 

Similarly, σ3 is decreased at the fault tips with magnitudes of ~-10 MPa at the 1st 

percentile. Along the fault interior, σ3 is maximized, reaching magnitudes of 9 MPa. 

Figure 5.5c of east-dipping fault shows that "#(%&')is largest at the tips, reaching 
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magnitudes of ~4 MPa at the 99th percentile. However, "#(%&')is smallest along the 

interior of the fault, reaching magnitudes of -4 MPa. A significant bend near the center of 

this fault and near the production wells locally enhances "#(%&') to 1 MPa. σ3 is reduced at 

the fault tips, reaching magnitudes of ~-7 MPa, and also locally minimized to 3 MPa in 

the vicinity of the production wells. Along the interior of the fault and the northern tip of 

fault, σ3 is enhanced, reaching magnitudes of 6.5 MPa. 

The patterns of stress changes for extended fault segments are presented in Figure 

5.6, but are limited to the main hydrothermal fault (Figure 5.6a) and the east-dipping 

fault (Figure 5.6b). Initial faults segments are extended in order to remove the impact of 

the outer tips from the vicinity of the geothermal field. A byproduct is the overall 

increase of the maximum magnitudes of modeled slip sustained by the faults. However, 

the impact of the relays within the fautl system, intersections, and bends are retained. The 

abutting fault had only the extension to the south and down dip. Since this fault abuts 

another, additional refinemnt of the fault mesh is necessary to ensure proper extension of 

the fault to the north. Thus, the abutting fault greatly improves the potential for fractue on 

the northern tip nearest to the production wells, an artifact of the numerical solution due 

to the edge effect of the large fault to the surrounding volume.  

In Figure 5.6 a-b, the tips are further from the production wells and any indicators 

of flow and hydrothermal activity. This reduces the effects of the tips nearest to the 

production wells. For the main hydrothermal fault, Figure 5.6a shows that "#(%&')is 

reduced in the vicinity of the production wells, reaching magnitudes of ~-5.6 MPa at the 
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99th percentile. Similarly, σ3 is enhanced in the same region "#(%&')is reduced, reaching 

magnitudes of ~8.6 MPa at the 1st percentile. Additionally, the stress shadow is more 

pronounced on the footwall than the hanging wall side, implying that the footwall side is 

more stable than the downthrown side. For the east-dipping fault, Figure 5.6b shows that 

"#(%&')is enhanced at the prominent bend in the vicinity of the production wells, reaching 

magnitudes of 0.03 MPa at the 99th percentile. Similarly, σ3 is minimized in the same 

region "#(%&')is enhanced, reaching magnitudes of ~3.46 MPa. However, towards more 

flat segments of this faults, the stress shadow is pronounced especially on the footwall 

side where the curvature of the bend is at its maximum. 

The pattern of local stress resulting from the individual detailed faults are distinct, 

especially towards the interior of the faults and near the production wells. The stress 

shadow in the interior of the individual faults (Figure 5.5) is locally affected by 

roughness of surfaces; for each subset of detailed faults, the stress “shadow” is intense on 

the hanging wall side and where the relative strike of the fault changes in comparison to 

the more flat segments. Similarly, the stress shadow for multiple detailed faults is more 

uniform. Figure 5.7 of all subsets of detailed faults shows that "#(%&')is maximized at the 

fault tips especially the northern tips, reaching magnitudes of ~8.7 MPa at the 99th 

percentile. Along the interior of the faults and in the vicinity of the production wells, 

"#(%&')is minimized, reaching magnitudes of -8 MPa. On the other hand, σ3 is minimized 

at the northern fault tips, reaching magnitudes of -1.5 MPa at the 1st percentile. Along the 
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interior of the faults and near the production wells, σ3 is maximized, reaching magnitudes 

of ~8 MPa. 

Overall, perturbations of stress in the vicinity of the production wells is reduced at 

the prominent bend in the main hydrothermal fault and increased at near the prominent 

bend in the east-dipping fault, for both un-extended (Figure 5.5) and extended (Figure 

5.6) isolated fault segments. However, the model including all faults (Figure 5.7) reveals 

that fracture potential is reduced in the vicinity of large bends in the fault system that are 

associated with evidence for fluid movement i.e. production wells. 
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Figure 5.5: Local "#(%&')(left column) and σ3 (right column) computed from slip on 
isolated fault segments associated with production and hydrothermal activity (colored as 
in Figure 1.1 and 2.6). Solid orange line represents the trace of the fault and the filled 
orange circle represents the downthrown side of the normal fault. 
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Figure 5.6: Spatial local patterns of "#(%&')(left column) and σ3 (right column) for 
individual laterally-extending faults i.e. main hydrothermal fault (top), and east-dipping 
fault (bottom). Solid orange line represents the trace of the fault and the filled orange 
circle represents the downthrown side of the normal fault. 

 

 
Figure 5.7: Local "#(%&')(left column) and σ3 (right column) computed from slip on 
detailed fault segments associated with production and hydrothermal activity. Solid 
orange line represents the trace of the fault and the filled orange circle represents the 
downthrown side of the normal fault. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 Interpretation of Results 

Isolating the fault geometries showed the role mechanical interaction plays in 

predicting locations of fracture permeability. Specifically, relays provide large areas 

where fracture potential is enhanced. Closely-spaced relays with negative O (Figures 4.3 

– 4.7) promote the highest interaction of faults at depth, where the effect of the inner fault 

tips nearly doubles the potential for fracture activation and promote dilation. Increasing O 

for closely-spaced faults increases interaction at depth, although fractures at the relay 

may have specific orientations that suppress significant strike-slip and associated dilation. 

At Brady, closely-spaced fault tips (with positive and negative O), within less than ~100 

m of each other (Figure 1.1) are mostly associated with surface hydrothermal activity. 

This matches similar examples in ideal geometries (Figure 4.3 – 4.7) where interaction of 

inner tips at depth promotes fracturing and circulation of fluids. Very large positive or 

negative O and S with distance of ~3 times the half-length of a fault from the inner tips, 

has the fault segments isolated and the effect of stress changes independent of each 

segment, regardless of the sense of step. Both inner and outer tips of these isolated faults 

contribute to the development of fractures in host rock. Large S (negative or positive) in 

fault systems are defined by large-scale horsts and grabens that separate geothermal 

systems in the Great Basin from each other (Figure 2.5). 

In contrast, bends in otherwise continuous faults provide small areas for the 

development of fractures compared to the relay case. Broad and smooth bends, with large 
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positive and negative O to S ratio, concentrate stress uniformly along the bend, producing 

relatively small changes in the fracture criteria as well as small changes in the local strike 

of the SHmax along fault relative to the orientation of the remote stress tensor. Sharp bends 

with small positive and negative O to S ratio, concentrate stress at the kinks, which 

causes large changes in strike along the fault relative to the orientation of the remote 

stress tensor (Figures 4.8 – 4.9). The production wells at Brady lie near breached relays 

with very small O and S, i.e. ~400 m and 700 m respectively in a left step-over (Figure 

1.1). Results of the relay models revealed that fracture potential is minimized, 

corresponding to the prediction for broad bends. However, the azimuth of SHmax with 

respect to the left step-over at the relay, should have resulted in extension that would 

reduce compression at the bend and promote potential for fracturing. Although 

hydrothermal features are prominent along left-stepping bends at Brady, models of all 

bends seem to generally suppress fracturing in their vicinity. 

Although related to both bends and relays, intersections of fault segments reveal 

that the intersecting fault locally perturbs stress around the interior of the fault being 

intersected (Figure 4.15 – 4.17). Particularly, intersection of faults from the hanging wall 

(Figure 4.16b and 4.17b) leads to enhanced fracturing of rock that is already weakened 

during slip on larger faults, compared to the more stable footwall (Figure 4.16a and 

4.17a). Thus, in the region nearest to the intersection, fault segments that intersect at 

lower angles of ~ 10° to 60° with strike of intersecting fault aligned ~NE to SW and 28° 

to 78° from the orientation of SHmax azimuth of 187° in the right-hand rule (or 007°), 

minimizes the potential for fracturing. On the other hand, fault segments that intersect at 
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higher angles of ~100° and 140° – 150° with strike of intersecting faults ~NW to SE and 

118° and 158° – 168° to the orientation of SHmax, maximizes the potential for fracturing. 

Deeper production wells are located near faults that intersect at acute angles and from the 

hanging wall side (Figure 1.1). Additionally, surface hydrothermal activity is widespread 

over a dense network of intersecting faults, east of the geothermal wells. Therefore, the 

intersections of fault segments appear to greatly enhance potential for fracturing, 

especially for intersection on the hanging wall side of the through-going fault. 

The strike slip component on a fault is critical to defining regions promoting 

fractures. This is particularly evident in models that varied the relative azimuth of SHmax 

(Figure 4.10 – 4.12) and strike of fault segments (Figure 4.13 – 4.14). As the orientation 

of SHmax (ranging between ~24° and 30°) approaches the relative strike of the faults of 

025° (or 205° RHR), strike slip on the fault and associated fracturing is decreased and the 

fault becomes stable (e.g. Tamagawa and Pollard, 2008). Similarly, as the orientation of 

SHmax becomes significantly different to that of a fault segment, strike slip on the fault 

and associated fracture potential is promoted (Figures 4.11 – 4.12). This is also evident in 

the models of the detailed Brady faults (Figures 5.5 – 5.6), where the attitude of the faults 

became significantly different from SHmax azimuth of 007° and the relative strike of faults 

of 025° (or 205° RHR). However, at the vicinity of the bend in the main hydrothermal 

and east-dipping faults, the stress perturbation enhances fracture potential and is 

associated with active production and circulation of heated fluids. Additionally, a 

particular impact on the potential for fractures is further promoted where the abutting 
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fault intersects the main hydrothermal fault (Figure 5.7). Here, fracture potential is 

substantially increased by the interaction of multiple fault segments, and is the site of 

active production within the Brady fault zone (Figure 1.1). 

Overall, there are large areas where fractures are promoted by bends, 

intersections, and relay that explain the location of successful wells, and surface 

deformation at Brady geothermal field (Figure 1.1). However, areas where lack of 

fractures are predicted, for instance the far field regions with few faults and fractures, are 

most often correlated with failed wells or absence of hydrothermal activity (Figure 1.1). 

Some of the geometries that promote fractures are not associated with hydrothermal 

activity or successful wells. This implies that: (1) the faults and fractures defining the 

representative geometries lack the necessary connectivity at depth because they are too 

short and do not interact with the heat source, (2) the angle between the strike of these 

features and SHmax azimuth is similar or nearly perpendicular to each to other, and thus 

stabilizes the fault and  decreases the potential to slip, (3) the intersection angle between 

intersecting faults is close to 90⁰	that decreased fracture potential and the potential for 

strike slip especially if the site of intersection is from the footwall, and (4) the O 

parameter of up to one fault half-length compared to the S parameter (in a left or right 

sense of step), decreases the development of fractures within the relay to support 

hydrothermal activity and circulation of fluids. These failed wells occur within a narrow 

band of intense subsidence (Figure 1.1; Figure 2.6). However, the majority of the failed 

wells are located in close proximity to successful wells, hydrothermal activity, and bends 

and intersection geometries. This implies that optimum pore connectivity to sustain 
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circulation of fluids varies at very small length scales. These volumes may represent 

systems that are well stressed but where the key fractures conducting hydrothermal fluids 

were missed. They may also reflect previously active zones followed by cessation of flow 

over time and consistent with the large number or mineralized veins evident in core and 

well cuttings (International Finance Corporation, 2013; Matek, 2014). If fractures are the 

critical conduits in a geothermal system, even where the region is well-defined, it can be 

difficult to target the active fracture that conducts fluids. Thus uncertainty still remains on 

the optimal areas to install production wells for maximum capacity. One new key insight 

is that with knowledge of the local stress tensor, the attitude of fractures most likely to be 

active hydrothermal conduits can be used to design the optimal well trajectory. 

Mechanical interaction of faults is important to evaluate stresses that locally 

perturbs volume adjacent to faults. Faulds et al. (2013), Faulds and Hinz (2015), and Siler 

et al. (2015) attribute the high production rates at Brady to combinations of multiple fault 

geometries that predict high fracture potential in the vicinity of the production wells, such 

as bends, intersection, and relay. These are known as hybrid geothermal systems. 

However, other factors must play a role in supporting production at Brady. Vertically-

extensive faults serve as conduits that allow circulation of fluids within narrow fractured 

media that can be tapped for production, for instance, where normal traction resolved on 

fault surface is decreased, and potential for dilation is increased and fluids can migrate 

(e.g. Figure 5.7). 
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6.2 Evolution and Growth of Faults 

Brady geothermal field represents a combination of fault geometries that support 

and/or suppress production in different areas. Beyond the presence of bend, intersection, 

and relay geometries, slip on faults perturbs the stress field and predicts generation of 

new fractures where "#(%&') is enhanced and σ3 is reduced. These effects are maximized 

in the vicinity of inner and outer tips of fault segments, at intersections, in relays, and 

adjacent to bends (Section 5.2 – 5.7). In addition, the difference between SHmax azimuth 

and fault strike plays an important role by governing the sense of strike slip relative to 

steps or bends in the faults. For instance, overlapping fault segments with small positive 

and negative O and S parameters resulted in the large perturbation in stress within the 

relay, implying the likely formation of new fractures. At Brady, relays that support 

production and hydrothermal activity also includes a combination of bends and 

intersections where the models predict reduced "#(%&')and enhanced σ3 (Figure 1.1 and 

5.7). This conflicts with the presence of active production wells in the vicinity that 

implies connected pore network and presence of conduits in the subsurface that facilitates 

fluid movement (Figure 1.1). This conflict can be resolved if the evolution of the fault 

geometry is considered. The growth of faults segments over time within the geothermal 

system is an explanation for the reduced fracture potential as predicted by detailed model 

of Brady faults. With continued slip on faults, small splay fractures are formed from the 

tips of isolated fault segments, they propagate into the adjacent volume, and link with 

other splay fractures to form longer and continuous faults. However, given the difficulty 
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in reconstructing such a timeline, this implies a degree of uncertaintly in applying this 

modeling approach to assess reservoir potential from fracture prediction. 

It is generally assumed that complex fault networks arise from the coalescence of 

faults. Natural fractures are common in crustal rocks in the subsurface (Bourne and 

Willemse, 2001). Normal faults and associated secondary fractures form due to extension 

in the crust where the most compressive principal stress acts vertically, and the direction 

of the least compressive principal stress is horizontal and approximately perpendicular to 

the strike of a normal fault (Figure 3.8; Anderson, 1951). In a volume stressed to failure, 

natural flaws distributed throughout the volume serve as nucleation points for faults. This 

leads to a large number of small isolated faults distributed throughout the volume. As 

these faults grow, the relay is breached and allows the faults to elastically interact with 

varied O and S parameters to form bend and intersection geometries (Figure 4.8 and 

4.15).   

For each fault, slip reduces the shear traction resolved on the fault, transferring 

force to the tips and concentrating stress there. Between slip events, tectonic motion 

stretches the crust and builds up stress bringing the faults back to critical stress levels. 

Representative crustal extension rates in the Basin and Range in the vicinity of Brady are 

~0.4 mm/year over the last 8 million years (Parsons, 1995) and slip along faults, 

accumulates damage in the adjacent volume of rock. New secondary fractures grow and 

link in the preferred orientation of intermediate stress, SHmax. A conceptual model 

defining the sequence of fault growth and linkage is identifiable where slip is active in 

the modern stress state: (a) isolated fault extends in length from its tips, (b) up to 2 fault 
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tips begin to interact with negative O, (c) tips grow towards each other and form an intact 

relay zone between them, (d) relay is breached and splay faults link both segments within 

the relay, and (e) the relay is destroyed and both segments merge into one continuous 

fault with a bend (Figure 6.1). 

 

 
Figure 6.1: Sequence of how faults evolve and grow from a simple isolated case to more 
complicated interaction (adapted from Peacock, 2002). (a) Isolated fault, (b) 
underlapping fault segments, (c) overlapping faults separated by a relay ramp, (d) linked 
and breached relay, and (e) hard-linked relay. 

 

These evolutionary steps (Figure 6.1) represent part of the sequence that provides 

a basis for the complexity of fault systems as well as for locally intense damage in a 

geothermal system. First, small isolated faults that form preferentially aligned to SHmax 
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azimuth are distributed in the crust and support strike slip (Figure 6.1a). With increasing 

slip on these optimally-oriented faults, the isolated features form new active splay 

fractures at the tips that propagates into the adjacent rock volume and interact with other 

splay fractures. This creates relays between inner tips of interacting fault segments with 

specific O and S parameters (Figure 6.1b and 6.1c). For large populations of isolated 

faults in the crust, initial O and S parameters are already fixed properties. As slip on the 

older faults increases over time, mechanical interaction of faults in the subsurface 

continually promotes fractures at damage sites, leading to the linkage of splay fractures. 

Thus the relay is either breached and an area between the interacting inner tips of the 

fault segment is isolated (Figure 6.1d) or the relay is destroyed and some of the splay 

fractures provide the linkage to define one large continuous fault, i.e. a bend or a hard-

linked relay (Figure 6.1e). Additionally, not all splay fractures from interacting fault 

segments form breached or hard-linked relays. Some parts of the faults may become 

inactive, abandoned, and can no longer support development of fractures even with 

continued slip. The interacting splay fractures have to be optimally-oriented to allow 

growth of fault with increasing slip events. Overall, the evolution of fault segments into 

hard-linked relays may correspond to end stages of a geothermal conduit, rendering a 

geothermal system no longer viable for long term or commercial production. Therefore, 

after step (e), the damage and reactivation ends.  

Relays, intersections, and bends are important geometries that support geothermal 

production at Brady geothermal field (Figure 1.1 and 2.6). Relays in a normal faulting 

system are formed as smaller fault segments propagate in the same direction and form an 
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overlap segment (Crider and Pollard, 1998; Peacock, 2002). The relays modeled as 

closely-spaced fault segments with negative O and positive S (Figures 5.3 – 5.7) and 

intersections from the hanging wall side (Figures 5.15 and 5.16), promote the largest 

fracture network. Continued fault propagation among two overlapping fault segments 

creates linkage of tips in the relays and that link to form bends also known as a breached 

relay (Figure 5.8 – 5.9). At Brady producing wells are located in such zones (Figure 1.1). 

Compared to active relays, breached relays concentrate smaller stresses due to their 

geometry, and orientation of principal stresses relative to new geometries. Similar to 

strike-slip faulting, fault bends can either be releasing bends and allow for fluid 

movement at the pull-apart location or restraining bends that shut all channels for fluid 

movement. In general, breached relays distribute stresses to facilitate geothermal fluid 

migration. However, this is further improved by a combination of other supporting fault 

geometries to enhance fracture interaction. This is also consistent with prior work on 

normal fault systems at Desert Peak geothermal system (Swyer and Davatzes, 2012, 

2013). 

While some portions of the fault zones are active and mechanically maintain 

hydrothermal conduits through the development, reactivation, and dilation of fractures 

(e.g. relays and tips), in other regions such activity is suppressed. For instance, slip 

generally suppresses fractures along the interior of the all ideal fault geometries modeled 

(Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 4.10, and 4.13) except where smaller fault segments intersect larger 

through-going faults (Figure 4.15), and in the interior of detailed fault models (Figure 

5.7) and fault map of the area where hydrothermal features, subsidence, MEQ, and 
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production wells are absent (Figure 1.1). Thus, linkage of en echelon fault segments 

represents a transition from the promotion of fracturing due to interaction of overlapping 

fault tips, to the suppression of fracture along the now continuous and larger linked fault. 

At Brady, areas where permeability is maintained along linked faults, may represent 

systems that are in the processes of being shut off, evidenced by the common occurrence 

of failed wells near productive wells in the vicinity. The current geometry of the Brady 

fault system hosts examples of these evolutionary steps in the vicinity of current 

production wells, and in many cases, the abutting and cross-cutting relationships of 

segments comprising larger faults can be used to reconstruct their development. These 

steps give a general timeline of the stages of a geothermal system from inception, peak 

production, and to its decline with respect to the geometries of faults. This implies that 

the Brady geothermal systems may be nearing the end of its life cycle, considering that 

the currently producing wells are hosted within breached relays. Thus, evolution and 

growth of faults in the subsurface, plays a crucial role in maintaining or decimating the 

productivity of a geothermal system for commercial production. 

Results of the detailed fault model and of the idealized bends imply that the local 

stress state will inhibit fracture, and thus related permeability in the interior of faults. 

However, many production wells are located at a prominent bend in the Brady fault 

system, which given the attitude of the remote stress tensor should act as a releasing 

bend. There are three potential explanations for the apparent incompatibility between this 

result and the working hypothesis that local stress states control spatially-varied 

permeability and hydrothermal activity. 
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First, a complete drop in shear traction accompanying slip on the faults 

correspond to zero dynamic friction. This assumption minimizes the potential impact of 

clamping that might result from mechanical interaction among fault segments or from 

changes in attitude along curving faults at bends. Under this assumption, it appears that 

stress states that inhibit fractures arise anywhere in the interior of a fault including at 

bends, and in particular at the bend associated with many of the production wells at 

Brady. However, such clamping could result in large gradients in slip not only at fault 

tips but in their interiors, especially at bends or intersections, providing a mechanism to 

generate local stress states promoting fracture. 

Second, the bend could represent a breached relay. In this scenario, the fracture 

production is a relic of this earlier state of the fault geometry. This implies that stress 

states promoting fractures that support geothermal reservoirs have a finite lifetime 

corresponding to the period where fault segments approach closely to define a relay and 

ending when the relay is breached. 

A third possibility is that the reservoir is actually confined to the faults 

themselves, rather than off-fault damage, and is thus quite small. In this scenario, both the 

stored heat and volume of fluids should be relatively small. That implies rapid decline in 

temperatures under active production consistent with operational measurements sisnce 

production began in 1990 (Davatzes, et al., 2013; J. Akerley pers. comm., 2015). 
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6.3 Life-Cycle of a Geothermal System 

Most fault-hosted geothermal systems, for example Brady geothermal system as 

detailed in the evolutionary steps of fault geometries over relative time (Figure 6.1), have 

a short life span. This is implied by the sensitivity of reactivation or creation of fractures 

to an evolving fault geometry and the promotion of circulation of fluids in the subsurface 

that maintain a dense network of fractures over large areas. Conversely, volcano-hosted 

systems have a longer life cycle due to the persistent supply of magma at magmatic 

centers or through intrusions in the forms of dykes that bring very hot magma near the 

Earth’s surface (Arnórsson, 1995; Tester et al., 2006; Siler et al., 2015). However, the 

overabundance of young volcanic intrusive material could actually reduce permeability of 

fractures considerably by precipitation of secondary minerals. Thus the longevity of fault-

hosted geothermal system is dependent on hydrothermal activity of mechanically 

maintained fault zones that is mostly controlled by fault geometry (Figure 6.1). However, 

slip on faults driven by the remote stress rejuvenates productivity of the geothermal 

systems. 

On the other hand, the decline of productivity of geothermal systems during 

electricity production below commercial viability depends on reservoir temperature, 

volume, and production rates. This is can be caused by continuous overproduction of the 

system with low recharge rates from groundwater and/or annual precipitation leading to 

depletion of geothermal fluids while the heat stored in matrix remains in place (Rybach, 

2003). In order to manage this problem, geothermal stations recycle wastewater to 

recharge the system as geothermal fluids and improve production. However, the 
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reinjection of cold wastewater generally decreases the temperature of the reservoir 

volume. Additionally, decreased productivity in a geothermal system may be caused by 

loss of heat through advection and conduction as the fluids are transported from depth to 

the cooler rocks near the surface. 

Overall, the life-span of geothermal systems are affected by several factors that 

are directly linked to hydrothermal activity in the systems: (1) slip on faults (kinematics) 

for mechanical maintenance of permeability, and (2) geochemical factors altering 

permeability. While the focus of this study was to evaluate the mechanical interaction of 

faults and the impact of fault geometry on enhanced or reduced hydrothermal activity at 

length, seismic activity in the vicinity of faults, and precipitation of hydrothermal 

minerals within damage zones, also contribute to the life span of a geothermal system. 

Specifically, even with presence of seismic activity, the precipitation of minerals may 

lead to healing of fracture conduits as the geothermal fluids reach equilibrium with 

surrounding host rock and crystallize minerals. Continued seismic activity can otherwise 

reactivate these fractures and promote flow again. 

 

6.3.1  Kinematics: MEQ Activity 

Propagation and growth of natural faults results in occasional earthquakes. 

However, recorded MEQ in geothermal fields are primarily driven by production activities, 

specifically the re-injection of fluids into the subsurface to stimulate reservoir and to 

sustain production. Thus total MEQ activity is a combination of local tectonic stress state 

and fault slip, and heated fluid movement due to production. Since 2010, induced 
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earthquakes have been monitored and measured using seismometers at Brady and revealed 

that earthquakes are periodic and infrequent (Figure 6.2). The introduction of fluids to 

fractures and faults under pressure decreases normal stresses relative to shear stresses while 

decreasing the frictional strength of fault, facilitating tension within fault surfaces that 

eventually drives slip. The occurrence of MEQs implies the reactivation and rejuvenation 

of fractures at depth leading to distortion and deformation of rock volume especially at the 

tips. 

The elastic model results of detailed faults (Figure 5.2 – 5.4) revealed that slip on 

faults promotes reactivation of fractures primarily at fault tips and at bends with significant 

changes in attitude of fault. In the vicinity of production wells, slip was inhibited, even 

though the abutting fault intersects the main hydrothermal fault in the near the production 

wells. It is possible that presently, small MEQs occur here, though not enough to intensely 

promote development of fractures that can be modeled as enhancement in "#(%&')  or 

reduction in σ3. These results are supported by ideal models of bends for which the 

production wells lie within.  

Observations at Brady (Figure 6.2) show that, the majority of the earthquake 

hypocenters occur south of producing and idle wells where subsidence is most intense (Ali 

et al., 2015, 2016; Figures 1.1 and 2.7), while very little seismicity occurs near EGS well 

or outside the fault zone (Figure 2.9). Three major processes drive surface deformation in 

a geothermal system: (1) gradual thermal cooling of a reservoir especially near injection 

wells that reinject cooler brines, (2) sediment compaction due to decreasing pore pressure 
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and decreasing saturation, and (3) dissolution and transport of minerals with the flow of 

geothermal fluids (Ali et al., 2015, 2016). While the maximum depth of subsidence and 

associated MEQs is observed to be ~600 m, circulation of fluids at Brady is fairly shallow. 

Thus, damage zones associated with subsidence and adjacent to fault surfaces provide 

pathways for fluids to migrate to shallower reservoirs (Ali et al., 2015, 2016). Therefore, 

MEQ at Brady is not only a result of slip on critically-stressed fractures and faults, but also, 

as a result of the accommodation of surface deformation in response to long term 

production activity. Overall, the life span of the geothermal system is steadily decreasing. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Relocated micro-earthquakes from November 2010 to May 2015 (courtesy of 
William Foxall and Ankit Singh, 2014). For reference, the size of the circle represents the 
magnitude of the earthquakes, red triangles are production wells, blue triangles are 
injection wells, and yellow squares and circles are surface hydrothermal manifestations. 
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6.3.2 Geochemistry: Hydrothermal Mineral Precipitation 

The occurrence of surface hydrothermal features at Brady, is evidence for 

geochemical activity near the Earth’s surface. Mechanical interaction of faults and 

fractures promotes the dilation of conduits that allows for circulation of fluids near the 

surface. These conduits that remain open in the modern stress state, allows for fluids to 

cool as they migrate to the surface where minerals in liquid or vapor phases recrystallize 

on the ground or gases vent out of the system (Figure 2.4). From the detailed model 

results, the surface hydrothermal features mostly fall within the stress shadow of the 

extended detailed fault models (Figure 6.3). Thus, while the faults and fractures 

associated with surface hydrothermal features do not slip readily in the modern stress 

state, fracture networks of steeply dipping faults serve as pathways for circulation of 

fluids to the surface.  

The presence of hydrothermal features at Brady is clear evidence for circulation 

of fluids on conduits that are regularly reactivated at depth. However, the rate of venting 

or activity of the hydrothermal informs on the overall life-span of a geothermal system. 

Ancient sinter deposits found within the Brady fault zone (Coolbaugh et al., 2004) 

reveals fossil hydrothermal systems that were once active but was overtaken by 

precipitation of minerals over time. Since then, other conduits have emerged, from the 

reactivation of faults and fractures after slip on large faults. Also, in the early 1970s, 

numerous fumaroles, and hot springs were observed at the site (Benoit et al., 1982). Over 

the years, intense production had seen to the reduction of hydrothermal activity. While 
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this does not refer directly to the mechanical interaction within the system, electrical 

power production from the established geothermal stations is affected over the years.  

Overall, the circulation of heated geothermal fluids alters the nature of fault 

surfaces and long-term porosity and permeability of a geothermal system. The movement 

of hot geothermal fluids within fractured volume as predicted by enhanced "#(%&')and 

reduced σ3 in the representative fault geometries, results in dissolution of fracture walls, 

chemical alteration of minerals, and precipitation of minerals along cracks. Common 

vein-filling minerals, such as quartz and calcite, retain their brittle behavior such that 

frictional strength of rock is maintained and cohesion of fractures enhanced. However, 

slip on these faults cause fractures to break while promoting dilation and fluid flow. 

Thus, as the faults get reworked with each slip event (Figure 6.3), secondary fractures 

and faults are reactivated, facilitating slip and dilation that allows for circulation of fluids. 
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Figure 6.3: Local patterns of "#(%&')(left column) and σ3 (right column) for laterally-
extending faults i.e. main hydrothermal fault and east-dipping fault (zoom-in). Solid red 
line represents the trace of the fault mapped by Faulds et al. (2010), magenta and cyan 
surface hydrothermal features as mapped by Coolbaugh et al. (2004), and white 
triangulated surface represents detailed fault models.
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

Elastic modeling of fault geometries using the BEM allows for simulation of slip 

on both idealized and complex surfaces. This provides a sound physical basis to predict 

the patterns of stress in the adjacent rock volume and locations where stress is 

concentrated or suppressed. The spatial variation of permeable volume in Brady 

geothermal systems, evident from: (1) sparse number of injection and production wells 

that are strategically located within the fault zone, (2) occurrence of surface hydrothermal 

features among a portion of the Brady fault system, (3) surface deformation up to ~600 m 

depth from the surface, and (4) infrequent earthquakes, presents uncertainty in the 

mechanical interaction of faults at depth. These processes drive long term hydrothermal 

activity and the life-span of a geothermal system. Therefore, simple ideal fault geometries 

are used to test the sensitivity of specific fault geometries in Brady’s remote stress state, 

obtained from an EGS experiment. These simple geometries, also observed within Brady 

fault system, directly correlate to hydrothermal activity in production wells and surface 

manifestations. They are relays, intersections, and bends. Several criteria are thus applied 

to the fault models to assess the potential for fracturing at Brady: (1) damage criteria that 

evaluates the role of slip on planar faults in distorting volume of rock in the vicinity of 

the faults, concentrations of stress and in the adjacent rock volume that accommodates 

fractures, and tension in fractures due to decreased compression on surfaces, and (2) fault 

criteria that evaluates the role of stresses resolved on fault surfaces in promoting the 
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potential for slip with increased shear stress, and the associated dilation that opens up 

conduits for fluids to flow. 

The model results reveal that concentrations of stress is greatest at tips of faults, 

and smallest at the interior of bends or the interior of extending faults. Additionally, 

relays consisting of en echelon faults with closely-spaced tips in a left step-over and 

negative overlap, produced the large perturbations in stress. Similarly, intersection of 

splay faults onto large through-going faults from the hanging wall also produce large 

perturbations in stress in the adjacent volume. On the other hand, broad bends with large 

overlap to separation ratio do not concentrate stresses as much as kinked bends with 

small overlap to separation ratio. Therefore, the prominent broad left-stepping bend in the 

detailed Brady fault (hard-linked relay) in the vicinity of the production wells, has very 

low fracture potential and falls within the stress shadow. However, production at these 

wells is ongoing and the geothermal power station on site has an installed capacity of 

~26.1 MWe. Thus, other factors besides the mechanical interaction of faults is 

responsible for the continued production at Brady. This includes interaction of more than 

one type of fault geometry that increases the potential for fracture development in a 

hybrid geothermal system, seismic activity that repeatedly reactivates fractures 

containing brittle minerals with each slip event, and dilation of vertically-extensive fluid 

conduits after a slip event that allows for circulation of fluids to the surfaces.  

Therefore, the life-cycle of a geothermal system is dependent on the long term 

permeability and connectivity of pore spaces within the reservoir. For fault-controlled 

geothermal systems, the evolution and growth of faults may render an active site 
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deactivated, where the system naturally shuts off as slip on optimally-oriented faults 

ceases and the fractures are no longer critically-stressed. Additionally, precipitation of 

minerals within fractures and reduced seismic activity results in the overall decreased 

permeability of a reservoir. Overall, Brady fault systems may be approaching late stages 

of reservoir permeability. 
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APPENDIX A 

A. PROCEDURE: BUILD AND MESH FAULTS 

a. Workflow to build and mesh an isolated ideal fault 

• TEST_Create_SingleFault.m: Creates a simple idealized rectangular 
fault, meshes the surface as specified, and saves .ts files of the faults to be 
used in Poly3D 

o Set input parameters  
§ Fault length and height 
§ Strike 
§ Dip 
§ Position of surface corner as reference point 
§ Maximum spacing of edge elements 

o Specify edges for refinement 
§ Strike and dip-controlled mesh size for an unstructured 

mesh 
§ Define outline of surface to be meshed 

o Mesh surface and refine element sizes 
§ Refine elements along top edge and one side of fault, along 

dip 
§ Rotate meshed surface to specified strike and dip to reflect 

dip direction 
§ Functions: mesh2d; Rotate_flat2surf_sd; 

PlotTriNormals 
o Visualize resulting fault mesh 

§ To ensure that the faults generated are as specified and in 
the correct specified configurations 

o Export final meshed fault to .tsurf file format 
§ Function: WriteTS 

b. Workflow to re-mesh detailed faults 

• TEST_SurfaceRemesh2_5D_Function.m: Takes initial faults surfaces 
with initial meshing, outlines the surface, and recreates new mesh and 
avoids flat triangles while still maintaining initial roughness of surface. 

o Input parameters 
§ Specify name and path to initial fault surfaces in .tsurf file 

format (provided by Egbert Jolie), and read .ts files to 
provide vertices and triangle connectivity of initial mesh. 
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§ Function: ReadTS3 
§ Minimum distance between elements, mindist 
§ Minimum angle between two legs of triangular mesh, 

minangle 
§ Multiplier of minimum distance, s 
§ Start point of re-meshing surface, start_I 

o Re-mesh of surface 
§ Function: SurfaceRemesh2_5D 
§ Provides the output .ts files as (initial filename 

supplied)_remesh.ts 
o Visualize new surface 

§ Plot new surface and triangle normal to ensure the surface 
was returned to initial position (strike, dip, and normal 
pointing up) 

§ Plot new element shapes to observe the distribution in 
shape of elements after meshing
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APPENDIX B 

B. MATLAB SCRIPTS AND FUNCTIONS: BUILD AND MESH FAULTS 

B1. Matlab Scripts  
TEST_CREATE_SingleFault.m 
% TEST_Create_SingleFault.m 
% 
% AUTHOR:               Roselyne Laboso 
% DATE CREATED:         2015-10-07 
% MODIFIED BY:          Roselyne C. Laboso 
% DATE LAST MODIFIED:   2016-06-11 
% 
% PURPOSE: Constructs a single fault with known dimensions and 
generates 
%          associated .TS files for Poly3D.  
%  
% CRITICAL FUNCITONS: 
%   Rotate_flat2surf_sd 
%   PlotTriNormals 
%   mesh2d 
%   WriteTS 
% 
clear all, close all 
ScriptTime = tic; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%%                  (0) Surface and Mesh Parameters                      
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
addpath('bin');  
addpath('bin/Mesh2dv24_NCD') 
  
%% Inputs 
% Maximum spacing of Edge points (a distant boundaries of the surface) 
    % sx =[600,500,400,300,200,100];  
    sx = 600; dx = sx; % [m] % % 200; *** Careful refined element size 
is smaller thank separate of faults 
% Refinement factor 
    r = 0.1; % spacing of points at refined edge = r*sx 
% Final Strike an Dip of Surface 
    strike = 205; % azimuth, RHR 
    dip    = 60;  % degrees 
% Define fault dimensions 
    strike_dim = 14000; % 7000; 15000; % [m] 
    locking_depth = 5000; % 10000; % [m] 
    dip_dim    = locking_depth./sind(dip); 
% Define position of surface corner 
    easting   = 0; % 2.25*10^5; % [m] 
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    northing  = 0; % 4.100*10^6; % [m] 
    elevation = 0; % 1250; % [m] 
    trans     = [easting,northing,elevation]; 
  
% Specify folder to save fault models 
DestFolder = [pwd,'/TEST_TS_UnStructGrad_SingleFault']; 
fname_ts = 
['SingleFault_StrikeLength_',num2str(strike_dim),'_sx',num2str(sx)]; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%%              (1) Strike + Dip Controlled mesh size                   
%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% 1.0 Mesh Outline 
% In mesh2d, if the spacing of points on two adjacent edges (such as  
% the edges of a rectangle) are too different or the number of elements 
% is too different, it will tend to oversample both edges by about a  
% factor of 2x. Simply reducing the spacing by that factor can resolve  
% the oversampling. 
% sx = 2*sx; dx = 2*dx;  
sx_max = 3*sx; 
rf = 0.2; % 0.5; % refinement factor to spacing of points at refined 
edges 
sf = 3; % to reduce overall density of points along outer edges since  
        % refined at upper edge to higher density than specified by sx 
sx_i = sf*sx; dx_i = sf*dx; 
x = linspace(0,strike_dim,ceil(strike_dim/sx_i));  mx = length(x); 
y = linspace(-dip_dim,0,ceil(dip_dim/dx_i));       ny = length(y); 
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); 
% define outline (clockwise organization): 
%     top      right_side        bottom               left_side 
xo = [X(ny,:)';X(1:ny-1,mx);flipud(X(1,1:mx-1)');X(2:ny-1,1)]; 
yo = [Y(ny,:)';flipud(Y(1:ny-1,mx));Y(1,1:mx-1)';Y(2:ny-1,1)]; 
% test1: figure, plot(xo,yo,'k-');hold 
on;scatter(xo,yo,10^2,[1:length(xo)]);colorbar 
% test2: size(unique([xo,yo],'rows','legacy')) % should be same as 
size(xo) 
v = [xo,yo]; [m,n] = size(v); % mx2 matrix of vertices defining surface 
edge 
Iup = [1:mx]'; % rows defining the future up-dip edge of the surface 
Idip= [m-length(X(2:ny-1,1)):1:m]'; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%%              (2) Build Fault Mesh and Refine Element Sizes            
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% 2.0 Build mesh with refinement from upper edge to base 
options.output = false; 
% options.mlim   = 0.1; % fractional change in mesh size per iteration 
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options.maxit  = 40; 
options.dhmax  = 0.2; % max gradient in element size 
hdata = []; 
hdata.hmax = sx_max; % 3*sx; % controls element size in the interior 
(max size globally) 
  
% % 3.1 Refined from upper edge of mesh only 
% hdata.edgeh = [Iup,r*sx*ones(size(Iup,1),1)]; % forces refinement 
beyond requirement of mesh to capture edge geometry % hdata.edgeh = 
[1,0.1*xLi]; 
  
% 3.2 Refined version of mesh from upper edge and dip edge 
top_refinement = [Iup,rf*sx_i*ones(size(Iup,1),1)];  
side_refinement = [Idip,rf*sx_i*ones(size(Idip,1),1)]; 
hdata.edgeh = [top_refinement;side_refinement]; 
cnect = [(1:m-1)',(2:m)'; m 1]; % defines connectivity of vertices 
along the edge in a closed loop 
[V,T] = mesh2d(v,cnect,hdata,options);% [v1,t1] = 
mesh2d(VI,[],hdata,options); 
  
%% Build single faults and Rotate Mesh to specified strike and dip 
FaultA.V1 = [V,zeros(size(V,1),1)]; 
FaultA.V1p = Rotate_flat2surf_sd(FaultA.V1,strike,dip); FaultA.V2p = 
FaultA.V1p; 
% translate 
for i = 1:2, FaultA.V2p(:,i) = FaultA.V1p(:,i)+trans(i); end % 
translate but leave with upper edge at z=0 
for i = 1:3, FaultA.V1p(:,i) = FaultA.V1p(:,i)+trans(i); end % 
translate including to elevation of geologic model 
convention = 'z+'; FIG = 'N'; % note mesh2d coordinates vertices in a 
counterclockwise order producing a downoward pointing normal vector. 
[FaultA.T1p,FaultA.nvec1,FaultA.tc1] = 
PlotTriNormals(T,FaultA.V1p,convention,FIG); % enforce normal 
convention 
[FaultA.T2p,FaultA.nvec2,FaultA.tc2] = 
PlotTriNormals(T,FaultA.V2p,convention,FIG);  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%%                    (3) Visualize Resulting Fault Mesh                 
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% Plot resulting fault geometry  
figure 
ht = 
trisurf(FaultA.T2p,FaultA.V2p(:,1),FaultA.V2p(:,2),FaultA.V2p(:,3)); 
hold on 
set(ht,'FaceAlpha',0.5) 
quiver3(FaultA.tc2(:,1),FaultA.tc2(:,2),FaultA.tc2(:,3),FaultA.nvec2(:,
1),FaultA.nvec2(:,2),FaultA.nvec2(:,3))  
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plot3(trans(1),trans(2),0,'ro','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',3); % 
plot3(trans(1),trans(2),trans(3),'ro','MarkerSize',10,'LineWidth',3) 
set(ht,'FaceAlpha',0.75) 
xlabel('X'); ylabel(Y');box on, hold on, axis equal, view([0 90]) 
colorbar 
title(['Unstructured, single rectangular meshed faults, 
strike/dip=',num2str(strike),'/',num2str(dip),'; Num(elem) = 
',num2str(size(T,1))]) 
  
% Check for distance between nodes after refining the edges (along 
strike  
% values reported): 
I = find(FaultA.V1p(:,3)>(-10)); % rows over vertices based on z 
positions 
dummy_ugp = FaultA.V1p(I,:); % m x 3 matrix 
for j = i:length(dummy_ugp)-1; 
    d(j,:) = dummy_ugp(j+1,:)-dummy_ugp(j,:);% vector distance between 
adjacent points 
    d_mag(j) = sqrt(dot(d(j,:),d(j,:))); 
end 
dist_s_surf_pts = d_mag'; 
dist_s_surf_pts_plot = mean(d_mag'); 
clear I d dummy_ugp d_mag 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%%                      (4) Export Results to .TS file                   
%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% EXPORT DATA to File 
WriteTS(FaultA.V2p,FaultA.T2p,[DestFolder,'/',fname_ts,'_A_0.ts']); 
  
toc(ScriptTime); 
  
 
TEST_SurfaceRemesh2_5D_Function.m 

% Test_SurfaceRemesh2_5D_Function 
%  
% AUTHOR:       NCD 
% DATE CREATED: 2015 
% MODIFIED BY: 
% DATE MODIFIED: 
% 
% PURPOSE: This script runs the function "SurfaceRemesh2_5D" that re-
meshes 
%   detailed faults one at a time as specified by fname. 
% 
% FUNCTIONS: 
%   ReadTS3 
%   Surface2_5D 
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%   PlotTriNormals 
 
clear all, close all 
  
addpath('bin'); % gain access to all supportiing scripts 
addpath('bin/Mesh2dv24_NCD') 
  
% OPTION 1: Specify specific name and path 
fname = 'test_fault_C2'; 
  
destFolder = [pwd,'/MESH_Faultsremeshed_v20150720'];% Destinatin folder 
fname_out = [fname,'_remesh'];  
out = ReadTS3([fname,'.ts']); % load .ts file 
V = out.xyz(:,2:4); 
T = cell2mat(out.tri); 
clear out 
  
mindist = 50; 
minangle= 3; 
s       = 5; 
start_I = 30; 
  
out = 
SurfaceRemesh2_5D(T,V,mindist,minangle,s,start_I,fname_out,destFolder); 
linkprop(out.AX,{'CameraPosition','CameraUpVector','PlotBoxAspectRatio'
}); 
rotate3d on 
  
  
% Test orientation of normals to enforce sign convention 
figure 
FIG = 'Y'; 
convention = 'z+'; 
[tn,nvec,tc,ax] = PlotTriNormals(out.Ti,out.Vi,convention,FIG); 
linkprop(ax,{'CameraPosition','CameraUpVector','PlotBoxAspectRatio'}); 
rotate3d on 
  
  
% Element shape 
figure 
plot3(out.E.dist(:,1),out.E.dist(:,2),out.E.dist(:,3),'o') 
hold on 
% plot reference 
plot3([0 max(max(out.E.dist))]',[0 max(max(out.E.dist))]', [0 
max(max(out.E.dist))]','k--') 
% plot 30% shapefactor cone 
  
grid on, box on, axis equal 
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B2. Functions 

mesh2d 

function [p,t,stats] = mesh2d(node,edge,hdata,options) 
  
%  MESH2D: 2D unstructured mesh generation for a polygon. 
% 
% A 2D unstructured triangular mesh is generated based on a piecewise- 
% linear geometry input. The polygon can contain an arbitrary number of  
% cavities. An iterative method is implemented to optimise mesh 
quality.  
% 
% If you wish to mesh multiple connected faces, use MESHFACES instead! 
% 
% OUTPUTS 
% 
%  P     = Nx2 array of nodal XY co-ordinates. 
%  T     = Mx3 array of triangles as indicies into P, defined with a 
%          counter-clockwise node ordering. 
% 
% SHORT SYNTAX: 
% 
%  [p,t] = mesh2d(node); 
% 
% NODE defines the geometry nodes as an Nx2 array: 
% 
%  node  = [x1 y1; x2 y2; etc], geometry nodes specified in 
consectutive 
%                               order, such that NODE(2,:) is joined 
with 
%                               NODE(1,:) etc. 
% 
% An element size function is automatically generated based on the  
% complexity of the geometry. Generally this produces meshes with the  
% fewest number of triangles. 
% 
% LONG SYNTAX: 
% 
%  [p,t] = mesh2d(node,edge,hdata,options); 
% 
% Blank arguments can be passed using the empty placeholder "[]". 
% 
% EDGE defines the connectivity between the points in NODE as a list of 
% edges: 
% 
%   edge = [n1 n2; n2 n3; etc], connectivity between nodes to form 
%                               geometry edges. If EDGE is specified it 
is 
%                               not required that NODE be consectutive. 
% 
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% HDATA is a structure containing user defined element size 
information.  
% HDATA can include the following fields: 
% 
%  hdata.hmax  = h0;                   Max allowable global element 
size. 
%  hdata.edgeh = [e1,h1; e2,h2; etc];  Element size on specified 
geometry  
%                                      edges. 
%  hdata.fun   = 'fun' or @fun;        User defined size function. 
%  hdata.args  = {arg1, arg2, etc};    Additional arguments for 
HDATA.FUN. 
% 
% Calls to user specified functions must accept vectorised input of the  
% form H = FUN(X,Y,ARGS{:}), where X,Y are the xy coordinates where the 
% element size will be evaluated and ARGS are optional additional 
arguments  
% as passed by HDATA.ARGS. 
% 
% An automatic size function is always generated to ensure that the 
% geometry is adequately resolved. The overall size function is the 
minimum 
% of the user specified and automatic functions. 
% 
% OPTIONS is a structure array that allows some of the "tuning" 
parameters 
% used in the solver to be modified: 
% 
%   options.mlim   : The convergence tolerance. The maximum percentage  
%                    change in edge length per iteration must be less 
than  
%                    MLIM { 0.02, 2.0% }.  
%   options.maxit  : The maximum allowable number of iterations { 20 }. 
%   options.dhmax  : The maximum allowable (relative) gradient in the 
size  
%                    function { 0.3, 30.0% }. 
%   options.output : Displays the mesh and the mesh statistics upon 
%                    completion { TRUE }. 
% 
% EXAMPLE: 
% 
%   meshdemo                  % Will run the standard demos 
%   mesh_collection(n)        % Will run some additional demos 
% 
% See also MESHFACES, REFINE, SMOOTHMESH, DELAUNAYN 
  
% STATS is an undocumented output used in debugging. Returns the 
algorithm  
% statistics usually printed to screen as a structure. 
  
%   Darren Engwirda : 2005-09 
%   Email           : d_engwirda@hotmail.com 
%   Last updated    : 10/10/2009 with MATLAB 7.0 (Mesh2d v2.4) 
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% 
% Please email me any un-meshable geometries, meshing benchmarks or 
% suggestions! 
  
if (nargin<4) 
   options = []; 
   if (nargin<3) 
      hdata = []; 
      if (nargin<2) 
         edge = []; 
      end 
   end 
end 
  
% Assume 1 face containing all edges 
[p,t,junk,stats] = meshfaces(node,edge,[],hdata,options); 
  
end      % mesh2d() 
 
 

Rotate_flat2surf_sd 

function [Vp,nv,strikev,dipv] =  Rotate_flat2surf_sd (V,strike,dip) 
  
  
%  
% Rotates an set of points, V mx3, representing a surface to horizontal 
so 
% that the strike vector coincides with the x1 direction and dip vector 
% coindices with -x2 direction given the normal vector, n 1x3. 
%  
%  
% Coordinate system, x1(E),x2(N),x3(up, elevation) 
% n 1x3 (positive up) 
% RHR for strike and dip, strike in azimuth, dip in degrees positive 
down 
%  
 
% I/O 
  
%% Find DipDirect, Strikev, Dipv, nv: x1(E), x2(N), x3(up, elevation), 
use azimuth 
dipdir  = strike+90; % azimuth, RHR 
strikev = [cosd(90-strike),sind(90-strike),0]; 
dipv    = [cosd(90-dipdir),sind(90-dipdir),-tand(dip)]; 
dipv    = dipv./(sqrt(dot(dipv,dipv))); 
nv      = cross(dipv,strikev); 
% if nv(3)<0; nv=-1*nv; end% enforce that n is upward pointing 
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%% define rotation flat (horizontal) to strike and dip 
th1 = -(90-(dipdir-90));% rotate about x3 to make strike of fault 
coincide with x1 
rot1 = [cosd(th1) sind(th1) 0; -sind(th1) cosd(th1) 0 ; 0 0 1]; 
th2  = -dip; % rotate coordinates about x1 axis to remove dip 
rot2 = [ 1 0 0; 0 cosd(th2) sind(th2); 0 -sind(th2) cosd(th2)]; 
% Rotate vertices 
Vp = rot1*(rot2*V'); Vp = Vp'; % return to m x 3 format 
 

PlotTriNormals 

function [tn,nvec,tc,ax] = PlotTriNormals(tri,xyz,convention,FIG) 
  
% AUTHOR:           Nick Davatzes 
% DATE CREATED:     2009/21/03 
% DATE MODIFIED:    2015/02/26 
% VERSION:          v0.2 
% 
% PURPOSE: 
%   Application of non-zero traction and burgers vector boundary 
conditions 
%   to elements in p3d are defined in elocal relative to the normal 
vector 
%   to the element. Thus the appropriate sign of normal and strike  
%   components must be chosen as a function of the normal direction. 
This 
%   mfile: 
%       1. Plots the mesh and normals to elements at the element 
centroids 
%       2. Corrects normals to a mesh into a uniform orientation 
%          - for faults this can correspond to up (positive z) 
%          - for models of wells symmetric about the z-axis this can 
%          correspond to outward or inward facing normals 
% 
%  
% NOTES:  
%   - the direction of the normal vector defining the elocal reference  
%   frame in Poly3d is defined by the order vetices identified by their  
%   index (indicating the polarity of the indices in each row of tri  
%   (an mx3 matrix defining which points form the triangular elements 
used  
%   in Poly3D);  
%   --> re-ordering these indices (consisting of exchanging the second 
and 
%   thrid columns) changes the polarity, and thus the direction of the 
%   normal vector 
%   - Script is largely based on original scripts by J. Ole Kaven:  
%   see: tripol, tricentroid 
% 
%  
% INPUT: 
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%   xyz     mx3 array of x,y,z componetns of vertices defining mesh 
%   tri     nx3 array consisting integers correspondint to row numbers 
of  
%           vertices from xyz that define trangular elements 
%           note on .ts files:  
%               - the topology can be derived from Delaunay2_5D or by 
%                 reading in .ts files using ReadTS2 and removing the 
first 
%                 column of dat.xyz, which contains integers indexing 
the 
%                 vertices for use in the dat.tri structured array 
%               - if the min(min(dat.tri)) is 0 or if the first entry 
in 
%                 the indices defining the vertices in the original 
dat.xyz 
%                 is 0, then you must add 1 to the dat.tri array (since  
%                 matlab uses row numbers in its version of tri, which  
%                 always start at 1) 
%   convention  Determines what convention to make all element normals 
match 
%               - 'z+'  normal vectors point in positive z 
%               - 'z-'  normal vectors point in negative z 
%               - 'r+'  normal vectors in positive r direction 
(cylindrical  
%                       coordinates --> pointing out from the z axis) 
%               - 'r-'  normal vectors point towards z-axis 
%               - 'o+'  normal vectors point away from origin 
%               - 'o-'  normal vectors point toward the origin 
%               NOTE: if CONV is not specified, a plot of the mesh and 
%               normals will be generated, but the polarity of tri will 
not 
%               be altered. 
%  
% 
% OUTPUT: 
%   Two plots (as subplots) of the mesh and normals located at the 
element 
%           centroids 
%   nvec    mx3 vector components of normals (each row is a normal to 
an 
%           element, where m = length(tri) 
%   tn      nxy updated tri ("connectivity") array 
%   tc      mx3 x,y,z coordinates of the centroid of each triangle 
% 
  
%% 0. I/O check: 
    if nargin < 2 
       error('Wrong # of input') 
    end 
%     if nargout ~= 2 
%        error('Output is a single array, wrong designation!') 
%     end 
    if size(tri,2)~=3 
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       error('Triangle element matrix should be mx3!') 
    end 
    if size(xyz,2)~=3 
       error('Vertices should be nx3!') 
    end 
     
    if nargin <3 
        convention = 'no' 
    end 
    if exist('FIG')==0 
        FIG = 'N'; 
        ax  = []; 
    end 
     
%% 1. Calculate and plot normal vectors at element centroid 
% 1a. Determine normal vectors 
    % Construct vectors  
    v = [xyz(tri(:,3),1)-xyz(tri(:,1),1), xyz(tri(:,3),2)-
xyz(tri(:,1),2), xyz(tri(:,3),3)-xyz(tri(:,1),3)]; 
    w = [xyz(tri(:,2),1)-xyz(tri(:,1),1), xyz(tri(:,2),2)-
xyz(tri(:,1),2), xyz(tri(:,2),3)-xyz(tri(:,1),3)]; 
    % Calculate cross product 
    normvec = [v(:,2).*w(:,3)-v(:,3).*w(:,2), ... 
       -(v(:,1).*w(:,3)-v(:,3).*w(:,1)), ... 
       v(:,1).*w(:,2)-v(:,2).*w(:,1)]; 
    % Normalize 
    lnvec = sqrt(sum(normvec.*normvec,2)); 
    nvec = normvec./repmat(lnvec,1,3); 
  
     
% 1b Calclute centroid of triangular elements as location of normal to 
element 
%     cx = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),1)+v(tri(:,2),1)+v(tri(:,3),1)); 
%     cy = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),2)+v(tri(:,2),2)+v(tri(:,3),2)); 
%     cz = 1/3*(v(tri(:,1),3)+v(tri(:,2),3)+v(tri(:,3),3)); 
    cx = 1/3*(xyz(tri(:,1),1)+xyz(tri(:,2),1)+xyz(tri(:,3),1)); 
    cy = 1/3*(xyz(tri(:,1),2)+xyz(tri(:,2),2)+xyz(tri(:,3),2)); 
    cz = 1/3*(xyz(tri(:,1),3)+xyz(tri(:,2),3)+xyz(tri(:,3),3)); 
    tc = [cx,cy,cz]; 
     
% 1c Plot normals at centroids 
if FIG == 'Y' | FIG == 'y' 
    ax(1) = subplot(1,2,1); 
    S = 1; % scaling of normal vectors 
    box on, hold on, grid on 
    xlabel('X','FontSize',16), ylabel('Y','FontSize',16), 
zlabel('Z','FontSize',16) 
    
trisurf(tri,xyz(:,1),xyz(:,2),xyz(:,3),'EdgeColor','r','FaceColor','non
e') 
    
quiver3(cx,cy,cz,nvec(:,1),nvec(:,2),nvec(:,3),S,'g','LineWidth',0.5) 
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    view([0,90]) 
    axis equal 
end 
     
%% 2 Identify vectors to a consistent reference frame: update mesh & 
normal 
  
% Define subfunction to change tri polarity 
function [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(t,nvec) 
    tn = t; 
    tn(ind01,2) = t(ind01,3); 
    tn(ind01,3) = t(ind01,2); 
    nvec(ind01,:) = -nvec(ind01,:);         
end 
  
% ******************************************** 
% Choose the convention for normal orientation 
  
if convention == 'z+' 
% 2a.1 All normals point up (positive z) 
    % Identify vectors pointing down, update mesh & normal 
    tn = tri; 
    ind01 = find(nvec(:,3)<0); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
%     tn(ind01,2) = t(ind01,3); 
%     tn(ind01,3) = t(ind01,2); 
%     nvec(ind01,:) = -nvec(ind01,:); 
  
elseif convention == 'z-' 
% 2a.1 All normals point up (positive z) 
    % Identify vectors pointing down, update mesh & normal 
    tn = tri; 
    ind01 = find(nvec(:,3)>0); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
  
elseif convention == 'r+' 
% 2a.2a All normals point away from the z-axis (Note: assumes that the 
mesh  
% is arrayed about the origin, and is based on analysis of x,y 
components) 
    % Find normals pointing towards a local origin 
     
    test = zeros(length(cx),1); 
    for i = 1:length(cx) 
        test(i,1) = acos(dot([cx(i),cy(i)],nvec(i,1:2))/... 
            (sqrt(cx(i)^2 + cy(i)^2')*sqrt(nvec(i,1:2)*nvec(i,1:2)'))); 
    end 
    ind01 = find(test>pi/2 | test<=-pi/2); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
      
elseif convention == 'r-' 
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% 2a.2b All normals point towards z-axis (Note: assumes that the mesh 
is 
% arrayed about the origin, and is based on analysis of x,y components) 
    % Find normals pointing towards a local origin 
     
    test = zeros(length(cx),1); 
    for i = 1:length(cx) 
        test(i,1) = acos(dot([cx(i),cy(i)],nvec(i,1:2))/... 
            (sqrt(cx(i)^2 + cy(i)^2')*sqrt(nvec(i,1:2)*nvec(i,1:2)'))); 
    end 
    ind01 = find(test<pi/2 | test>=-pi/2); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
  
elseif convention == 'o+' 
% 2a.3a All normals point away from the origin (Note: assumes that the 
mesh  
% is arrayed about the origin, and is based on analysis of x,y 
components) 
    % Find normals pointing towards a local origin 
    test = zeros(length(cx),1); 
    for i = 1:length(cx) 
        % dot of the position vector to the centroid and the normal 
vector 
        % will be positive if pointing in same direction, negative if 
        % pointing in opposing directions. Position vectors always 
point 
        % away from the origin, providing the basis for testing the 
        % orientation of the normal vector. 
        test(i,1) = dot([cx(i),cy(i),cz(i)],nvec(i,:)); 
    end 
    ind01 = find(test<0); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
elseif convention == 'o-' 
% 2a.3a All normals point away from the origin (Note: assumes that the 
mesh  
% is arrayed about the origin, and is based on analysis of x,y 
components) 
    % Find normals pointing towards a local origin 
    test = zeros(length(cx),1); 
    for i = 1:length(cx) 
        % dot of the position vector to the centroid and the normal 
vector 
        % will be positive if pointing in same direction, negative if 
        % pointing in opposing directions. Position vectors always 
point 
        % away from the origin, providing the basis for testing the 
        % orientation of the normal vector. 
        test(i,1) = dot([cx(i),cy(i),cz(i)],nvec(i,:)); 
    end 
    ind01 = find(test>0); 
    [tn,nvec] = tripol_sub(tri,nvec); 
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else % null case if no convention specified 
    tn = tri; 
    display('no argument defining the positive normal direction was 
found') 
end 
  
  
  
% ******************************************** 
% Visualize result of update: 
% 2b Plot updated normal vectors 
if FIG == 'Y' | FIG == 'y' 
ax(2) = subplot(1,2,2); 
    S = 1; % scaling of normal vectors 
    box on, hold on, grid on 
    xlabel('X','FontSize',16), ylabel('Y','FontSize',16), 
zlabel('Z','FontSize',16) 
    
trisurf(tri,xyz(:,1),xyz(:,2),xyz(:,3),'EdgeColor','r','FaceColor','non
e') 
    
quiver3(cx,cy,cz,nvec(:,1),nvec(:,2),nvec(:,3),S,'g','LineWidth',0.5) 
    axis equal 
    view([0,90]) 
    linkprop(ax,'CameraPosition') 
end 
end 
  
  
WriteTS 

function WriteTS(xyz,t,filename) 
% This function writes a .ts files written for GoCAD.  
% Currently only configures to one fault/surface per call 
% Input:        xyz <nx3> array of vertex coordinates 
%               t <mx3> connectivity array 
%               filename <string> name of file to write out 
% Output:       No workspace output, but rather a filename.ts file is 
%               written to the current directory 
% Version:      1 
% JOK 200409 
  
%I/O check 
if nargin~=3 
    error('Incorrect # of inputs: vertices, connectivity array, 
filename!') 
end 
if nargout ~=0 
    error('No workspace output passed out: delete output definition!') 
end 
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nxyz = size(xyz); 
if nxyz(2)~=3 
    xyz = xyz'; 
    nxyz = size(xyz); 
end 
nt = size(t); 
if nt(2)~=3 
    t=t'; 
end 
if ischar(filename) 
else 
    filename = num2cstr(filename); 
end% End I/O check 
  
  
% Start writing the file 
fid = fopen(filename,'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'GOCAD TSurf 1 \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'HEADER { \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'name: %s\n',filename); 
fprintf(fid,'mesh:on \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*solid*color:0.854902 0.666667 0 1\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'ivolmap:false \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'imap:false \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'} \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'GOCAD_ORIGINAL_COORDINATE_SYSTEM \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'NAME from_XYZ \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'AXIS_NAME "U" "V" "W" \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'AXIS_UNIT "m" "m" "m" \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'ZPOSITIVE Elevation \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'END_ORIGINAL_COORDINATE_SYSTEM \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'TFACE \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'VRTX  %6.0f   %8.8f   %8.8f   %6.8f\n', [(1:nxyz(1)) 
;xyz']); 
fprintf(fid,'TRGL  %6.0f   %6.0f   %6.0f   \n', t'); 
fprintf(fid,'BSTONE 2 \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'END\n'); 
  
fclose(fid); % added 2016-02-12 by NCD and RCL 
  
  
ReadTS3 

function out = ReadTS3(filename) 
  
% This function reads .ts files written in gOcad. Output 
% is the structure data that contains all computed values. The number 
and 
% nature of these depends on whatever was requested for computation. 
The 
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% second entry in the structure is the index matrix for the 
triangulated 
% surface 
% 
% Input:        filename 
% Output:       structure containing vertices and connectivity matrix, 
see 
%               explanation below: 
% 1) vertices are on entry in the structure as all triangular elements  
% reference into the global vertex number. 
% 
% 2) cell array within the structures for each individual tface 
% surface.  
% 
% Note that for nearby/close vertices, gOcad assigns ATOMs, which 
% are links to the vertex in question. These atom entries are replaced 
by 
% the vertex that is referenced. Hence, there will be duplicate 
vertices 
% that can be eliminated outside of this function call. 
% Version:      2 
% JOK 210809 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% 
  
%Open file to write 
fid1 = fopen(filename); 
if(fid1==-1)  
    fprintf('Error opening input file "%s". \n',filename);  
    controls = []; return; 
end 
k = 0;tface=0;border=0; 
while 1 
    line=lower(fgetl(fid1));          % Gets lower case string in line 
(one after another) 
    [word,line]=strtok(line);         % Returns first token in string 
delimited by white space 
    %     if(word==-1) break; end 
    if strcmp(word,'tface'); 
        tface=tface+1; 
        l = 0; 
        m = 0; 
    end 
    if strcmp(word,'pvrtx') || strcmp(word,'vrtx'); % Picks out the 
lines that start with PVRTX 
        k=k+1; 
        out.xyz(k,:) = str2num(line); 
  
    elseif strcmp(word,'atom') 
        k = k+1; 
        indatom = str2num(line); 
        out.xyz(k,:)  = out.xyz(indatom(2),:); 
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    elseif strcmp(word,'trgl'); 
        if tface == 0 % accounts for case where only one surface 
            tface = 1; l = 0; 
        end 
        l = l+1; 
        out.tri{tface}(l,:) = str2num(line); 
         
    elseif strcmp(word,'border'); 
        if border == 0 % accounts for case where only one surface 
            border = 1; m = 0; 
        end 
        m = m+1; 
        out.border{border}(m,:) = str2num(line); 
         
    elseif strcmp(word,'end') 
        break 
    end 
     
end 
fclose(fid1) 
end 
 
 
SurfaceRemesh2_5D 
 
function [out] = 
SurfaceRemesh2_5D(T,V,mindist,minangle,s,start_I,fname_out,destinationf
older) 
  
% AUTHOR:               NCD 
% DATE CREATED:         2015-06-26 
% DATE LAST MODIFIED:   2015-08-27 (by RLaboso) 
% VERSION: 
%  
% PURPOSE: 
%   Optimize mesh of quasi-2D surfaces.  
%   NOTE: For more curved or 3D surfaces, use delaunayTrangulation to  
%   derive tetrahedra and convexhull to extract the surface of 
interest.  
%   --> Optimal results can be obtained with iso2mesh 
%  
% INPUT 
%   T:  m x 3 connectivity list (tri) where each value is a row in V as 
per 
%       delaunayTriangulation 
%   V:  m x 3 coordinates of vertices 
%   mindist: intended minimum spacing of vertices (especially around 
outer 
%       edge) 
%   minangle: the vectors define the path of two consecutive pairs of  
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%       differ by less than the specified angle,then the point is 
neglected 
%   s: multiplier of mindist to determine maximum allowable spacing of 
%       points used in conjunction with minangle. Default is 5 
%   start_I: if the start point is at a corner, this can sometimes lead 
to  
%       meshing difficitulties, so test alternate start points on 
border by 
%       specifying a value of start_I <= length(V) 
%   fname_out: specifies a file name for a .ts file generated from 
%       remeshing. If specified, it is assumed that the data will be  
%       written to file. If neglected, the user will be asked whether 
to  
%       save the data to file and for a filename at the end of the 
script. 
%  
% OUTPUT 
%   out --> structure array containing all of the initial & resampled 
data 
%   out.T       = T; --> initial connectivity (topology) 
%   out.V       = V; --> initial vertices 
%   out.Ve      = Ve; --> initial vertices at edge of mesh 
%   out.Ti      = Ti; --> connectivity of remeshed surface 
%   out.Vi      = Vi; --> vertices defining new mesh 
%   out.Vei     = Vei; --> vertices along the edge of new mesh 
%   out.Vi_flat = Vi_flat; --> vertices of new mesh with zero 
topography 
%   out.E       = E; --> statistical characteristics of original mesh 
%   out.Ei      = Ei; -->  statistical characteristics of new mesh 
%   out.strike  = strike; --> strike of best fit plane to V, azimuth, 
RHR 
%   out.dipdir  = dipdir; --> dip direction of best fit plane to V 
%   out.dip     = dip; --> dip of best fit plane to V 
%   out.nv      = nv; --> normal vector to best fit plane to V 
%   out.AX      = AX; --> axes of comparison plot; to allow plots to 
rotate 
%               together use:  
%               
linkprop(out.AX,{'CameraPosition','CameraUpVector','PlotBoxAspectRatio'
}); rotate3d on 
%  
%  
% NOTES: 
%   - Only works if planes are quasi-flat 
%   - Assumes right-handed, cartesian coordinate system with: 
%     x1(E), x2(N), x3(up, elevation) 
%  
% Special Functions 
%   ReadTS3 
%   WriteTS 
%   affine_fit 
%   ResampleAlongPath, interparc, dist2, dist3 
%   ElementSizeStats, quartile 
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%   FindMeshOutline 
%   TightSubPlot 
%  
%   ISO2MESH toobox 
%       meshresample 
%   MESH2D toolbox (corrected, downloadable version inoperable)) 
%       mesh2d 
%       smoothmesh 
%       refinemesh 
%  
%  
  
%% I/O 
[m,n] = size(V); if m<n && n~=3; V=V'; end 
if exist('mindist') ==0; mindist = []; end 
if exist('minangle') ==0; minangle = []; end 
if exist('s') ==0; s = []; end 
if exist('start_I') ==0; start_I = []; end 
  
% Test for folders containing toolboxes 
if exist('mesh2d') ~= 2 
    addpath('Mesh2dv24_NCD'); % assumes the folder containing the 
toolbox is in the current working directory 
end 
if exist('mesh2d') ~= 2 
    display('Mesh2dv24_NCD folder is not on the matlab search path') 
    return 
    % addpath('iso2mesh') 
end 
  
%% Inputs (added by RLaboso on 20150813): 
sx = 500; 
% sx = mindist; 
% sx = 1500; 
  
%% Find vertices at edge of mesh 
[Ve] = FindMeshOutline(T,V); 
Ve = unique(Ve,'rows'); % eliminate redundant vertices from edge search 
in FindMeshOutline 
  
%% Solve for Best Fit Plane, Translate vertices to origin, and Rotate 
to Horizontal 
vt = [min(V(:,1)),min(V(:,2)),min(V(:,3))]; % translate to origin 
for i = 1:3; Vp(:,i) = V(:,i)-vt(i); end 
for i = 1:3; Vep(:,i) = Ve(:,i)-vt(i); end 
[nv]= affine_fit(Vp); % normal to lsq fit plane 
if nv(3)<0; nv=-1*nv; end% enforce that n is upward pointing 
  
% Find DipDirect, Strike, Dip: x1(E), x2(N), x3(up, elevation), use 
azimuth 
dipdir = 90-atan2d(nv(2),nv(1)); % azimuth; n(1), and (2) coincide with 
the dip direction 
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strike = dipdir-90; % azimuth, RHR 
dip    = 90-atan2d(nv(3),sqrt(nv(1:2)'*nv(1:2))); % dip in degrees, 
positive down from horizontal 
  
% Rotate to horizontal with strike parallel to x1 
th1 = 90-(dipdir-90);% rotate about x3 to make strike of fault coincide 
with x1 
rot1 = [cosd(th1) sind(th1) 0; -sind(th1) cosd(th1) 0 ; 0 0 1]; % 
vertical axis rotation 
th2  = dip; % rotate coordinates about x1 axis to remove dip 
rot2 = [ 1 0 0; 0 cosd(th2) sind(th2); 0 -sind(th2) cosd(th2)]; % x1 
axis rotation 
Vpp = rot2*(rot1*Vp'); Vpp = Vpp'; % return to m x 3 format 
Vepp = rot2*(rot1*Vep'); Vepp = Vepp'; 
  
%% Resample border to specified resolution 
% if the start point is at a corner, this can sometimes lead to meshing 
% difficitulties, so test alternate start points on border: 
if isempty(start_I); start_I=1;end 
xx = Vepp(:,1); yy = Vepp(:,2); zz = Vepp(:,3);n = length(xx); 
if start_I ~= 1; 
    xx = [xx(start_I:n);xx(1:start_I-1)]; 
    yy = [yy(start_I:n);yy(1:start_I-1)]; 
    zz = [zz(start_I:n);zz(1:start_I-1)]; 
end 
if isempty(mindist); mindist=75;end % must be smaller than length(xx) 
if isempty(minangle); minangle=3;end % degrees, angular deviation 
between adjacent line segments along the surface 
if isempty(s); s=6;end % scale factor for maximum gap as s*mindist 
  
[Veppi,dummy,Vepp] = ResampleAlongPath(xx,yy,zz,mindist,minangle,s); % 
Vepp is now ordered 
clear xx yy zz dummy 
% remove points on border that coincide / duplicate points 
% border.xyzp = unique(border.xyzp,'rows','stable'); % remove duplicate 
points 
  
%% Remesh Surface 
% mesh2d uses specified points to start the mesh then interpolates 
interior 
% points. For a simple surface, only the outline of the surface is 
needed. 
% If specific "lines" of verticies are required in the interior of this 
% outline (as per the intersection of a surface) then these vertices 
and  
% their connectivity can be specified. The final input will 
concatonate: 
%   A matrix comprised of: 
%   (1) the vertices defining the outline 
%   (2) the vertices defining the interior line 
%   A related, but separate matrix: 
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%   (3) a corresponding matrix, cnect that definines the connectivity 
of 
%   these lines. 
options.output = false; 
% options.dhmax  = 0.3; % controls max fractional change in size of 
adjacent elements 
% options.mlim   = 0.1; % fractional change in mesh size per iteration 
options.maxit  = 40; % set max number of mesh refinement iterations 
% --> It should also be possible to specify a function that describes 
the 
% gradient in element size. This would allow elements to be finest at a 
% particular depth horizont, x-section position, or as a function of 
% increasing depth as examples. See documentation for mesh2d. 
hdata = []; 
hdata.hmax = sx; % s*mindist; % controls element size in the interior 
(max size globally) 
%  hdata.edgeh = [e1,h1; e2,h2; etc];  Element size on specified 
geometry  
%                                      edges. 
% [Vppi,Ti] = mesh2d(Veppi(:,1:2)); % simplest call    
% [Vppi,Ti] = mesh2d(Veppi(:,1:2),[],[],options); % turns off auto-
plotting, enforces options 
[Vppi,Ti] = mesh2d(Veppi(:,1:2),[],hdata,options); % enforces hdata 
including maximum sized elements globally 
% [Vppi,Ti] = smoothmesh(Veppi,Ti); % smooths mesh 
% [Vppi,Ti] = refine(Veppi,Ti); % produces more uniform refinement 
  
% Interpolate x3 from translated/rotated original data 
Vppi_flat = [Vppi,zeros(size(Vppi(:,1)))]; 
% F = scatteredInterpolant(Vpp(:,1),Vpp(:,2),Vpp(:,3)); 
F = 
scatteredInterpolant(Vpp(:,1),Vpp(:,2),Vpp(:,3),'linear','nearest');  % 
extrapolate to avoid insertion of NaN 
Vppi(:,3) = F(Vppi(:,1),Vppi(:,2)); 
% Visualize result new mesh + original (1) data points and (2) surface 
outline 
figure; 
ht = trisurf(Ti,Vppi_flat(:,1),Vppi_flat(:,2),Vppi_flat(:,3)); % plot 
2D mesh 
set(ht,'FaceAlpha',0.2) 
hold on, box on, grid on, axis equal, xlabel('x'), ylabel('y'), 
zlabel('z') 
ht = trisurf(Ti,Vppi(:,1),Vppi(:,2),Vppi(:,3)); % plot new 3D mesh 
set(ht,'FaceAlpha',0.4) % set transparency 
plot3(Vpp(:,1),Vpp(:,2),Vpp(:,3),'r.','MarkerSize',3) % plot original 
vertices 
plot3(Vepp(:,1),Vepp(:,2),Vepp(:,3),'c--','LineWidth',2); % plot 
origional outline 
plot3(Veppi(:,1),Veppi(:,2),Veppi(:,3),'b-','LineWidth',3); % plot 
resampled outline 
  
  
%% STEP 4: Rotate to correct strike and dip and translate 
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th1 = -th1;% rotate about x3 to make strike of fault coincide with x1 
rot1 = [cosd(th1) sind(th1) 0; -sind(th1) cosd(th1) 0 ; 0 0 1]; 
th2  = -th2; % rotate coordinates about x1 axis to remove dip 
rot2 = [ 1 0 0; 0 cosd(th2) sind(th2); 0 -sind(th2) cosd(th2)]; 
% Rotate Meshed Flat Plane 
Vpi_flat = rot1*(rot2*Vppi_flat'); Vpi_flat = Vpi_flat'; % return to m 
x 3 format 
% Rotate Plane with topography 
Vpi = rot1*(rot2*Vppi'); Vpi = Vpi'; % return to m x 3 format 
% Rotate resampled, ordered border points 
Vepi = rot1*(rot2*Veppi'); Vepi = Vepi'; 
% translate to back to original position 
for i = 1:3 
    Vi_flat(:,i) = Vpi_flat(:,i)+vt(i); 
    Vi(:,i) = Vpi(:,i)+vt(i); 
    Vei(:,i) = Vepi(:,i)+vt(i); 
end 
  
  
%% Visualize Original and Re-Meshed Surfaces for Comparison 
f1 = figure; 
% AX(1) = subplot(1,2,1); % plot original data 
AX(1) = TightSubPlot(1,2,1); % plot original data 
    ht = trisurf(T,V(:,1),V(:,2),V(:,3)); % plot triagulated mesh 
defined in .ts file 
    % Format 
    xlabel('x'); ylabel('y'); zlabel('z'); 
    title(['Starting Mesh:  # tri=',num2str(length(T))]); 
    axis equal, box on, grid on 
    set(ht,'LineWidth',0.2) 
% AX(2) = subplot(1,2,2); % plot remeshed data 
AX(2) = TightSubPlot(1,2,2); % plot remeshed data 
    % Replot original surface as transluscent 
    ht1 = trisurf(T,V(:,1),V(:,2),V(:,3)); % plot triagulated mesh 
defined in .ts file 
    set(ht1,'FaceColor',[0.0 0.0 0.75],'EdgeColor','none'); %shading 
interp or flat 
    set(ht1,'FaceAlpha',0.2) 
    hold on 
    ht2 = plot3(V(:,1),V(:,2),V(:,3),'k.','MarkerSize',3); % plot 
original vertices 
    % Superimpose re-meshed surface 
    ht3 = trisurf(Ti,Vi(:,1),Vi(:,2),Vi(:,3)); 
    set(ht3,'FaceColor',[0.9 0.0 0.0],'EdgeColor',[0.9 0.0 0.0]);  
    set(ht3,'FaceAlpha',0.4) 
    ht4 = plot3(Vei(:,1),Vei(:,2),Vei(:,3),'k-','LineWidth',1); % 
Resampled surface edge 
    % Format 
    title(['Final Remsehd Fault: # tri=',num2str(length(Ti))]); 
    legend([ht1 ht2 ht3 ht4],'Start Surface','Initial Vertices',... 
        'Remeshed Surface','Resampled Surface Edge',... 
        'Location','northwest') 
    xlabel('x'); ylabel('y'); zlabel('z'); 
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    axis equal, box on, grid on 
linkprop(AX,{'CameraPosition','CameraUpVector','PlotBoxAspectRatio'}); 
rotate3d on 
  
%% Determine some basic mesh properties: (see also utility from Mesh2D) 
[E,f] = ElementSizeStats(T,V); % original mesh 
[Ei,fi] = ElementSizeStats(Ti,Vi); % remeshed surface 
  
%% Enforce positive up for normals 
FIG = 'N'; 
convention = 'z+'; 
[Ti] = PlotTriNormals(Ti,Vi,convention,FIG); 
  
%% Export Save Data and Save 
% Collect data for out 
if nargout > 0 
out.T       = T; 
out.V       = V; 
out.Ve      = Ve; 
out.Ti      = Ti; 
out.Vi      = Vi; 
out.Vei     = Vei; 
out.Vi_flat = Vi_flat; 
out.Veppi   = Veppi; 
out.Vppi_flat=Vppi; % can be used to capture the flat meshed geometry 
and the flat rough surface 
out.vt      = vt; % translation of points to origin for rotations 
out.E       = E; 
out.Ei      = Ei; 
out.strike  = strike; 
out.dipdir  = dipdir; 
out.dip     = dip; 
out.nv      = nv; 
out.AX      = AX; % use: 
linkprop(out.AX,{'CameraPosition','CameraUpVector','PlotBoxAspectRatio'
}); rotate3d on 
  
end 
  
% Additional options 
if exist('fname_out') == 0 
    reply = input('Save Results to files (y,n) [n]?  ','s'); 
    if isempty(reply) || reply == 'n' 
        return 
    else 
        fname_out = input('Name for output .ts file (without coda)?  
','s'); 
        if isempty(fname_out) 
            fname_out = 'test_RemeshedSurface'; 
        end 
    end     
end 
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if exist('destinationfolder') == 0 
    destinationfolder = pwd; 
end 
  
     
  
% Save Re-Meshed TSURF File (ready for Poly3D) 
% MyLocal = pwd; % local working directory 
% DestinationFolder = '/FAULTSremeshed/'; 
% MyPath      = [MyLocal,DestinationFolder]; 
% WriteTS(Vi,Ti,[MyPath,'RemeshedSurface.ts']); 
WriteTS(Vi,Ti,[destinationfolder,'/',fname_out,'.ts']); 
  
% Export image of meshed surface as png 
view(AX(1),-70,30) 
fname_fig = ['FIG-',fname_out,'-Remeshed']; % fname_fig = ['FIG-
RemeshedSurface']; 
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto','PaperOrientation','landscape') 
savefig(f1,[destinationfolder,'/',fname_fig,'.fig']); % save .fig file 
% saveas(f1,[MyPath,fname_fig],'png')% ,'r300') 
print(f1,'-dpng','-r300',[destinationfolder,'/',fname_fig]) 
  
% Export Summary of Mesh Statistics 
fname_fig = ['FIG-',fname_out,'-MeshStat_Start']; % fname_fig = ['FIG-
MeshStat_Start']; 
savefig(f,[destinationfolder,'/',fname_fig,'.fig']); % save .fig file 
% saveas(f,[MyPath,'FIG-MeshStat_Start'],'png')% ,'r300') 
print(f,'-dpng','-r300',[destinationfolder,'/',fname_fig]) 
fname_fig = ['FIG-',fname_out,'-MeshStat_New']; % fname_fig = ['FIG-
MeshStat_New']; 
savefig(fi,[destinationfolder,'/',fname_fig,'.fig']); % save .fig file 
% saveas(fi,[MyPath,'FIG-MeshStat_New'],'png')% ,'r300') 
print(fi,'-dpng','-r300',[destinationfolder,'/',fname_fig]) 
  
% Save .mat data (easy to load back into matlab) 
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APPENDIX C 

C. PROCEDURE: RUN POLY3D 

a. General workflow to run Poly3D in MATLAB 
• TEST_p3drun_v2_UnstructGrad_OverlapFaults.m: Script that runs 

Poly3D for any given fault configuration, with little modification to 
associated functions and title of script 

o Observation Grid 
§ Wells, cross section view, and map view (coarse or fine 

grids)  
§  Specify minimum and maximum x, y, and z coordinates,  
§ Specify number of points that defines grid 

o User co-ordinate system 
§ Wells, cross section view, and map view (coarse or fine 

grids)  
§ Provide x,y,z coordinates of origin of observation grid 
§ Rotation angle to position observation grid as preferred 
§ Sequence to rotate coordinate systems as a vector 

o Boundary conditions 
§ Remote stress tensor (in tension positive convention) 
§ Transform stress tensor to global coordinate system in 3D 
§ Depth of model observation 

o Elastic properties 
§ Young’s Modulus, E 
§ Poisson’s Ratio, nu 

o Generate fault 
§ Call .ts file of specified fault to obtain vertices and triangle 

connectivity of elements (output) 
§ Function: ReadTS2 or ReadTS3 

o Run Poly3D 
§ Function: p3din_FAULT_func_v1.m 
§ Main function that runs Poly3D and generates and saves .in 

(input) files and .out (output) files 
• TEST_USG_SingleFault_ExtractSavaData.m: extracts and saves 

results from PolyD input and output files and saves in .mat format 
o Extract and Save results from Poly3D into read to use files 

§ Function: p3doutputreader_v05c 
§ Extracts data from .in and .out formats into .mat files that 

can be manipulated to create figures 
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APPENDIX D 
D. MATLAB SCRIPTS AND FUNCTIONS: RUN POLY3D 

D1. Matlab Scripts to Run Poly3D 

TEST_p3drun_v2_UnstructGrad_SingleFaults.m 

% TEST_p3drun_v2_UnStructGrad_SingleFault.m 
% 
% AUTHOR:               Roselyne Laboso 
% DATE CREATED:         2015-09-30 
% MODIFIED BY:          Roselyne C. Laboso 
% DATE LAST MODIFIED:   2016-06-11 
% 
% PURPOSE: To run single fault model case with cross-section and coarse 
map 
%          view grids only. 
  
close all; clear all; 
ScriptTime = tic; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% (0) Paths and Miscellaneous 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
addpath('bin'); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% (A) OBSERVATION GRID RANGES - in global coordinates 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% A) Observations grids as a WELL: 1D 
% Generate observation line in global coordinate system along a well 
with 
% 100 meter spacing of nodes 
  
% Well1 
minx = -2000;  % min value of x 
maxx = -2000;  % max value of x 
miny = 3000;  % min value of y 
maxy = 3000;  % max value of y 
minz = -8000;  % min value of z 
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 1;  % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = floor(maxz-minz/100);     
OBSgrid_well1 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npz];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
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% Well2 
minx = -3000;  % min value of x 
maxx = -3000;  % max value of x 
miny = 500;  % min value of y 
maxy = 500;  % max value of y 
minz = -8000;  % min value of z 
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 1;  % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = floor(maxz-minz/100);   
OBSgrid_well2 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npz];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
% Well3 
minx = -1500;  % min value of x 
maxx = -1500;  % max value of x 
miny = -1500;  % min value of y 
maxy = -1500;  % max value of y 
minz = -8000;  % min value of z 
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 1;  % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = floor(maxz-minz/100);   
OBSgrid_well3 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npz];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
% Well4 
minx = 0;  % min value of x 
maxx = 0;  % max value of x 
miny = -3000;  % min value of y 
maxy = -3000;  % max value of y 
minz = -8000;  % min value of z 
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 1;  % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = floor(maxz-minz/100);   
OBSgrid_well4 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npz];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
% Well5 
minx = 500;  % min value of x 
maxx = 500;  % max value of x 
miny = -1500;  % min value of y 
maxy = -1500;  % max value of y 
minz = -8000;  % min value of z 
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 1;  % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = floor(maxz-minz/100);   
OBSgrid_well5 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npz];% matrix used in 
p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
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% B) Observation grids as a CROSS SECTION: 2D 
% xyz --> 20x1x20 points 
  
% OBSgrid_CrossSection1 
% User Coordinate System (for building the grid; then rotate as needed) 
% Origin: 
x1cent = -2958; % 500; % -430;  
x2cent = -6344; % -1000; % -925; 
x3cent = 0; 
% Rotation angle to strike of section: 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = -25; 
OBSgrid_CrossSection1_CoordSys = [x1cent, x2cent, x3cent, rot1, rot2, 
rot3, 321]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
% min/max values in local coordinates of section 
minx = -10000;  % min value of x 
maxx = 2000;  % max value of x 
miny = 0;  % min value of y 
maxy = 0;  % max value of y 
minz = -10000;  % min value of z 
maxz = 0;  % max value of z     
npx  = 200; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 1; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = 100; 
OBSgrid_CrossSection1 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx npy npz];% 
matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
% C) Observation grids as a MAP VIEW: 2D 
% xyz --> 40x40x1 points 
  
% OBSgrid_Map1 
% User Coordinate System 
% origin 
x1cent = 0;  
x2cent = 0; 
x3cent = -1250; 
% Rotation angle to strike of section: 
rot1 = 0; 
rot2 = 0; 
rot3 = -25; 
OBSgrid_Map1_CoordSys = [x1cent, x2cent, x3cent, rot1, rot2, rot3, 
321]; % matrix used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
% min/max values 
minx = -40000;  % min value of x 
maxx = 40000;  % max value of x 
miny = -40000;  % min value of y 
maxy = 40000;  % max value of y 
minz = 0; %100;  % min value of z 
maxz = 0; %100;  % max value of z     
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npx  = 100; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 100; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = 1; 
OBSgrid_Map1 = [minx miny minz maxx maxy maxz npx npy npz];% matrix 
used in p3din_FAULT_func_v1 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% (B) Principal Stresses (depth = 100m) and Elastic Properties: 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% Define stress tensor with eigenvalues or principal stresses measured 
at 
% specified vertical depth. Stresses are in Pa and are tension  
% positive. Shmin is in the x-direction in the tensor local coordinate  
% system. The following stress values were calculated from stress 
gradients 
% compiled by NCD on Brady (see ppt notes). 
  
% Remote (principal) stress components measured at Brady, reported in 
% psi/ft, and depth in meters: 
Sv_pf = 1.04; SH_pf = 0.78; Sh_pf = 0.54; Pp_pf = 0.40; % [psi/ft] 
d = 1250; % 300; 1463; [m] 
ft2m = 3.2808; psi2pa = 6894.7573; % conversions 
% Converted remote stress components at specified depth: 
Sv          = -Sv_pf*d*ft2m*psi2pa;  % -2352500;   
SHmax       = -SH_pf*d*ft2m*psi2pa;  % -1764400;    
Shmin       = -Sh_pf*d*ft2m*psi2pa;  % -1221500;   
SHmaxAzi    = 7; % 7+/-13 degrees 
Pp          = -Pp_pf*d*ft2m*psi2pa;  % -904810;   
Pf          = -Pp;  
% Construct stress tensor 
Sigma = [(Shmin) 0 0;0 (SHmax) 0;0 0 (Sv)]; % Solid Stresses in Tensor 
Convention 
% Sigma = [(Shmin+Pf) 0 0;0 (SHmax+Pf) 0;0 0 (Sv+Pf)]; % Effective 
Stresses in Tensor Convention (added by RCL on 2016-02-18) 
% Transform stress tensor to global coordinates 
theta = SHmaxAzi*(pi/180);  
A = [cos(-theta) -sin(-theta) 0;sin(-theta) cos(-theta) 0;0 0 1]; 
Stress = A*Sigma*A'; 
% Elastic Properties  
nu = 0.23; % 0.25;  
E = 80000000000; % in Pascal 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% (C) GENERATE FAULTS 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% Fault name and dimension specifics: 
  
% obtain names of all files in the subdirectory 
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subdir = 'TEST_TS_UnStructGrad_SingleFault'; 
a = dir(subdir); a = {a.name}; a = a(3:length(a));  
% find all file names containing key word 
n = length(a); 
counterA = 0; counterB = counterA; 
    dummyA = strfind(a{i},'_A_0.ts'); % find only the .ts files to load 
    if isempty(dummyA)==0 
        counterA = counterA+1; 
        IA(counterA)=i; 
    end 
end 
A = a(IA); nA = length(A); 
clear I counter keyword dummy 
  
  
for i = 1:length(A) 
    out = ReadTS2([subdir,'/',A{i}]); 
    xyz = out.xyz; tn = out.tri{1}; 
% return 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% (D) RUN p3din_FAULT_v1.m to generate P3D input file and run P3D 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% filename = 
['Overlap_O',num2str(o),'_S',num2str(s),'_sx',num2str(sx)]; 
display(['Model run: ',num2str(i),' of ',num2str(length(A))]) 
  
filename = A{i}; 
    dummyA = strfind(filename,'_A_0.ts');  
    filename = filename(1:dummyA-1); 
  
path_in = strcat('TEST_InOutputFiles_UnStructGrad_SingleFault/'); 
filename_in = [path_in,filename,'.in']; 
p3din_FAULT_func_v2_SingleFaults(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,xyz,tn,OBSg
rid_well1,OBSgrid_well2,OBSgrid_well3,OBSgrid_well4,OBSgrid_well5,OBSgr
id_CrossSection1_CoordSys,OBSgrid_CrossSection1,OBSgrid_Map1_CoordSys,O
BSgrid_Map1,OBSgrid_Map2_CoordSys,OBSgrid_Map2) 
filename_out = [path_in,filename,'.out']; 
p3dloc      = '/P3D/P3DinC1999/newpoly3d'; 
system([p3dloc,' -i ',filename_in,' -o ',filename_out]); % waits for 
poly3d to complete analysis before moving to next line of script 
  
  
end 
  
toc(ScriptTime); 
 

D2. Function to Run Poly3D 
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P3din_FAULT_func_v2_SingleFault.m 

function out = 
p3din_FAULT_func_v2_SingleFault(E,nu,Stress,Pf,filename_in,xyz1,tn1,OBS
grid_CrossSection1_CoordSys,OBSgrid_CrossSection1,OBSgrid_Map1_CoordSys
,OBSgrid_Map1) 
% Matlab script to create input for systematic analyses of fault 
meshes. 
% 
% PURPOSE: generate .in file for "newpoly3d" executable, 1999 C++ 
version 
% v1 
% 
%  
% Author: J. Ole Kaven 
% Date: 8/29/2003 
%  
% Version: 1 
% Modified By: Michael Swyer 
% Date Modified: 6/27/2011 
% 
% Version: 2 
% Modified By: Roselyne Laboso 
% Date Modified: 2016-06-11 
% 
% Input: < > 
% Space: Half 
% Comments: 
  
% uncomment first line to treat this as a function.  
  
% close all 
% clear all 
scrsz = get(0,'Screensize'); 
out.vers = 1; 
out.date = datestr(now);  
out.space = 'half'; % 'half' --> half space; 'full' = whole space 
  
[fid,message] = fopen(filename_in,'w'); % replace this with variable to 
treat as function; can give the directory listing for thepoly3D folder 
  
  
%% Setup stuff: 
% Vertices (used to define mesh of "fault") 
%   Note: must explicitly do for each fault object 
  
% entriesX = mx4 matrix where m = # of elements.  X is fault number.   
%            column 1 is element number, and columns 2-4 are x,y,z  
%            coordinates of element nodes 
%   NOTE: must add the last vertex number of the previous fault to the 
all 
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%         the vertex numbers of the next fault to eliminate redundancy. 
  
% fault01 
entries1(1,:) = 1:(length(xyz1)); 
entries1(2:4,:) = xyz1(:,2:4)'; 
  
% % fault02 
% entries2(1,:) = (1+length(xyz1)):(length(xyz2)+length(xyz1));% first 
number of this fault is after last number of first fault!! 
% entries2(2:4,:) = xyz2(:,2:4)'; 
  
% % fault03 
% entries3(1,:) = 
(1+length(xyz1)+length(xyz2)):(length(xyz3)+length(xyz2)+length(xyz1));
% first number of this fault is after last number of second fault!! 
% entries3(2:4,:) = xyz3(:,2:4)'; 
  
% ************************************************** 
% *Surfaces & Elements & Boundary Conditions (aux3)*                        
% ******* TO SPECIFY ELEMENT B.C. MODIFY aux3  
% ************************************************** 
  
%   NOTE: traction boundary conditions are specified relative to the 
local 
%         element normal. The normals are based on the polarity (order 
in which the 
%         vertices are specified in dat.tri) 
  
%   NOTE: must add the last vertex number of the previous fault to the 
all 
%         the vertex numbers of the next fault to eliminate redundancy* 
  
% fault01 
aux3 = zeros(size(tn1)); % must double check dir of normals!     % mx3 
array m = number of elements --> these first three columns are the 
traction or burgers vector BC on each element 
fault01 = [aux3 tn1]';clear aux3 
  
% % fault02 
% aux3 = zeros(size(tn2)); % must double check dir of normals!     % 
mx3 array m = number of elements --> these first three columns are the 
traction or burgers vector BC on each element 
% fault02 = [aux3 (tn2+length(xyz1))]';clear aux3% *Note the addition 
of last element number* 
%  
% % fault03 
% aux3 = zeros(size(tn3)); % must double check dir of normals!     % 
mx3 array m = number of elements --> these first three columns are the 
traction or burgers vector BC on each element 
% fault03 = [aux3 (tn3+length(xyz1)+length(xyz2))]';clear aux3% *Note 
the addition of last element number* 
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% *************** 
% *Stress Tensor* 
% *************** 
S11 = Stress(1,1); 
S22 = Stress(2,2); 
S33 = Stress(3,3); 
S12 = Stress(1,2); 
S13 = Stress(1,3); 
S23 = Stress(2,3); 
  
%% Specifying gravity influenced tractions on the fault elements 
% centr = ell_rot1.centroid(3,:);                                             
% calls other functions to calculate gravity on each centroid 
% ginput = gravity_on(dip,centr); 
  
%% Generate .in file 
  
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                            Section 1: CONSTANTS                             
*\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Titles\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*--------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'title1 = "Simple_Fault_Test."\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Elastic Constants\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Specify any two. Leave the rest blank.\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*----------------------------------------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'shear_mod         = \n'); 
fprintf(fid,'psn_ratio         = %d\n',nu);                                 
% <-- Input poisson's ratio 
fprintf(fid,'youngs_mod        = %d\n',E);                                  
% <-- Input Young's modulus 
fprintf(fid,'bulk_mod          =\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'lame_lambda       =\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* Remote Stresses/Strains\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'rem_bc_type       = stress            
*(stress/strain)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'s11r              = %d\n',S11 + Pf);                           
% <-- remote stress tensor, use a tensor transform in a MASTER function 
to define 
fprintf(fid,'s22r              = %d\n',S22 + Pf); 
fprintf(fid,'s33r              = %d\n',S33 + Pf); 
fprintf(fid,'s12r              = %d\n',S12); 
fprintf(fid,'s13r              = %d\n',S13); 
fprintf(fid,'s23r              = %d\n',S23); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
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fprintf(fid,'* Options\n');  
fprintf(fid,'*---------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'half_space        = yes                *(yes/no)\n');          
% <-- for whole space replace "= yes" with "= no" 
fprintf(fid,'check_cond_num    = yes               *(yes/no)\n');           
% avoid numbers greater than 10^-8 or 10^-6 
fprintf(fid,'print_elt_geom    = yes               *(yes/no)\n');  
fprintf(fid,'elt_geom_csys     = global\n');  
fprintf(fid,'null_value        = -999.0\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(CONSTANTS)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                        Section 2: USER COORDINATE 
SYSTEMS                   *\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* (1)        (2)     (3)    (4)    (5)     (6)     (7)     
(8)       (9)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*name      parent    x1o    x2o    x3o    rot1    rot2    
rot3    rot order\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*--------- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- 
------- ---------\n'); 
xcent = 0;ycent = 0;zcent = 0;rot1 = 0; rot2 = 0;   rot3 = 0; 
default = [xcent, ycent, zcent, rot1, rot2, rot3, 321];  
% This coordinate system data is inserted as the 4th column in the 
Section 3: Observation Grids 
fprintf(fid,'CrackCS    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f %7.1f %7.1f 
%5.0f\n',default); 
fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_CrossSection1_CoordSys    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f 
%7.1f %7.1f %7.1f %5.0f\n',OBSgrid_CrossSection1_CoordSys); 
fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_Map1_CoordSys    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f 
%7.1f %7.1f %5.0f\n',OBSgrid_Map1_CoordSys); 
% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_Map2_CoordSys    global %7.6f %7.6f %7.6f %7.1f 
%7.1f %7.1f %5.0f\n',OBSgrid_Map2_CoordSys); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(USER COORDINATE SYSTEMS)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                         Section 3: OBSERVATION GRIDS                        
*\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'* (1)    (2) (3)      (4)        (5)        (6)     (7)    
(8)    (9)    (10)   (11)   (12) (13) (14) (15)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*name    dim outp  endpt csys obspt csys outp csys x1beg  
x2beg  x3beg  x1end  x2end  x3end  nx1 nx2 nx3\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*------- --- ----- ---------- ---------- --------- ------ 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ --- --- ---\n'); 
% replace first term as needed, where the number is the dimension: 1D 
"ObsLine 1", 2D "ObsPlane 2", 3D "ObsVol 3" 
% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_well1 1  dsps   global     global     global    
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n',OBSgrid_well1);  
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% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_well2 1  dsps   global     global     global    
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n',OBSgrid_well2); 
% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_well3 1  dsps   global     global     global    
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n',OBSgrid_well3); 
% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_well4 1  dsps   global     global     global    
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n',OBSgrid_well4);  
% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_well5 1  dsps   global     global     global    
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n',OBSgrid_well5);  
% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_well6 1  dsps   global     global     global    
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d\n',OBSgrid_well6);  
fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_CrossSection1 2  dsps   
OBSgrid_CrossSection1_CoordSys     global     global    %5.7f  %5.7f  
%5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d  %d  %d\n',OBSgrid_CrossSection1); 
fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_Map1 2  dsps   OBSgrid_Map1_CoordSys     global     
global    %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d  %d  
%d\n',OBSgrid_Map1); 
% fprintf(fid,'OBSgrid_Map2 2  dsps   OBSgrid_Map2_CoordSys     global     
global    %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %5.7f  %d  %d  
%d\n',OBSgrid_Map2); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(OBSERVATION GRIDS)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                      Section 4: 
OBJECTS/ELEMENTS/VERTICES                   *\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*                      (o = object, e = element, v = 
vertex)                  *\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'**********************************************************
*********************\n'); 
%%% Begin Fault Object 1 
fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)            (3)        (4)\n');                         
fprintf(fid,'*o name             outp    eltc csys\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*- ---------------- ------- ----------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'o  "fault01" bt      CrackCS  \n');   % object name 
defined (note as defined above elocal (except for BC) are same as 
global by my choice 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      ------\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*Fracture vertices\n'); 
% "%4.0f" 4 decimal places before the decimal --> integer vertex; for 
% "%8.8f" can be increased for greater precision, could also replace 
with %d 
fprintf(fid,'v  %4.0f  global    %8.12f   %8.12f   %8.12f\n', 
entries1);     
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)      
(8) (9) (10) (...)\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3       
v1  v2  v3 ...\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --------- -
-  --  -- --\n'); 
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fprintf(fid,'*BCs & connectivity \n'); 
% note that the the BC are specified; e = element, 3 = 3 space 
dimensions, 
% elocla --> BC are in element local: "bbb", b = bergers veger, t = 
traction, the next 3 numbers are BC magnitudes in dip,strike,normal 
fprintf(fid,'e  3     elocal    ttb   %5.5f     %5.5f     %5.5f      
%4.0f %4.0f %4.0f\n', fault01);     
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
% %%% Begin Fault 2: this begins next "fault" --> 11 lines for each 
"fault 
% %%% object" 
% fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)            (3)        (4)\n');                         
% fprintf(fid,'*o name             outp    eltc csys\n');                                               
% fprintf(fid,'*- ---------------- ------- ----------\n');                                               
% fprintf(fid,'o  "fault02" bt      CrackCS  \n');                                                     
% fprintf(fid,'\n');   
% fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6)\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      ------
\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*Fracture vertices\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'v  %4.0f  global    %8.12f   %8.12f   %8.12f\n', 
entries2);    % "%4.0f" 4 decimal places before the decimal --> integer 
vertex; for "%8.8f" can be increased for greater precision, could also 
replace with %d 
% fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)      
(8) (9) (10) (...)\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3       
v1  v2  v3 ...\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --------- 
--  --  -- --\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*BCs & connectivity \n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'e  3     elocal    ttb   %5.5f     %5.5f     %5.5f      
%4.0f %4.0f %4.0f\n', fault02); 
% fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
% %%% Begin Fault 3: this begins next "fault" --> 11 lines for each 
"fault 
% %%% object" 
% fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)            (3)        (4)\n');                         
% fprintf(fid,'*o name             outp    eltc csys\n');                                                 
% 
% fprintf(fid,'*- ---------------- ------- ----------\n');                                                
% 
% fprintf(fid,'o  "fault03" bt      CrackCS  \n');                                                        
% 
% fprintf(fid,'\n');   
% fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)     (3)       (4)         (5)         (6)\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*v name     csys       x1          x2          x3\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*- -------- ---------  ------      ------      ------
\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*Fracture vertices\n'); 
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% fprintf(fid,'v  %4.0f  global    %8.12f   %8.12f   %8.12f\n', 
entries3);    % "%4.0f" 4 decimal places before the decimal --> integer 
vertex; for "%8.8f" can be increased for greater precision, could also 
replace with %d 
% fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*(1) (2)   (3)      (4)    (5)       (6)       (7)      
(8) (9) (10) (...)\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*e #vert BC csys   BC type BC1       BC2       BC3       
v1  v2  v3 ...\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*- ----- --------- ------- --------- --------- --------- 
--  --  -- --\n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'*BCs & connectivity \n'); 
% fprintf(fid,'e  3     elocal    ttb   %5.5f     %5.5f     %5.5f      
%4.0f %4.0f %4.0f\n', fault03); 
% fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'end *(OBJECTS/ELEMENTS/VERTICES)\n'); 
fclose(fid); 
 

D3. Matlab Script to Extract Data from Poly3D .out file 

TEST_USG_SingleFault_ExtractSaveData.m 

% TEST_USG_SingleFault_ExtractSaveData.m 
% 
% AUTHOR:               Roselyne Laboso 
% DATE CREATED:         2015-10-09 
% MODIFIED BY:          Roselyne C. Laboso 
% DATE LAST MODIFIED:   2016-06-11 
% VERSION:              v.02 
% 
% NOTE: Runs a for loop!! 
close all; clear all; 
ScriptTime = tic; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% (A) Paths and Miscellaneous 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
addpath('bin'); % supporting scripts directory 
folder_in  = 'TEST_InOutputFiles_UnStructGrad_SingleFault'; % source 
data Folder: 
folder_out = 'TEST_p3dData_UnStructGrad_SingleFault'; 
  
addpath(folder_in); 
  
% obtain names of all files in the subdirectory 
a = dir(folder_in); a = {a.name}; a = a(3:length(a)); 
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n = length(a); counter = 0; 
for i = 1:n; 
    dummy = strfind(a{i},'.out'); % find only the .out files to load 
    if isempty(dummy)==0 
        counter = counter+1; 
        I(counter) = i; 
    end 
end 
a = a(I); n = length(a); 
clear I counter dummy 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% (B) Extract data from output files and save variables to binary .mat 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% Reads P3D .out files: 
results = p3doutputreader_v05c(a{1}); 
  
%% Extract and Save Fault Data 
% variables to extract and preserve from out structure array 
fault.xyz      = results.fault.xyz{1}(:,2:4); % vertices 
fault.xyzc     = results.fault.tract{1}(:,2:4); % vertices 
fault.tri      = results.fault.tri{1}(:,1:3); % fault 1 vertices 
fault.ds       = results.fault.disp{1}(:,5); % fault 1 displacement 
discontinuity 
fault.ss       = results.fault.disp{1}(:,8); % fault 1 displacement 
discontinuity 
fault.tn       = results.fault.tract{1}(:,7); % fault 1 displacement 
discontinuity 
  
%% Extract and Save Map Data 
% variables to extract and preserve from out structure array 
% Map 1: coarse, large vew 
map1.xyz       = results.obs.xyz{2}(:,1:3); 
map1.S1        = results.obs.pstress{2}(:,7); 
map1.S2        = results.obs.pstress{2}(:,11); 
map1.S3        = results.obs.pstress{2}(:,15); 
map1.u3        = results.obs.disp{2}(:,6); % vertical displacement 
field in the x3-direction 
  
%% Extract and Save CrossSection Data 
% variables to extract and preserve from out structure array 
xsection.xyz   = results.obs.xyz{1}(:,1:3); 
xsection.S1    = results.obs.pstress{1}(:,7); 
xsection.S2    = results.obs.pstress{1}(:,11); 
xsection.S3    = results.obs.pstress{1}(:,15); 
xsection.u3    = results.obs.disp{1}(:,6); % vertical displacement 
field in the x3-direction 
  
%% Save extracted data in structure array 
dummy = strfind(a{1},'.out'); % find only the .out files to load 
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save([folder_out,'/',a{1}(1:dummy),'Extracted.mat'],'fault','map1','xse
ction'); 
  
toc(ScriptTime); 
 

D4: Function to Extract Data from Poly3D .out file 

p3doutputreader_v05c.m 

function out = p3doutputreader_v05c(filename) 
%  
% Author: J. Ole Kaven 
% Created: 
% Version: 02 
% 
% Modified: 2009/12/14 N. Davatzes 
% Version: 03 
% 
% Version: 04: ? 
% 
% Version: 05: 2015/3/15 
% 
% Version: 05b: 2015-09-22 N. Davatzes 
%  
% Modification now interprets and outputs observation points in 
addition to 
% element data 
%  
% Modification now reads multiple observation 
points/lines/grids/blocks. Also reads 'strains' 
% instead of 'displacements' on observation grid. Comment line 183 and  
% un-comment line 182 to read 'displacements'. 
%  
%  
%  
% New function to read variable number of faults from outputs from old 
% poly3d! 
% 
% Generates structured array including 
%   FAULT OBJECTS 
%   out.fault.xyz   = array of vertex locations 
%  
%   out.fault.vert  = array of vertices 
%                     [VERTNUM X1 X2 X3] 
%  
%   out.fault.disp  = cell array contain displacements for each fault 
obj 
%                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C B1 U1(+) U1(-) B2 U2(+) U2(-) B3 
U3(+)] 
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%                     ELT = element number, for use in tri 
%                     X1C, X2C, X3C = element centroid coordinates 
%                     B1, B2, B3 are the burgers vectos components as 
%                       (strike,dip,normal) 
%                     Ui(+), Ui(-) = relative displacment at centroid 
% 
%   out.fault.tract = cell array contain tractions for each fault obj 
%                     [ELT X1C X2C X3C T1 T2 T3] 
%                     T1,T2,T3 are the traction components 
%                       (strike,dip,normal) 
%   out.fault.name  = cell array contain displacements for each fault 
obj 
%  
% 
%   OBSERVATION GRID 
%   out.obs.xyz     = array containing the obs grid pts [X1,X2,X3] 
% 
%   out.obs.disp    = array containing displacements at obs pts 
%                     [X1 X2 X3 U1 U2 U3] 
%                     U1,U2,U3 = components of the displacement vector 
%                      
%   out.obs.pstress = array containing principal stress and principal 
%                     stress direcitons at obs pts 
%                     [X1 X2 X3 N1 N2 N3 SIG1 N1 N2 N3 SIG2 N1 N2 N3 
SIG3] 
%                     SIG1,2,3 = principal stress components (tensoral 
%                     convention) at each observation point 
%                     N1,N2,N3 = principal stress direction vectors for 
the 
%                       following principal stress in the array) 
% 
%   out.obs.stress  = array contain  
%                     [X1 X2 X3 SIG11 SIG22 SIG33 SIG12 SIG23 SIG13] 
%                     SIG11,22,33,12,23,13 = stress tensor component at 
%                     each observation point 
%  
% NOTES: 
%  
% EXAMPLE: 
%   clear all 
%   filename = 'Well1test.out'; 
%   
% tic 
  
%% Open file to write 
fid1 = fopen(filename); 
if(fid1==-1)  
    fprintf('Error opening input file "%s". \n',filename);  
    controls = []; return; 
end 
%% Scan through file line by line and distribute data into elements of 
the 
%  structured array out 
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k = 0; object = 0; grid = 0; OBS = 0; 
while 1                                                                     
% Basically searches through each line in the opened text file fid1 
    k = k+1; 
    line0=(fgetl(fid1));                                                    
% Gets lower case string in line (one after another) 
    if ischar(line0) == 0                                                   
% breaks the while loop when gets to end of file 
        break 
    end 
     
    [word,line]=strtok(lower(line0));                                       
% Returns first token in string delimited by white space 
    if strcmp(word,'shear') 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line); 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line1); 
        out.shearmod  = str2num(line1); 
    end 
%     if strcmp(word,'bulk') 
%         [junk,line1]=strtok(line); 
%         [junk,line1]=strtok(line1); 
%         out.bulk  = str2num(line1); 
%         out.pr = (3*out.bulk-
2*out.shearmod)/2/(3*out.bulk+out.shearmod); 
%     end 
    if strcmp(word,'bulk') 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line); 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line1); 
        out.bulk  = str2num(line1); 
    end 
    if strcmp(word,'poisson') 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line); 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line1); 
        out.nu      = str2num(line1); 
    end 
    if strcmp(word,'young') 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line); 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line1); 
        out.young   = str2num(line1); 
    end 
    if strcmp(word,'condition') 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line); 
        [junk,line1]=strtok(line1); 
        out.condnmb = str2num(line1); 
    end 
    % Collect data about faults 
    if strcmp(word,'object:') 
        object = object+1; 
%         if object>10 
%             break 
%         end 
        out.fault.name{object}=strtok(line); 
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        l = 0;                                                              
% reset row number to zero to initialize data recording for new object 
        OBS = 0;                                                            
% sets up condition for recording fault vs obs data 
    end 
    if OBS == 0; 
        if strcmp(strtok(word),'displacements:') 
            pointer = 1; 
        elseif strcmp(strtok(word),'stresses') 
            pointer = 2; l=0;                                               
% reset row number to start new array out.fault.stress (follows 
displacement for given fault object) 
        end 
        if numel(str2num(word))>0 
            l = l+1;                                                        
% assigns the row number for concatinationo of data at line number 
line0 
            num01=str2num(line); 
            if numel(num01)==4 
                out.fault.vert{object}(l,:) = num01'; 
            else 
                if pointer ==1 
                    out.fault.disp{object}(l,:) = sscanf(line0, 
'%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%c*')';  
                end 
                if pointer ==2 
                    out.fault.tract{object}(l,:) = sscanf(line0, 
'%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%c*')';  
                end 
            end 
        end    
    end 
  
%     % To end loop before observation grid... 
%     if strcmp(strtok(line),'observation') 
%          
%         break 
%          
%     end 
     
    % Collect data from observation grid (single observation grid only) 
    if strcmp(strtok(line),'observation') 
        grid = grid+1; 
        out.obs.name{grid}=strtok(line); 
        out.obs.name_long{grid}=line(1,20:size(line,2)); % added 2015-
09-22 
        % out.obs.name_long{grid}=line; % added 2015-09-22 
        OBS = 1; 
        lo = 0; 
        pointer = 0; 
    end 
    if OBS == 1; 
          if strcmp(strtok(word),'displacements:') 
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%        if strcmp(strtok(word),'strains:') 
            pointer = 1; 
%         elseif strcmp(strtok(word),'stresses:') 
%             pointer = 2, lo=0 
%         elseif strcmp(strtok(word),'principal') 
%             pointer = 3, lo=0 
        elseif strcmp(strtok(word),'stresses:') 
            pointer = 2; lo=0; 
        end 
        if strcmp(strtok(word),'principal') 
            pointer = 3; lo=0; 
        end 
        if numel(str2num(word))>0 
            lo = lo+1; 
            if pointer ==1 
                out.obs.disp{grid}(lo,:) = sscanf(line0, 
'%e%e%e%e%e%e')';  
                out.obs.xyz{grid} = out.obs.disp{grid}(:,1:3); % added 
2015-09-22 
            elseif pointer ==3 
                out.obs.pstress{grid}(lo,:) = sscanf(line0, 
'%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e')';  
            elseif pointer ==2 
                out.obs.stress{grid}(lo,:) = sscanf(line0, 
'%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e%e')';  
            end 
        end 
    end 
end %while 
  
out.fault.xyz=[]; 
for i = 1:object/2 
    aux01 = out.fault.vert{i}(:,1); 
    aux01(4:4:end) = []; 
    out.fault.tri{i} = reshape(aux01,3,length(aux01)/3)'; 
    out.fault.xyz{i} = unique(out.fault.vert{i},'rows'); % added 2015-
09-22 
    % out.fault.xyz = [out.fault.xyz;unique(out.fault.vert{i},'rows')]; 
    out.fault.disp{i} = []; 
end 
  
out.fault.xyz(cellfun(@isempty,out.fault.xyz))=[]; % out.fault.xyz(:,1) 
= []; 
out.fault.disp(cellfun(@isempty,out.fault.disp))=[]; 
out.fault.tract(cellfun(@isempty,out.fault.tract))=[]; 
out.fault.name(cellfun(@isempty,out.fault.name))=[]; 
  
  
% if OBS == 1 % --> commented 2015-09-22 
%     out.obs.xyz{grid}(:,1:3) = out.obs.disp{grid}(:,1:3); 
% end 
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fclose(fid1); 
  
% toc 
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APPENDIX E 
E. PROCEDURE: VISUALIZE RESULTS FROM POLY3D 

a. General workflow to plot stress components as contours on map view observation 
grid 

• WORKFLOW_DetailedBrady_SingleFault_v1.m: Calculates and 
contours stress components, maximum coulomb stress, and least (local) 
compressive principal stress relative to fault surface on an observation grid 
at the stress model depth 

o Input parameters, paths to models, and boundary conditions 
§ Script: COMMON_1_BC_and_Parameters_SCRIPT.m 

o Import and compile data for plotting 
§ Function: GatherFNamesfromTargetDir.m; 

FindPtsNearPlane 
§ Define map observation grid for plotting (minx, maxx, 

miny, maxy, minz) 
§ Origin for observation grid 
§ Convert Poly3D from tension positive convention to 

compression positive convention (applied on observation 
grid stress components) 

§ Filter bad data: find data near fault plane and remove 
§ Interpolate observation grid data 
§ Calculate stress components from the interpolated data 

o Visualize results (contour plots) 
§ Plot stress components i.e. least and most compressive 

principal stress, differential stress, mean stress, coulomb 
stress, vertical displacement field (not stress component) 

§ Plot maximum coulomb stress and least compressive 
principal stress  

b. General workflow to plot fault displacement as contours on surface of fault 

• WORKFLOW_Summarize_FaultDisplacement_v2.m: Calculates and 
plots results of fault displacement on the surface of fault 

o Input parameters, paths to models, and boundary conditions 
§ Script: COMMON_1_BC_and_Parameters_SCRIPT.m 
§ Function: p3doutputreader_v05c.m 

o Import and compile data for plotting 
§ Specifically, fault data: xyz coordinates, element centroids, 

dip slip, strike slip, normal tractions, element connectivity 
o Visualize results (contours on fault surface) 

§ Plots components of slip and slip magnitude on fault 
surface and contours the results 
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§ Function: affine_fit.m; Rotate_surf2flat_n.m; 
ContourTriVertices2D.m 

c. General workflow to plot slip and dilation tendency on Mohr circle diagrams, on 
fault surface, and on stereonet 

• WORKFLOW_Slip_Dilation_Tendency.m: Calculates slip and dilation 
tendency of detailed faults and visualizes the results in 3D Mohr circles 
and on fault surfaces 

o Input parameters, paths, and data directories 
§ Provide file names (fname) and folders with data (dir_in 

and dir_out) 
§ Define stress model 

• Function: Sp2Sij_AndersonVert.m 
§ Import fault surfaces 

• Function: ReadTS3.m; PlotTriNormals.m 
§ Determine element attitude in global coordinates and 

resolve tractions to local dip, strike, and normal  
§ Calculate slip and dilation tendency and visualize 

• Function: PlotMohrCircle3D.m; 
StereonetTsTd.m 
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APPENDIX F 
F. MATLAB SCRIPTS AND FUNCTIONS: VISUALIZE POLY3D RESULTS 

F1. Matlab Scripts 

WORKFLOW_DetailedBrady_SingleFault_v1.m 

% WORKFLOW_DetailedBrady_SingleFault_v1.m 
%   Previously known as "BradyFblk_PLOT_Sc_v4e.m" 
% 
% AUTHOR:               Roselyne Laboso 
% DATE CREATED:         2015-12-29 
% DATE LAST MODIFIED:   2016-05-28 
% 
% VERSION:              v.01 
% 
% PURPOSE: To generate summary contour and surf plots for detailed 
SINGLE  
%          fault geometries. Can visualize location of wells in from 
the 
%          field (need to zoom in to distinguish from surf colorbar 
(BWR 
%          colors)) 
% 
% NOTE:    NOT looped!! and MULTIPLE fault summary only!! 
%  
% --> MANUAL saving of figures i.e. have to set dummy to load specific  
% faults according to the number and order they appear in folder  
%    e.g. dummy = load(a{1}; % load(a{2}); % load(a{3}); 
% then, save fname_fig to exact name of file/fault as desired 
%    e.g. fname_fig = [pwd,'/',subdir,'/FIG-
ExampleContours_Fblk1024_MapView']; 
% --> Need to automate above manual saving!! 
  
close all; clear all; 
ScriptTime = tic; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% 0. Extent of Geological Model for Field Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% Paths: 
addpath('bin'); 
addpath('bin/Mesh2dv24_NCD'); 
addpath('bin/fastMesh2Mesh'); 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData'); 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData/DATA_Wells'); % 
well data 
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addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData/ArcGIS_Subset'); % 
ArcGIS Data - fault traces and hydrothermal features 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData/DATA_MEQ'); % MEQ 
data 
  
% Directory names: 
% dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1011ft_D1250m'; % main 
hydrothermal fault 
dir_in = 'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1024_D1250m'; % 
Abutting Fault 
% dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1027ft_D1250m'; % East 
margin horst fault 
% dir_in = 'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1015_D1250m'; 
% Splay fault 
addpath(dir_in); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% 1. BC, QA, and Parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% a) Plotting Perturbation: Map View Visualization 
  
COMMON_1_BC_and_Parameters_SCRIPT 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% 2. Import Data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% Obtain names of all files in the subdirectory 
keyword = 'Extracted.mat'; % data extracted from P3D output file by  
[a] = GatherFNamesfromTargetDir([pwd,'/',dir_in],keyword); 
n = length(a); % --> number of data files to analyze 
% QA parameters to avoid bad data 
QA_dL = 0; % 100; % Distance from discretized faults, this is related 
to  
%   param.sx which is the minimum element length of the modeled faults  
%   (previous called dxx) 
%   dL is the length in meters from a fault within which data is 
unreliable  
%   due to numerical artifacts dependent upon element sizedL = 200; 
%100; 
%   *** very dependent on model BC 
% Stress outlier limits: Edit out any outlier data as expected near 
tips 
%   Check to be sure to edit with either solid or effective principal 
%   stresses 
%   --> here we use effective principal stresses 
QA_value_p = 1.0*10^8; % 1.0*10^9; % 1.0*10^8; % positive?? 
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QA_value_n = -1.0*10^8; % -2.0*10^9; % -1.0*10^8; % negative?? 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% 3) Import and Collect Data for Plotting: Map1 and Map2 View 
(combined) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% b. Define grid for plotting surfaces 
% Extent of Geological Model for Field Data: 
ymin = 4.402300301751820 *10^6; % Southern model extent (UTM) 
ymax = 4.410599916887000 *10^6; % Northern model extent (UTM) 
xmin = 0.324799965614410 *10^6; % Western model extent (UTM) 
xmax = 0.331999826713630 *10^6; % Eastern model extent (UTM) 
zmin = -1000; % -0.000999969870030 *10^6; % Base of Model 
% Translate the data to zero  elevation for modeling in flat halfspace 
ztrans = 1330; % 1252; % 
  
% Origin of observation grid 
x1cent = 327800; x2cent = 4407000; x3cent = -1250; %0; 
  
% Contour OBSgrid_Map1 observation grid data 
minx = x1cent - 20000; % -40000;  % min value of x 
maxx = x1cent + 20000; % 40000;  % max value of x 
miny = x2cent - 20000; % -40000;  % min value of y 
maxy = x2cent + 20000; % 40000;  % max value of y 
minz = x3cent - 0; %100;  % min value of z 
maxz = x3cent + 0; %100;  % max value of z     
npx  = 100; % number of points corresponding to inc in each dimension 
npy  = 100; % see also function: linspace 
npz  = 1; 
xq = linspace(minx,maxx,npx); yq = linspace(miny,maxy,npy); 
[Xq,Yq] = meshgrid(xq,yq); Zq = ones(size(Xq))*minz; 
  
dummy = load(a{2}); % loads readable results from P3D run as dummy file 
% Prep P3D Data for analysis: --> COMMON TO MODEL SETS 
map1.S3 = -dummy.map1.S1; map1.S1 = -dummy.map1.S3; % coarse obs grid 
map1.S2 = -dummy.map1.S2;  
map2.S3 = -dummy.map2.S1; map2.S1 = -dummy.map2.S3; % refined, local, 
obs grid (useful for closely spaced faults) 
map2.S2 = -dummy.map2.S2; 
I = find(dummy.map1.S1<QA_value_p & dummy.map1.S3>QA_value_n); 
map1.xyz   = dummy.map1.xyz(I,:); 
map1.S1    = map1.S1(I,:); 
map1.S2    = map1.S2(I,:); 
map1.S3    = map1.S3(I,:); 
map1.u3    = dummy.map1.u3(I,:); 
I = find(dummy.map2.S1<QA_value_p & dummy.map2.S3>QA_value_n); 
map2.xyz   = dummy.map2.xyz(I,:); 
map2.S1    = map2.S1(I,:); 
map2.S2    = map2.S2(I,:); 
map2.S3    = map2.S3(I,:); 
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map2.u3    = dummy.map2.u3(I,:); 
% Leave out Cross-section View for now... 
% I = find(dummy.xsection.S1<QA_value_p & 
dummy.xsection.S3>QA_value_n); 
% xsection.xyz= dummy.xsection.xyz(I,:); 
% xsection.S1 = dummy.xsection.S1(I,:); 
% xsection.S3 = dummy.xsection.S3(I,:); 
% xsection.u3 = dummy.xsection.u3(I,:); 
fault.xyz  = dummy.fault.xyz; fault.tri = dummy.fault.tri;  fault.ds = 
dummy.fault.ds;  
  
% Find points near fault plane and remove - Filtering Data 
Vfault      = [fault.xyz];   
Vobs        = [map1.xyz;map2.xyz]; 
[I1]        = FindPtsNearPlane(Vfault,Vobs,QA_dL,'n'); 
Vobs(I1,:) = nan; I1num = find(isnan(Vobs(:,1))==0); Vobs= 
Vobs(I1num,:);  
Vs1 = [map1.S1;map2.S1]; Vs1 = Vs1(I1num,:); 
Vs2 = [map1.S2;map2.S2]; Vs2 = Vs2(I1num,:); 
Vs3 = [map1.S3;map2.S3]; Vs3 = Vs3(I1num,:); 
Vu3 = [map1.u3;map2.u3]; Vu3 = Vu3(I1num,:); 
  
% Interpolating observation grid (MAP VIEW) data 
METHOD = 'natural'; % 'nearest'; % 'natural'; 
method_int = 'linear'; method_ext = 'linear'; 
Fs1  = 
scatteredInterpolant(Vobs(:,1),Vobs(:,2),Vs1,method_int,method_ext); 
Fs2  = 
scatteredInterpolant(Vobs(:,1),Vobs(:,2),Vs2,method_int,method_ext); 
Fs3  = 
scatteredInterpolant(Vobs(:,1),Vobs(:,2),Vs3,method_int,method_ext); 
Fu3  = scatteredInterpolant(Vobs(:,1),Vobs(:,2),Vu3,METHOD); 
Vqs1 = Fs1(Xq,Yq);  
Vqs2 = Fs2(Xq,Yq);  
Vqs3 = Fs3(Xq,Yq);  
Vqu3 = Fu3(Xq,Yq); 
% Stress components and derivatived parameters for analysis 
% Careful to check if P3D was run based on solid or effective stresses:  
%   --> Do not subtract Pp a second time!!! 
%   --> Here effective stress conversion is accomplished during import 
%       above 
S1_loc_eff = Vqs1; % effective local S1 components (alread in geologic 
convention) 
S2_loc_eff = Vqs2; % effective local S3 components (alread in geologic 
convention) 
S3_loc_eff = Vqs3; % effective local S3 components (alread in geologic 
convention) 
% I2 = FindPtsNearPlaneGrid_Bend(fault,Xq,Yq,Zq,xq,yq,QA_dL,'n'); 
% % I1 = FindPtsNearPlaneGrid(Vfault,Xq,Yq,Zq,QA_dL,'n'); 
% S1_loc_eff(I2) = nan; 
% S2_loc_eff(I2) = nan; 
% S3_loc_eff(I2) = nan; 
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% Derived stress components from Interpolated data: 
Sdiff       = S1_loc_eff - S3_loc_eff; % local Sdiff 
Sdiff_rem   = S1_rem_eff - S3_rem_eff; % remote Sdiff 
Smean       = 0.5*(S1_loc_eff + S3_loc_eff); % local Smean 
Smean_rem   = 0.5*(S1_rem_eff + S3_rem_eff); % remote Smean 
S1_comp     = -S3_loc_eff; 
S3_comp     = -S1_loc_eff; 
S1_rem_comp = -S3_rem_eff; 
S3_rem_comp = -S1_rem_eff; 
Sc          = sqrt(1+mu^2)*(0.5*(S1_comp-S3_comp)) - 
mu*(0.5*(S1_comp+S3_comp)); 
Sc_rem      = sqrt(1+mu^2)*(0.5*(S1_rem_comp-S3_rem_comp)) - 
mu*(0.5*(S1_rem_comp+S3_rem_comp)); 
Sc_max      = ScMaxfromSp(S1_loc_eff,S3_loc_eff,mu); 
  
clear dummy I I1 I1num 
  
% Param_Names = {'Sc-Sc_rem','S3_comp'}; 
% Param_Titles = {'Sc Anomaly Plot','S1 Plot'}; 
Param_Names = {'Sdiff-Sdiff_rem','Smean-Smean_rem','Sc-Sc_rem',... 
    'S1_loc_eff-S1_rem_eff','S3_loc_eff-S3_rem_eff','Vqu3'}; 
figure 
for i = 1:6 
    subplot(2,3,i) 
    eval(['Param = ',Param_Names{i},';']) 
    h1 = surf(Xq,Yq,Zq,Param); hold on; 
    set(h1,'FaceAlpha',0.6), shading flat; colorbar 
    I = find(isnan(Param) == 0); 
    Param_std = std(Param(I)); 
    range = 2*Param_std; 
    % range = 2*std(Param(:)); 
    range_v = linspace(-range,range,20); 
    colormap(bwr(-range,range)); view([0 90]) 
    h2 = contour(Xq,Yq,Param,range_v,'k'); 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
    % Single Fault 
    h3 = 
trisurf(fault.tri,fault.xyz(:,1),fault.xyz(:,2),fault.xyz(:,3),fault.ds
); hold on 
    xlabel('Easting [m]'), ylabel('Northing [m]'), zlabel('Elevation 
[m]') 
    title(Param_Names{i}); 
    grid on, box on, view([0 90]), axis equal; 
    %%-----------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
    % WellHeads (up or down arrows) i.e. Import Well Data and Plot  
    startRow = 3;  endRow = inf; 
    [WELL] = IMPORT_WellData('wells_mod_NCD_StatusMod.txt',startRow , 
endRow); 
    WELL.ELEVZERO = WELL.ELEVATION - ztrans; 
    PLOT_Wells_from_wells_table_atZeroElev % plots wells at elevation = 
0m 
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    % --> Wells have both a designated type (presumably related to 
their  
    % intended purpose AND a current status which is how they are used 
to  
    % manage the reservoir. 
%     %%---------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
%     % Surface Fault Traces & Hydrothermal Features 
%     PLOT_BradyMapData2_5D_2015 % elevation = 0m in script 
(adjustable) 
%     %%---------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
%     % Earthquakes 
%     %%---------------------------------------------------------------
------ 
%     % Subsidence 
     
    clear Param Param_std h1 h2 range range_v 
end   
  
% Save example fig to file 
% m = [1011,1024,1027]; 
%     fname_fig = [pwd,'/',subdir,'/FIG-
ExampleContours_BradyFaults_MapView']; 
fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_in,'/FIG-
AllContours_BradyFault1024ft_MapView']; 
savefig(fname_fig); 
print('-dpng','-r300',fname_fig) 
  
% Visualize More Results 
figure 
subplot(1,2,1) % Max Sc 
contour(Xq,Yq,Sc_max,20,'k-','LineWidth',0.5); axis equal 
hold on 
surf(Xq,Yq,Zq,Sc_max); shading flat 
trisurf(fault.tri,fault.xyz(:,1),fault.xyz(:,2),fault.xyz(:,3),fault.ds
); % single fault 
range.Sc = max(abs(Sc_max(:))); % color range 
colormap(bwr(-range.Sc,range.Sc)) % specify colormap 
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['Sc^{max} [Pa] for mu=',num2str(mu)]); 
view([0 90]); box on, grid on 
zax = get(gca,'ZLim'); axis equal; set(gca,'Zlim',zax);  
title({['Max Coulomb Stress [Pa] at mu=',num2str(mu)]}); 
xlabel('Easting [m]'), ylabel('Northing [m]') 
%%--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% WellHeads (up or down arrows) i.e. Import Well Data and Plot  
startRow = 3;  endRow = inf; 
[WELL] = IMPORT_WellData('wells_mod_NCD_StatusMod.txt',startRow , 
endRow); 
WELL.ELEVZERO = WELL.ELEVATION - ztrans; 
PLOT_Wells_from_wells_table_atZeroElev % plots wells at elevation = 0m 
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subplot(1,2,2) % S3 
contour(Xq,Yq,S3_loc_eff,20,'k-','LineWidth',0.5); axis equal 
hold on 
surf(Xq,Yq,Zq,S3_loc_eff); shading flat 
trisurf(fault.tri,fault.xyz(:,1),fault.xyz(:,2),fault.xyz(:,3),fault.ds
); 
range.S3 = max(abs(S3_loc_eff(:))); 
colormap(bwr(-range.S3,range.S3)) 
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['S3 (LCPS) [Pa]']); 
view([0 90]); box on, grid on 
zax = get(gca,'ZLim'); axis equal; set(gca,'Zlim',zax);  
title({['S3 [Pa] at mu=',num2str(mu)]}) 
xlabel('Easting [m]'), ylabel('Northing [m]') 
%%--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% WellHeads (up or down arrows) i.e. Import Well Data and Plot  
startRow = 3;  endRow = inf; 
[WELL] = IMPORT_WellData('wells_mod_NCD_StatusMod.txt',startRow , 
endRow); 
WELL.ELEVZERO = WELL.ELEVATION - ztrans; 
PLOT_Wells_from_wells_table_atZeroElev % plots wells at elevation = 0m 
  
% Save Figure 
fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_in,'/FIG-
StressPerturbation_Contour_BradyFault1024ft']; 
savefig(fname_fig); 
print('-dpng','-r300',fname_fig) 
  
clear Vs1 Vs3 Vu3 Fs1 Fs3 Fu3 
  
toc(ScriptTime); 
  
% % --> Wells have both a designated type (presumably related to their  
% % intended purpose AND a current status which is how they are used to  
% % manage the reservoir. 
% %     %%-------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 
% %     % Surface Fault Traces & Hydrothermal Features 
% %     PLOT_BradyMapData2_5D_2015 % elevation = 0m in script 
(adjustable) 
% %     %%-------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 
% %     % Earthquakes 
% %     %%-------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 
% %     % Subsidence 
  
  
  
COMMON_1_BC_and_Parameters_SCRIPT.M  
  
% COMMON_1_BC_and_Parameters_SCRIPT 
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%  
% For use within WORKFLOW script FOR loop 
% REQUIRES:  
%   - call from WORKFLOW Script 
%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% (1) BC and Parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
  
% 1.1 ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
% Values from Lutz et al. (2010, 2011) 
% Elastic properties used in Poly3D 
    nu = 0.23; % 0.25; Poisson's Ratio 
    E = 80000000000; % in Pascal 
% friction assumed for Sc analysis: varying mu essentially updates the 
%   meaning of Sc_crit 
    % mu = 0.6; % Lutz et al (2011) --> low end 0.55, high end 0.93 
    mu = 0.90;% 0.90;% 0.85; %0.93; % Lutz et al (2011) --> low end 
0.55, high end 0.93 
    % analysis of the Moos stress models shows that if the water table 
is 
    % too the surface, the who volume is critically stressed for 
frictional 
    % failure up to mu = 0.83... 
  
% 1.2 STRESS MODEL 
% Load stress model: Geologic Sign Convention 
    SijModel_SCRIPT % requires mu to be defined outside script 
  
% 1.4 THRESHOLD VALUES 
% critical values of parameters to indicate fracture potential 
% Sc_crit --> critical threshold 
    Sc_crit = 0; % Sc_max_rem; %  
% S3_crit --> critical threshold 
    S3_crit = 3.5*10^6; %0; 
    S3_crit0= 0; 
% I2_crit --> critical threshold 
    I2_crit = 2*I2_rem;  
    % **** Careful of interpreting sign of I2: 
    % Geologic convention of stress: compression +, S11/E = e11, but a 
    % positive e11 is typically defined as extension implying E must be 
    % negative so a compression produces a sensible contraction... 
  
% 1.5 Define fault dimensions for scalling of plots 
    Ls = 7000; % [m] strike length of rectangular P3D faults 
    Ld = 5000; % [m] dip length of rectangular P3D faults 
  
% 1.5 DEFINE RESAMPLING GRID for plotting data sets 
% Interpolation method 
    METHOD = 'natural'; % natural; % nearest; 
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    method_int = 'linear'; method_ext = 'linear'; 
% Grid to resample observation points 
    minx = -40000; maxx = 40000;    % min value of x / max value of x 
    miny = -40000; maxy = 40000;    % min value of y / max value of y 
    minz = -1250;  maxz = minz;     % min value of z / max value of z 
    npx  = 500; % 1000; % use 100 for quick tests 
    npy  = npx; npz  = 1; % number points sampled in each dimension 
                                % as per function: linspace 
    xq = linspace(minx,maxx,npx); yq = linspace(miny,maxy,npy); % Mesh 
Grid input 
    [Xq,Yq] = meshgrid(xq,yq); Zq = ones(size(Xq))*minz; % Mesh Grid 
% rotate interpolation grid to match Poly3D observation grid 
orientation  
%   and strike of faults 
    rot_angle = -25; % rotation angle 
    [Xq,Yq,Zq,dA] = RotateZMeshGrid(Xq,Yq,Zq,rot_angle); % rotate 
meshgrid 
  
% --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% 1.6 QA Parameters to avoid bad data 
    QA_dL = 100; % 100; % Distance from discretized faults, this is 
related to  
    %   param.sx which is the minimum element length of the modeled 
faults  
    %   (previous called dxx) 
    %   dL is the length in meters from a fault within which data is 
unreliable  
    %   due to numerical artifacts dependent upon element sizedL = 200; 
%100; 
    %   *** very dependent on model BC 
    % Stress outlier limits: Edit out any outlier data as expected near 
tips 
    %   Check to be sure to edit with either solid or effective 
principal 
    %   stresses 
    %   --> here we use effective principal stresses 
    QA_stress_lim_p =  1.0*10^8;  %  
    QA_stress_lim_n =  -1.0*10^8; %  
    kpercent  = 99; % 98; % specifies percentile to be used in Sc and 
S1 calculations 
  
 
 
WORFLOW_Summarize_FaultDisplacement_v2.m 

% WORKFLOW_Summarize_FaultDisplacement_v2.m 
% Previously known as "EX_MeshSensitivity_DispDiscPlots.m" or 
% "EXAMPLE_Plots.m" 
% 
% MODIFIED BY:        Roselyne C. Laboso 
% DATE LAST MODIFIED: 2016-06-16 
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% 
% DESCRIPTION: At the moment only works for single faults. Modified 
script 
%   lines to emphasize dip slip = normal slip in a normal faulting 
regime! 
  
clear all, close all 
  
ScriptTime = tic; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% 0. Paths and Parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% Paths: 
addpath('bin'); 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData'); 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData/DATA_Wells'); % 
well data 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData/ArcGIS_Subset'); % 
ArcGIS Data - fault traces and hydrothermal features 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData/DATA_MEQ'); % MEQ 
data 
  
% Directories: 
% dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk_FaultExtended_Elev0_D12
50m'; 
% dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk_Multiple_D1250m'; 
% dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1011ft_D1250m'; 
% dir_in = 'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1015_D1250m'; 
% dir_in = 'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1024_D1250m'; 
% dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradyFblk1027ft_D1250m'; 
dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/P3dData_BradySingleFaults_D1250m_v2016062
5'; 
addpath(dir_in); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%     
%% 1. BC, QA, and Parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% a) Plotting Perturbation: Map View Visualization 
COMMON_1_BC_and_Parameters_SCRIPT 
  
% Define grid for plotting surfaces 
METHOD = 'natural'; % 'nearest'; % 'linear'; 
METHOD_extrapolation = 'none'; 
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% depth at which to query slip 
ztrans = 1330; 
zslip  = -1250;  
npx = 200;  
% % Check element normals are pointing in z-up direction 
% out = 
ReadTS3('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/BGF_MESH_Faultsremeshed_Elev0_v20
160108/fblk1011ft_1_remesh_Elev_0.ts'); 
% PlotTriNormals(out.tri{1},out.xyz(:,2:4),'z+','Y'); 
% clear out 
  
% fname_out = 
['ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/InOutputFiles_BradyFblk1011ft_D1250m/fbl
k1011ft_1_remesh_Elev_0.out']; 
% fname_out = 
['ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/InOutputFiles_BradyFblk1015_D1250m/fblk1
015_2_remesh_Elev_0.out']; 
% fname_out = 
['ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/InOutputFiles_BradyFblk1024_D1250m/fblk1
024_1_remesh_Elev_0.out']; 
fname_out = 
['ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/InOutputFiles_BradySingleFaults_D1250m_v
20160625/fblk1027ft_1_remesh_Elev_0.out']; 
  
out = p3doutputreader_v05c(fname_out); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
%% (2) Import and collect data for plotting 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 
% obtain names of all files in the subdirectory 
a = dir(dir_in); a = {a.name}; a = a(3:length(a)); 
% find all file names containing key word 
keyword = 'Extracted.mat'; 
n = length(a); 
counter = 0; 
for i = 1:n 
    dummy = strfind(a{i},keyword); % find only the .ts files to load 
    if isempty(dummy)==0 
        counter = counter+1; 
        I(counter)=i; 
    end 
end 
a = a(I); n = length(a); 
clear I counter keyword dummy 
  
% MyColor = parula(n); 
  
dummy = load(a{4}); 
fault.xyz      = dummy.fault.xyz; 
fault.xyzc     = dummy.fault.xyzc; 
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fault.ds       = -dummy.fault.ds; % dip slip 
fault.ss       = dummy.fault.ss; % strike slip 
fault.tn       = dummy.fault.tn; % normal tractions 
fault.tri      = dummy.fault.tri; 
  
% %% Plot fault slip field (displacement discontinuity form burgers 
vectors) 
% % Format: 
% % 1  ,2  ,3  ,4  ,5 ,6    ,7    ,8 ,9    ,10   ,11,12   ,13   ,14 
% % ELT,X1C,X2C,X3C,B1,U1(+),U1(-),B2,U2(+),U2(-),B3,U3(+),U3(-),Coord 
Sys 
% T  = out.fault.tri{1}; 
% V  = out.fault.xyz; 
% Vc = out.fault.disp{1}(:,2:4); 
% dd_dip = out.fault.disp{1}(:,5); 
% dd_strike = out.fault.disp{1}(:,8); 
% dd_normal = out.fault.disp{1}(:,11); 
  
figure 
AX(1) = subplot(3,1,1); 
hdd = 
trisurf(fault.tri,fault.xyz(:,1),fault.xyz(:,2),fault.xyz(:,3),fault.ds
); 
axis equal, box on, grid on, shading flat, % colorbar('East');  
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['Dip slip [m]']); set(gca,'FontSize',12); 
% range.ds = max(abs(fault.ds(:))); colormap(bwr(-range.ds,range.ds)); 
% title('dip slip component (+ = normal slip)') 
xlabel('Easting [m]'),ylabel('Northing [m]'), zlabel('Elevation [m]') 
  
AX(2) = subplot(3,1,2); 
hds = 
trisurf(fault.tri,fault.xyz(:,1),fault.xyz(:,2),fault.xyz(:,3),fault.ss
); 
axis equal, box on,grid on,shading flat % ,colorbar('East') 
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['Strike slip [m]']); 
set(gca,'FontSize',12); 
% range.ss = max(abs(fault.ss(:))); colormap(bwr(-range.ss,range.ss)); 
% title('strike slip component (+ = left lateral slip)') 
xlabel('Easting [m]'),ylabel('Northing [m]'), zlabel('Elevation [m]') 
  
AX(3) = subplot(3,1,3); 
slip = sqrt(fault.ds.^2 + fault.ss.^2); % slip 
hds = 
trisurf(fault.tri,fault.xyz(:,1),fault.xyz(:,2),fault.xyz(:,3),slip);ho
ld on 
axis equal, box on,grid on,shading flat % colorbar('East') 
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['Slip Magnitude [m]']); 
set(gca,'FontSize',12); 
% range.slip = max(abs(slip(:))); colormap(bwr(-
range.slip,range.slip)); 
% title('True slip component (+ = left lateral slip)') 
xlabel('Easting [m]'),ylabel('Northing [m]'), zlabel('Elevation [m]') 
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% determine normal vector for each element 
nv = trinormal(fault.tri,fault.xyz); 
% transform local slip vector to global slip vector by rotation 
slip_vec_loc = [fault.ds,fault.ss,fault.tn]; 
% rotate to match coordinate system assumptions of Rotate_flat2surf_n 
slip_vec_locp = ([cosd(-90) sind(-90) 0; -sind(-90) cosd(-90) 0; 0 0 
1]*slip_vec_loc')'; 
for i=1:size(nv,1) 
    slip_vec_global(i,:) = 
Rotate_flat2surf_n(slip_vec_locp(i,:),nv(i,:)); 
end 
% plot slip vector 
quiver3(fault.xyzc(:,1),fault.xyzc(:,2),fault.xyzc(:,3),slip_vec_global
(:,1),slip_vec_global(:,2),slip_vec_global(:,3)); 
clear nv 
  
linkprop(AX,{'CameraPosition','CameraUpVector','PlotBoxAspectRatio'}); 
rotate3d on 
view([0 90]) 
  
% save figure 
fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_in,'/FIG-FaultSlipField']; 
savefig(fname_fig); 
print('-dpng','-r300',fname_fig); 
  
%% Rotate to flat, then contour 
trans = [min(fault.xyz(:,1)),min(fault.xyz(:,2)),min(fault.xyz(:,3))]; 
for i=1:3, fault.xyzp(:,i) = fault.xyz(:,i)-trans(i); fault.xyzcp(:,i) 
= fault.xyzc(:,i)-trans(i); end 
[nv] = affine_fit(fault.xyzp); 
[fault.xyzp,strike,dip,dipdir] = Rotate_surf2flat_n(fault.xyzp,nv); 
[fault.xyzcp] = Rotate_surf2flat_n(fault.xyzcp,nv); 
  
Fb1 = 
scatteredInterpolant(fault.xyzcp(:,1),fault.xyzcp(:,2),fault.ds,METHOD)
; 
Fb2 = 
scatteredInterpolant(fault.xyzcp(:,1),fault.xyzcp(:,2),fault.ss,METHOD)
; 
VP_ds = Fb1(fault.xyzp(:,1),fault.xyzp(:,2)); 
VP_ss = Fb2(fault.xyzp(:,1),fault.xyzp(:,2)); 
VP_slip = sqrt(VP_ds.^2 + VP_ss.^2); 
  
figure 
nc = 20; 
type = 'filled'; 
AXf(1) = subplot(3,1,1); 
ContourTriVertices2D(fault.tri,fault.xyzp,VP_ds,nc,type); 
% title('Dip Slip Component (+ = normal slip)'); 
ylabel('Elevation [m]');  set(gca,'FontSize',12); 
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['Dip slip [m]']); 
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AXf(2) = subplot(3,1,2); 
ContourTriVertices2D(fault.tri,fault.xyzp,VP_ss,nc,type); 
% title('Strike Slip Component (+ = left lateral slip)'); 
ylabel('Elevation [m]'); set(gca,'FontSize',12); 
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['Strike slip [m]']); 
  
AXf(3) = subplot(3,1,3); 
ContourTriVertices2D(fault.tri,fault.xyzp,VP_slip,nc,type); % 
[c,h]=tricontour(T,Vp(:,1),Vp(:,2),VP_slip,nc); 
hold on 
% quiver(fault.xyzcp(:,1),fault.xyzcp(:,2),fault.ss,fault.ds); 
quiver(fault.xyzcp(:,1),fault.xyzcp(:,2),fault.ss,-fault.ds); 
% title('True slip component (+ = left lateral slip)') 
xlabel('Distance along fault length [m]'); ylabel('Elevation [m]');  
hcc = colorbar; ylabel(hcc,['True slip [m]']);  set(gca,'FontSize',12); 
  
  
% save figure 
fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_in,'/FIG-FaultSlipField-SurfaceContour']; 
savefig(fname_fig); 
print('-dpng','-r300',fname_fig); 
 

WORKFLOW_Slip_Dilation_Tendency.m 

% WORKFLOW_Calc_Slip_and_Dilation_Tendency.m 
%  
% AUTHOR:       NCD 
% DATE CREATED: 2016 
%  
  
clear all, close all 
  
%% Paths and Directories 
% -> Paths: 
addpath('bin') 
addpath('bin/Mesh2dv24_NCD') 
addpath('ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/DATA_FieldData') 
  
% -> Directories and File Names 
% dir_in ='MESH_Faultsremeshed_v20150727'; 
dir_in = 
'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/BGF_MESH_Faultsremeshed_v20150727'; 
% dir_in ='DATA_MESH_Faultsremeshed_v20150727'; 
fname  = 'fblk1011ft_1_remesh.ts'; % Main Hydrothermal Fault 
% fname  = 'fblk1015_2_remesh.ts'; % Splay Fault 
% fname  = 'fblk1024_1_remesh.ts'; % Abutting Fault 
% fname  = 'fblk1027ft_1_remesh.ts'; % East Margin of Horst 
dir_out = 'ARCHIVE_BRADY_DetailedFaults/FIGURES_v20160528/mu060'; 
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% -> Input Parameters 
mu = 0.60; % 0.6, 0.74, 0.83, 0.90; % expected coefficient of friction 
  
%% STEP 1: Define stress Model: Well 15-12 - EGS Stimulation Well 
DATA_BradyStressModel15_12 
% % 15-12 Location (already plotted) 
% Well15_12.x = 327137.929; 
% Well15_12.y = 4406034.671; 
% Well15_12.z = 4077.380*0.3048; % ft to m 
%  
% % Stress data 
% Well15_12.SH_dir = [7 13]; % Azi, Stdev 
% Well15_12.Sv = 1.04; % per psi/ft 
% Well15_12.SH = 0.78; % per psi/ft 
% Well15_12.Sh = 0.565;% per psi/ft 
% % assume water table to surface as lont-term geologic condition 
% Well15_12.Pp = 0.4;  % per psi/ft % water table to surface... 
  
% Categorize as principal stresses S1>=S2>=S3 (geologic convention) 
S1eff = Well15_12.Sv-Well15_12.Pp; 
S2eff = Well15_12.SH-Well15_12.Pp; 
S3eff = Well15_12.Sh-Well15_12.Pp; 
  
% tensor definition; convention: S11 = SH, S22 = Sh, S33 = Sv 
Sp  = [Well15_12.SH 0 0; 0 Well15_12.Sh 0; 0 0 Well15_12.Sv] - 
Well15_12.Pp*eye(3,3); 
% vertical axis rotation of an Andersonian Stress State 
Sij = Sp2Sij_AndersonVert(Sp,Well15_12.SH_dir(1));  
  
%% STEP 2: Import Fault Surface 
out = ReadTS3([dir_in,'/',fname]); 
V = out.xyz(:,2:4); T = cell2mat(out.tri); 
  
% Calculate upward (z positive) normal vector at vertices 
FIG = 'N'; 
convention = 'z+'; 
[T,nv,Vc] = PlotTriNormals(T,V,convention,FIG); 
  
%% Step 3: Determine Element Attitude and Resolve Tractions 
% Determine stress tensor at each V and Vc 
  
ne = size(T,1); % number of elements 
traction.Vc.xyz = zeros(3,ne); % components in xyz 
traction.Vc.d   = zeros(1,ne); % dip parallel component 
traction.Vc.s   = zeros(1,ne); % strike parallel component 
traction.Vc.n   = zeros(1,ne); % normal component 
traction.Vc.ms  = zeros(1,ne); % maximum shear traction magnitude  
sv = traction.Vc.xyz; dv = traction.Vc.xyz; 
for i = 1:ne 
    % Calculate upward (z positive) normal vector at centroids (dot 
products 
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    [strike(i),dip(i),svi,dvi] = n2sd(nv(i,:)); 
    sv(:,i) = svi'; dv(:,i) = dvi'; 
    % Global Coordinates 
    traction.Vc.xyz(:,i) = Sij*nv(i,:)'; % traction.V.xyz  = Sij*nv; 
    % Resolve Tractions to Local dip,strike,normal  
    traction.Vc.d(i) = dot(dv(:,i),traction.Vc.xyz(:,i)); % shear_dip 
traction 
    traction.Vc.s(i) = dot(sv(:,i),traction.Vc.xyz(:,i)); % 
shear_strike traction 
    traction.Vc.n(i) = dot(nv(i,:)',traction.Vc.xyz(:,i)); % normal 
traction 
end 
% Max shear traction 
traction.Vc.ms = sqrt(traction.Vc.d.^2 + traction.Vc.s.^2); 
  
%% Step 4: Calculate Slip Tendency * Dilation Tendency 
% Calculate: 
Ts = traction.Vc.ms./traction.Vc.n; % slip tendency 
Ts_stable = Ts-mu; % negative values will be stable 
Td = (S1eff-traction.Vc.n)./(S1eff-S3eff); % dilation tendency, always 
positive... 
    % the largest Td can be is if the normal traction == S3eff, so Td 
== 1 
    % the smallest Td can be is if the normal traction == S1eff, so Td 
== 0 
  
% Visualize: Plot 3D Mohr Circle 
af = figure; 
axm = subplot(1,3,1); 
[h] = PlotMohrCircle3D(S1eff,S2eff,S3eff); 
% define frictional failure limit 
xf06  = linspace(0,0.645,2);  
plot(xf06,mu*xf06,'r-','LineWidth',2); hold on 
xf93  = linspace(0,0.645,2); 
plot(xf93,0.93*xf93,'b-','LineWidth',2) % upper limit of observed mu 
% add calculated tractions to the Mohr Circle plot colorcoded by 
stability 
hm = 
scatter(traction.Vc.n',traction.Vc.ms',5^2*ones(size(Ts_stable',1),1),T
s_stable','filled'); 
set(hm,'MarkerEdgeColor','k','LineWidth',0.25) 
colormap(axm,bwr(min(Ts_stable),max(Ts_stable))); 
% format 
title({['Normalized Mohr-Cirlce (mu=',num2str(mu),')']}) 
xlabel('(Tn-Pf)/(Sv)'); ylabel('Ts/Sv'); axis tight 
  
% Plot Stereonet to summarize directional dependence of slip tendancy 
in 
% given stress field 
axs(3) = subplot(1,3,2); 
sttype = 0; % 0 = equal angle; 1 = equal area 
plot_type = 1; 
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[nv_s,SlipTend_s] = StereonetTsTd(Sij,S1eff,S3eff,mu,plot_type); hold 
on 
colormap(axs(3),bwr(min(SlipTend_s-mu),max(SlipTend_s-mu)));  
colorbar('eastoutside') 
for i = 1:length(strike) 
    [Xp(i),Yp(i)] = StCoordLine((strike(i)+90)*pi/180,(90-
dip(i))*pi/180,sttype); 
end 
hm = plot3(Xp',Yp',Ts_stable','ko','MarkerSize',4,'LineWidth',0.25); 
% title('Slip Tendency relative to Friction') 
title({['Slip Tendency (mu=',num2str(mu),')']}) 
  
axs(4) = subplot(1,3,3); 
plot_type = 2; 
StereonetTsTd(Sij,S1eff,S3eff,mu,plot_type); hold on 
hm = plot3(Xp',Yp',Td','ko','MarkerSize',4,'LineWidth',0.25); 
%colormap(axs(4),bwr(0,1));  
colormap(axs(4),parula); caxis(axs(4),[0,1]) 
colorbar('eastoutside') 
title('Dilation Tendency') 
  
% save figure: 
fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/','FIG-Stereonet for Main Fault']; 
% fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/FIG-Stereonet for Splay Fault']; 
% fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/FIG-Stereonet for Abutting Fault']; 
% fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/FIG-Stereonet for East Horst Fault']; 
savefig(fname_fig); 
print('-dpng','-r300',fname_fig) 
  
%% Visualize on fault 
  
figure 
ax(1) = subplot(1,3,1); 
hst(1) = trisurf(T,V(:,1),V(:,2),V(:,3),Ts_stable); 
set(hst(1),'LineWidth',0.1), shading flat 
colormap(ax(1),bwr(min(Ts_stable),max(Ts_stable)));  
box on, xlabel('x [m]'),ylabel('y [m]'),zlabel('z [m]'), axis equal  
hc = colorbar('southoutside'); xlim([3.25 3.31]*10^5); ylim([4.4023 
4.4103]*10^6); 
% title('Slip Tendency relative to Friction') 
title({['Slip Tendency (mu=',num2str(mu),')']}) 
  
ax(2) = subplot(1,3,2); 
hst(2) = trisurf(T,V(:,1),V(:,2),V(:,3),Td); 
set(hst(2),'LineWidth',0.1); shading flat 
% colormap(ax(2),bwr(min(Td),max(Td)));  
colormap(ax(2),parula); caxis(ax(2),[0,1]) 
box on, xlabel('x [m]'),ylabel('y [m]'),zlabel('z [m]'), axis equal 
hc = colorbar('southoutside'); xlim([3.25 3.31]*10^5); ylim([4.4023 
4.4103]*10^6) 
title('Dilation Tendency') 
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% Areas where Dilation tendency and slip tendency are both high 
% Find areas where SlipTendency > mu, plot corresponding Dilation 
tendency 
Islip = find(Ts_stable>=0); Istable = find(Ts_stable<0); 
Td_sliponly = Td; Td_sliponly(Istable) = 0; 
ax(3) = subplot(1,3,3); 
hst(3) = trisurf(T,V(:,1),V(:,2),V(:,3),Td_sliponly); 
set(hst(3),'LineWidth',0.1); shading flat 
colormap(ax(3),parula); caxis(ax(3),[0,1]) 
box on, xlabel('x [m]'),ylabel('y [m]'),zlabel('z [m]'), axis equal 
hc = colorbar('southoutside'); xlim([3.25 3.31]*10^5); ylim([4.4023 
4.4103]*10^6) 
title({['Dilation Tendency in Areas with Excess'];['Slip Tendency 
(mu=',num2str(mu),')']}); 
  
linkprop(ax,{'CameraPosition','CameraUpVector','PlotBoxAspectRatio'}); 
rotate3d on 
% Stereonet 
view([0 90]); 
  
% save figure: 
fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/','FIG-Fault for Main Fault']; 
% fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/FIG-Fault for Splay Fault']; 
% fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/FIG-Fault for Abutting Fault']; 
% fname_fig = [pwd,'/',dir_out,'/FIG-Fault for East Horst Fault']; 
savefig(fname_fig); 
print('-dpng','-r300',fname_fig) 
  
  
% set axis limits option 
for i =1:3 
    xlim(ax(i), [3.2479 3.3200]*10^5), ylim(ax(i), [4.4023 
4.4103]*10^6) 
end 
 

F2. Functions 

GatherFNamesfromTargetDir.m 

function [fnames] = GatherFNamesfromTargetDir(TargetDir,keyword) 
  
  
% addpath(TargetDir); 
  
%% STEP 1: Obtain names of all files in the subdirectory 
% obtain names of all files in the target directory 
fnames = dir(TargetDir); fnames = {fnames.name}; fnames = 
fnames(3:length(fnames)); 
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% find all file names containing key word 
n = length(fnames); 
counter = 0; 
for i = 1:n 
    dummy = strfind(fnames{i},keyword); % find only the .ts files to 
load 
    if isempty(dummy)==0 
        counter = counter+1; 
        I(counter)=i; 
    end 
end 
fnames = fnames(I); n = length(fnames); 
 
 

FindPtsNearPlane.m 

function [I,Inot] = FindPtsNearPlane(Vfault,Vobs,dx,Visualize) 
  
% Find_and_Remove_Pts_v1.m 
% 
% AUTHOR:               Roselyne Laboso 
% DATE CREATED:         2015-11-02 
% DATE LAST MODIFIED:   2016-02-19 
% VERSION:              v.1 
% 
% REQUIREMENTS:  
%   - rectangular plane with non-zero dip 
%   - if the edges of the rectangle are not parallel and perpendicular 
to 
%   strike and dip, then excessive numbers of points will be removed 
%       --> this could be remedieded by an additional vertical axis 
%       rotation in an future update. 
%  
% INPUTS: 
%   Vfault  - vertices of elements representing fault surface;  
%           m x3 xyz matrix 
%   Vobs    - verties of points to be searched (e.g., an observation 
grid) 
%   dx      - distance from vfault to capture pionts in Vobs;  
%           m x3 xyz matrix 
% 
% CALCULATIONS and OUTPOUTS 
%   nv      - normal vector of elements describing fault surface 
%   I       - rows of Vobs with points within dx of plane 
%   Inot    - fows of Vobs with points outside dx of plane 
% 
% Helper SCRIPTS: 
%   affine_fit 
%   Rotate_surf2flat_n 
% 
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%% I/O check 
[mf,nf] = size(Vfault); 
[mo,no] = size(Vobs); 
if nf~=3 && nf==3 
    Vfault = Vfault'; 
    [mf,nf] = size(Vfault); 
end 
if no~=3 && no==3 
    Vfault = Vobs'; 
    [mo,no] = size(Vobs); 
end 
if nf~=3 || no~=3 
    disp('Check matrix dimensions; both Vfault and Vobs should be mx3 
matrices of xyz components') 
end 
if nargin < 3 
    disp('Too few inputs: provide both (A) vertices for a surface and 
(B) a set of vertices to test') 
    return 
end 
if nargin < 4 
    Visualize = 'n'; 
end 
  
%% a) Define Plane to Fault vertices to get needed points 
% Rotate fault1 vertices to flat 
nvf1 = affine_fit(Vfault); % gives normal vector of fault1 to be used 
during rotation to flat 
Vp = Rotate_surf2flat_n (Vfault,nvf1); % will rotate a palne to surface 
and align its strike direction with x 
  
%% b) Rotate coarse map view to match flat surface 
Vmp =  Rotate_surf2flat_n (Vobs,nvf1); 
% max and min dimensions of fault surface 
xmax_f1 = max(Vp(:,1)); xmin_f1 = min(Vp(:,1));  
ymax_f1 = max(Vp(:,2)); ymin_f1 = min(Vp(:,2)); 
zmax_f1 = max(Vp(:,3)); zmin_f1 = min(Vp(:,3)); 
% find points within dx of fault plane 
I = find(Vmp(:,3)>=(zmin_f1-dx) & Vmp(:,3)<=(zmax_f1+dx) ... 
       & Vmp(:,1)<=(xmax_f1+dx) & Vmp(:,1)>=(xmin_f1-dx) ... 
       & Vmp(:,2)<=(ymax_f1+dx) & Vmp(:,2)>=(ymin_f1-dx)); 
% visualize result 
if Visualize == 'y' 
    figure 
    AX1 = subplot(1,2,1); 
    plot3(Vfault(:,1),Vfault(:,2),Vfault(:,3),'bv'); hold on;  
    plot3(Vobs(:,1),Vobs(:,2),Vobs(:,3),'k.'); grid on, box on,  axis 
equal, axis vis3d 
    plot3(Vobs(I,1),Vobs(I,2),Vobs(I,3),'ro','MarkerSize',6);  
    xlabel('x'); ylabel('y'); zlabel('z'); 
    title('Original Configuration') 
    view([0 90]) 
    AX2 = subplot(1,2,2); 
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    plot3(Vp(:,1),Vp(:,2),Vp(:,3),'bv'); hold on;  
    plot3(Vmp(:,1),Vmp(:,2),Vmp(:,3),'k.'); box on, grid on; axis 
equal, axis vis3d 
    plot3(Vmp(I,1),Vmp(I,2),Vmp(I,3),'ro','MarkerSize',6);  
    xlabel('x'); ylabel('y'); zlabel('z');  
    title('Rotated Configuration') 
    view([0 90]) 
end 
  
% Define Inot 
[m,n] = size(Vobs); % Vobs is a mx3 vector 
Inot = [1:1:m]'; 
Inot = unique([I;Inot]); % combine I and Inot then find unique values 
 
 
Affine_fit.m 
 
function [n,V,p] = affine_fit(X) 
    %Computes the plane that fits best (least square of the normal 
distance 
    %to the plane) a set of sample points. 
    %INPUTS: 
    % 
    %X: a N by 3 matrix where each line is a sample point 
    % 
    %OUTPUTS: 
    % 
    %n : a unit (column) vector normal to the plane 
    %V : a 3 by 2 matrix. The columns of V form an orthonormal basis of 
the 
    %plane 
    %p : a point belonging to the plane 
    % 
    %NB: this code actually works in any dimension (2,3,4,...) 
    %Author: Adrien Leygue 
    %Date: August 30 2013 
     
    %the mean of the samples belongs to the plane 
    p = mean(X,1); 
     
    %The samples are reduced: 
    R = bsxfun(@minus,X,p); 
    %Computation of the principal directions of the samples cloud 
    [V,D] = eig(R'*R); 
    %Extract the output from the eigenvectors 
    n = V(:,1); 
    V = V(:,2:end); 
end 
 

Rotate_surf2flat_n.m 
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function [Vp,strike,dip,dipdir] = Rotate_surf2flat_n (V,nv) 
  
%  
% Rotates an set of points, V mx3, representing a surface to horizontal 
so 
% that the strike vector coincides with the x1 direction and dip vector 
% coindices with -x2 direction given the normal vector, nv 1x3. 
%  
%  
% Coordinate system, x1(E),x2(N),x3(up, elevation) 
% n 1x3 (positive up) 
% RHR for strike and dip, strike in azimuth, dip in degrees positive 
down 
%  
  
% I/O 
  
%% Find DipDirect, Strike, Dip: x1(E), x2(N), x3(up, elevation), use 
azimuth 
if nv(3)<0; nv=-1*nv; end% enforce that n is upward pointing 
% Find DipDirect, Strike, Dip: x1(E), x2(N), x3(up, elevation), use 
azimuth 
dipdir = 90-atan2d(nv(2),nv(1)); % azimuth; n(1), and (2) coincide with 
the dip direction 
if dipdir<0; dipdir = dipdir+360; end 
strike = dipdir-90; % azimuth, RHR 
if strike<0; strike = strike+360; end 
% dip    = 90-atan2d(nv(3),sqrt(nv(1:2)'*nv(1:2))); % dip in degrees, 
positive down from horizontal 
dip    = 90-atan2d(nv(3),sqrt(dot(nv(1:2),nv(1:2)))); % dip in degrees, 
positive down from horizontal 
  
%% Rotate to horizontal with strike parallel to x1 
th1 = 90-(dipdir-90);% rotate about x3 to make strike of fault coincide 
with x1 
rot1 = [cosd(th1) sind(th1) 0; -sind(th1) cosd(th1) 0 ; 0 0 1]; % 
vertical axis rotation 
th2  = dip; % rotate coordinates about x1 axis to remove dip 
rot2 = [ 1 0 0; 0 cosd(th2) sind(th2); 0 -sind(th2) cosd(th2)]; % x1 
axis rotation 
% Rotate vertices 
Vp = rot2*(rot1*V'); Vp = Vp'; % return to m x 3 format 
  
  
ContourTriVertices2D.m 
 
function [Pi,Xi,Yi,C,H] = ContourTriVertices2D(T,V,P,nc,type) 
%  
%  
% 2D contour of X,Y,Property 
% T = triangulation 
% V = mx2 with x,y components 
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% P = property at each V to contour 
% nc= number of contours 
% type= type of contour plot = 'line' or 'filled'  
%       (see contourf versus contour) 
%  
% np= estimates the interpolation density 
%  
% Pi= the interpolated data 
% Xi= interpolatin locations 
% Yi= 
%  
if exist('nc') == 0 
    nc = 20; 
end 
np = 100; 
x = linspace(min(V(:,1)),max(V(:,1)),np); 
y = linspace(min(V(:,2)),max(V(:,2)),np); 
[Xi,Yi]=meshgrid(x,y); 
  
F = scatteredInterpolant(V(:,1),V(:,2),P); % define basis of 
interpolation 
Pi = F(Xi,Yi); % interpolate points 
[VO] = FindMeshOutline(T,V); % find boundary of surface to contour 
[VO] = ReorderNearestNeighbor3D(VO,1); % put into order 
  
IN = inpolygon(Xi,Yi,VO(:,1),VO(:,2)); 
Pi(~IN) = NaN; 
if exist('type') == 0; 
    type = 'empty'; 
end  
if strcmp(type,'empty'); 
    [C,H] = contourf(Xi,Yi,Pi,nc); 
elseif strcmp(type,'filled'); 
    [C,H] = contourf(Xi,Yi,Pi,nc); 
elseif strcmp(type,'line'); 
    [C,H] = contour(Xi,Yi,Pi,nc); 
end 
 
 
Sp2Sij_AndersonVert.m 
 
function Sij = Sp2Sij_AndersonVert(Sp,SHmax_azi); 
  
% assumes x1 = , x2 = N, x3 = elevation (positive up) 
%  
% Sp = [SHmax  0     0; 
%       0      Shim  0; 
%       0      0     SV]; 
%  
% SHmax >= Shmin 
%  
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th = -(90-SHmax_azi); 
rot = [ cosd(th) sind(th) 0; 
       -sind(th) cosd(th) 0; 
       0         0        1]; 
  
Sij = rot*Sp*rot';  
 
 
 
PlotMohrCircle3D.m 

function [h] = PlotMohrCircle3D(S1,S2,S3) 
  
th = [0:1:180]; 
  
  
Sr12 = (S1-S2)/2; Sm12 = (S1+S2)/2; 
x2   = Sm12 + Sr12*cosd(th); y2 = Sr12*sind(th); 
h(2) = plot(x2,y2,'k-'); hold on; 
plot(S2,0,'sk','MarkerSize',10,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
  
Sr23 = (S2-S3)/2; Sm23 = (S2+S3)/2; 
x3   = Sm23 + Sr23*cosd(th); y3 = Sr23*sind(th); 
h(3) = plot(x3,y3,'k-'); 
plot(S3,0,'sk','MarkerSize',10,'MarkerFaceColor','g') 
  
Sr13 = (S1-S3)/2; Sm13 = (S1+S3)/2; 
x1   = Sm13 + Sr13*cosd(th); y1 = Sr13*sind(th); 
h(1) = plot(x1,y1,'k-','LineWidth',2); 
plot(S1,0,'sk','MarkerSize',10,'MarkerFaceColor','r') 
plot(Sm13,0,'ok','MarkerSize',10) 
  
% Formatting 
axis equal, grid on, box on 
xlabel('Normal Traction') 
ylabel('Shear Traction') 
 

StereonetTsTd.m 

function [nv,SlipTend,DilTend,h,out] = 
StereonetTsTd(Sij,S1,S3,mu,plot_type) 
  
% plot_type =  
%   0 (or not defined) --> no plot 
%   1 --> slip tendency 
%   2 --> dilation tendency 
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sttype = 0; % 0 = equal angle, 1 = equal area 
  
%% Generate a distribution of normal vectors 
% generate sampling of trend and plunge angles 
inc = 2; 
th = [0:inc:360-inc]'; r = 1-eps; 
v = r*[cosd(th),sind(th)]; 
options = []; options.output = false; hdata = []; hdata.hmax = 0.05; 
[V,T] = mesh2d(v,[],hdata,options); X = V(:,1); Y = V(:,2); 
Z     = -sqrt((1 - (X.^2 + Y.^2))); % solve for z from x,y in equation 
of sphere 
  
% Calculate Tractions 
[nr,nc] = size(X); 
Txyz = zeros(nr,3); sv = Txyz; dv = Txyz; nv = Txyz; 
Td   = zeros(nr,nc); Ts = Td; Tn = Td; 
Xp = Td; Yp = Td; TRD = Td; PLG = Td; 
for i = 1:nr 
%     [TRD(i),PLG(i)] = v2tp(-[V(i,:),Z(i)]); 
    [TRD(i),PLG(i)] = v2tp([V(i,:),Z(i)]); % returns geologic azimuth 
and plunge in deg 
    % calculate tractions 
    nv(i,:)   = [X(i);Y(i);Z(i)]; 
    Txyz(i,:) = (Sij*nv(i,:)')'; % global coordinates 
    [strike,dip,svi,dvi] = n2sd(nv(i,:)); 
    sv(i,:) = svi'; dv(i,:) = dvi';   
    Td(i)   = dot(dv(i,:),Txyz(i,:)); % local coordinates 
    Ts(i)   = dot(sv(i,:),Txyz(i,:)); 
    Tn(i)   = dot(nv(i,:),Txyz(i,:)); 
    % Determine positions in stereonet plot from trend and plunge 
    [Xp(i),Yp(i)] = StCoordLine(TRD(i)*pi/180,PLG(i)*pi/180,sttype); 
end 
Tms = sqrt(Td.^2 + Ts.^2); 
  
% Calcualte Slip Tendency 
SlipTend = Tms./Tn; 
SlipTend_Anom = SlipTend - mu; 
% Calculate Dilation Tendency 
DilTend = (S1-Tn)./(S1-S3); % dilation tendancy, always positive... 
  
if plot_type == 1 % Plot a colored stereonet of slip tendency 
    h = trisurf(T,Xp,Yp,SlipTend_Anom); 
    colormap(bwr(min(SlipTend_Anom),max(SlipTend_Anom))) 
elseif plot_type == 2 % plot a colored stereonet of dilation tendency 
    h = trisurf(T,Xp,Yp,DilTend); 
    % colormap(bwr(min(DilTend),max(DilTend))) 
    colormap(parula); caxis([0,1]);  
end 
shading interp 
set(h,'FaceAlpha',0.8) 
axis equal,axis off, view(0,90) 
hold on 
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%% Build axes 
trdv = 0; plgv = pi/2; 
intrad = 10*pi/180; % interval between reference great and small 
circles 
Stereonet(trdv,plgv,intrad,sttype) 
  
%% Gather data 
out.T   = T;  
out.nv  = nv; 
out.TRD = TRD; 
out.PLG = PLG; 
out.nv_stereo = [Xp,Yp]; 
out.Td  = Td; 
out.Ts  = Ts; 
out.Tn  = Tn; 
out.Tms = Tms; 
  
  
 
 

 


